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A Correction 
IN LAST month's issue of this rnagarane we 

rnde 
an unfortunate 

trenposillon of captions under two photographs an the + 

r 

title 
"The Children's flour for the Radio Child by Vera Brady Shipman. 
On page 20 w printed a picture of a follyfeeed Indtvtdual and 
under it we said that he was Thornton W. Burge ". of Springfield. Mo creator of the famoubedtime stories of nature On the nest 
page we printed a picture of a tndioula.oking gentleman nd under 
it we said that he was "Uncle Bob" (Walter Wtbonl, of KYW. 
Chicago. a favorite bedtime story teller on the radio . 

t tiforturrately, these two caption. were transposed. The I ily 
faced gentleman I. Uncle Bob and the tudinu gentleman with the 
pipe is Mr Purges 

I suppose that it Is expected that we should apologize for this 
but I really do not know which u. ol these gentlemen to apologize to. 

I only know if any one should call me either Uncle Bob or 
Thornton Burgess I should not demand an apology but would rather 
thank him very much indeed for the compliment, 

H. M. N. 
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Editorially Speaking 
THE recent discussion in this depart- 

ment of the reported plan of some 
of the big companies to establish a 
chain of "super- broadcasting" stations 
so that great events might be sent out 
country -wide simúltaneously, seems to 
have split the readers of this magazine into two very 
distinct and somewhat prejudiced camps. 

This, however, is just about what I expected it 
would do. You see, the radio audience must of neces- 
sity be divided into these two groups, and the sooner 
we recognize the 
groups and make 
our appeal to one 
or the other, ac- 
cordingly, t h e 
sooner will we get 
on a sane basis in 
this business. 

These two 
groups are, first, 
those who may be 
considered as al- 
ready in radio, and 
who, without any 
doubt, have been 
the people who 
have brought radio 
to the tremendous 
position which it 
occupies t o d a y. 
These good folk 
are the ones who 
like to put their 
own sets together, 
or, if they buy a 
manufactured set, 
want to know at 
least what the 
circuit is and what 
all of the instru- 
ments inside are 
and do, and exact- 
ly why and how 
everything func- 
tions. They are 
very likely to he 
the DX "hounds" 
and their general 
attitude of mind is 
that all local sta- 

houl 

By 

tions s d be 
surpressed so that 
the listener -in may 
spend a joyous 
evening trying to see how many stations 
within an hour and a half or two hours. 

Then there is the other type that cares nothing 
whatsoever about this kind of thing. This second class 

has not yet become very strong in radio, 
but it is the class which is now coming 
into the game entirely for its value as 
home entertainment and education. It 
is the class which has steadily stayed 
away from radio during its develop- 

ment period because of a total lack of interest on the 

technical side. 
These good people are the people who have phono- 

graphs and good pianos in their homes and who go 

to theatres and concerts and lectures quite regularly. 
They realize that 
radio -- "if and 
when perfected" - 
will supply them 
with the kind of 
entertainment and 
education which 
they like, and will 
do it with a great 
deal less trouble 
than they find now 
in going out on a 
stormy winter 
evening to attend 
such events. 

This latter class 
is n o w coming 
rapidly into radio. 
Its members do 
not know parts 
and hookups and 
circuits; they 
want a radio set 
and want a per- 
fectly good one all 
ready installed in 
their home just as 
they acquired their 
Victrola and their 
piano. 

To the latter 
class, the Ilan of 
super -power 
broadcasting sta- 
tions is the ideal 
solution of any 
problem of radio. 
They do not want 
to hunt distance; 
they want good 
programs, they 
want them regu- 
larly and they 
want them sup - 

by the very finest talent in the country. The DX 
are considerably opposed to the reported plan. 

All they want to get, when they tune in a station, is 
the call letters so that the station can be logged and 

On Resist 
Amp 

ance - Coupled 
Ilf ication 

ICERTAINLY got myself into hot water by the few introductory 
remarks which 1 made to the article by Kenneth Harkness in the 

August issue. Mr. Harkness' article dealt with audio -frequency 
amplification, and he expressed the opinion that resistance coupling 
was an obsolete and inefficient method. In my introductory remarks, 
I thoroughly agreed with him and said that I had never heard a 

resistance- coupled amplifier that gave mr quality which 1 considered 
worth having. 

This has stirred up quite a hornet's nest. It has also cost mr 
money. Now I do not mind stirring up an argument because editors 
thrive on that, but I certainly do hate to lose money just for the 
privilege of expressing my own opinion about things. 

Still sticking to the assertion that I have never used a resistance - 
coupled amplifier that I considered worth having, I quote rrom a 

letter received from W. L. Morley, 325 Elliott Square, Buffalo, 
New York: 

"Dear Mr. Neely: 
"1 have been a constant reader of your magazine Radio in Ike 

Home ever since its inception and have always sworn by all of the 
statements you have made, quoted them to my numerous radio friends, 
and felt that your advice was just ah>,rut the last word in radio 
construction. 

"Your last issue contained the statement by you to the effect 
that resistance -coupled amplification was decidedly inferior to other 
methods. I had just about made up my mind to add two stages of 
resistance -coupled amplification to my present set, using it after one 

stage of transformer coupled. Your statement about discouraged me 

in doing this, but luckily I felt it worth the effort, even though 
you were against it. As a result, 1 can only suggest that you get a set 

of Daven parts which you advertise in your magazine, although you 
damn then editorially, and try out a couple of stages yourself. 1 am 
inclined to believe that you will be willing not only to retract that 
statement, but to recommend this method of amplification to your 
readers. 

"For the last eight months I have been trying to add audio 
amplification to an Acemedynr hookup, supplementing the one stage 
of transformer coupled, recommended by the originators of the 
circuit, Danziger- Jones. The whole trouble was that this particular 
circuit delivers so tremendous an output from 

( eo.tt.u.A.. Pan 60) 

he can log plied 
fans 
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A musical instrument 
not a mechanical novelty 

N eNew worlds open up to music lovers 

who own a Kennedy Radio. Wher- 
ever you live. -in a city apartment or a 

lonely home many miles from town .-you 
can receive fine music, choosing from 
many programs. 

And you will hear real mtuic, without 
distortion, for the Kennedy is a musical in- 

strument, not a mechanical novelty. A musi- 
cian will enjoy its purity of tone -an artist 
admire its beauty. 

The Kennedy earns the praise of radio 

experts_a finely built set, employing the 
most advanced principles of wireless recep- 

Lion. Yet so simplified that no fussing is 

needed to get perfect reception. 

Tunes in stations on a single dial - 
always at same setting 

ONE dial controls wave lengths. Stations 
are always found at the same dial setting. 
The second dial increases or decreases vol- 
ume. 

The Kennedy is sold near you 

IF YOU do not find a Kennedy dealer handy, 

write -we will tell you where you can 

see and hear this beautiful instrument. 

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY 
SAINT LOUIS KENEDY 

Jhev2oyalty fcl2adio 

MODEL VI 
USES four tuber, either 

dry tell or storage bat- 
tery type. Indoor or outdoor 
antenna. Especially recom- 
mended for loud - speaker 
reception of nearby ordisant 
stations. 

Volume under perfect con- 
trol. Non -radiating -it does 
not annoy your neighbors. 
Tunes in stations at same 
dial setting regardless of 

aerial length. 
. Rieb mahogany cabinet. 
Sloping panel has distinc- 
tion and aids accurate tim- 
ing. Licensed sender Arm- 
strong patent No.1,113,149. 
Price $105, without acces- 
to ries. Other models. at 
lower and higher prices. 

}.j1 y w i- ,.T;.3 -.Y'/vT. - -_ _ -- - . 1 1'`t'r1'lL.l"{-'4+. - - r r 
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Radio in the Home of Alex. A. Blum 
S303 Queen Lane, Germantown, Philá . 
This is u three-tube "Claret)," with 

Brandes Head Set 
l'hotu by Harry S. Hood, Phila. 

then they turn the dials to something else. 
There is no question about it that this 

is the biggest problem that faces us in 
radio at the present time. I was particu- 
larly anxious to present to our readers a 
full outline of the plan written by some one 
in authority, and so I wrote to Mr. Pierre 
Boucheron, manager of the Advertising and 
;-uhlicity Department of the Radio Corpo- 
ration of America, and asked him if he 
would not prepare all article for me telling 
our readers exactly what the status of the 
idea is at present. It was Mr. Boucheron's 
speech in Atlantic City which started the 
entire discussion. 

Mr. Boucheron has very obligingly sent 
me considerable material about the proposi- 
tion accompanied by a letter in which he 
says: 
"Dear Mr. Neely : 

"Thank you for your good letter of 
August 26th. The facts about the super- 
power broadcasting are as follows: 

"1. The so- called plan outlined in an 
Atlantic City dispatch last June and re- 
puted to come from me was absolutely un- 

T Agt 
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authorized and chiefly the product of an 
over -enthusiastic reporter. 

"2. Neither the Radio Corporation of 
America nor its associates, so far as I 

know, are at this time contemplating a 
special super -power plan of broadcasting. 
As a matter of fact, there is in effect today 
super -power broadcasting where certain 
stations are using more than 500 watts; 
where by means of wire line links several 
prime stations are connected to une single 
event and simultr :neously broadcast that 
event so as to blanket a major part of the 
country ; and finally where the same thing 
has been accomplished by means of short 
wave retransmission. 

"3. Thu idea of super -power broadcast- 
ing originally came from one of my chiefs, 
Mr. David Sarnoff. I attach a markéd copy 
of the speech in which he outlined a pos- 
sible future development. 

"While I appreciate your request that 
I write an article on the subject you will 
see there exists no basis for such detailed 
and authoratitive paper at this time. 

"Very truly yours, 
(signed) "Boucheron." 

One of the papers sent me by Mr. Bouch- 
eron was an address delivered by David 
Sariioff before a gathering of Chicago 
business men at the Chicago Association of 
Commerce in April. From this address I 
quote the statements bearing upon this 
subject: 

"The impatience evident in sonic 
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quarters at the failure, thus far, to evolve 
a cut and dried solution of the broadcast- 
ing problem which resolves itself in some 
minds into the single question of 'who will 
pay the cost of broadcasting,' and the 
panaceas offered daily as an answer to this 
question by many well- meaning persons. 
follow, I am convinced, from a confused and 
distorted picture of the problem. 

"Radio broadcasting is more than music, 
it is more than entertainment, it is more 
than news. It is a vast public forum which 
takes in all these elements. This must be 
borne in mind when one comes to consider 
the general problem presented by broad- 
casting. It is not merely who is to pay the 
artist or the singer or the actor for his 
service in broadcasting to millions of 
people. Radio broadcasting can and does 
draw upon a tremendous reservoir of public 
material -great political events, the pro- 
nouncements of public men, the ceremonies 
and functions of notable public events, 
popular sporting contests of international, 
national and regional interest, and a host 
of other happenings that constitute the life 
of u nation and which are not subject to 
the requirements of pay by the broadcast 
station. 

"The fact of the matter is that we can- 
not hope to solve the economical problem 
presented by broadcasting, until its tech- 
nical problems are in the way of solution. 
It is useless to consider how broadcasting 
might be made to pay (co.u.,,.0 on Page JO) 
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Radio in the Ilome of !lorry E. S. Smith, Thorndale, Pa. 
lt is a home-made ultradyne, built in a glans cabinet. using a Music Muster Loud 
Speaker. The Willard storage "l1" batteries, "A" ha.teries und charger are in the 

cabinet. 
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This trade (nark 
guarantees satisfaction 
in radio atUfpfteens 

TRF- 50 
is new cabinet 

receiver includes 
5 -tube tuned radio 
frequency circuit with 
special features. The 
built -in Magnavox 
Reproducer unit con- 
sumes no lottery cur- 
rent. 

The cabinet is beauti- 
fully carved, with 
hand - rubbed antique 
finish: height,14''4 in.; 
length,20;:in. ;depth, 
18!i in. 

v:7 

TRF -5 
is model embodies the same circuit 

in a simpler cabinet with space for 
"B" batteries but without built -in Re- 
producer unit. 

The cabinet measures: height, 9s4 in.; 
length,20' in.; depth.1435 in. 

A highly desirable accessory forTRF -5 is 
the Magnavox M4 Reproducer, insuring 
clearest tone for every class of program. 

The tuned radio frequency circuit de- 
signed by Magnavox engineers for these 
receivers is an important development, 
greatly enhancing the enjoyment of 
broadcast programs. 

w. ,e 
ryT:) 

N designing these new Broadcast Receivers, Magnavox has suc- 
cessfully interpreted the radio needs of the American home. 

"Three decisive advantages go with the Magnavox: unequalled 
simplicity of control-reproduction of exceptional clearness in any 
desired volume- a handsomely carved period cabinet designed for 
quiet dignity and convenience without burdensome cost. 

The Magnavox Unit Tuner does away with all complicated dialing, and 
places the novice on the same footing as the radio expert. In point of 
selectivity and distance, Magnavox Broadcast Receivers also satisfy 
the most discriminating. 
TRF -50 illustrated above -a 5 -tube tuned radio 
frequency receiver in carved cabinet with built - 
in Magnavox Reproducer unit and space for "B" 
batteries. Magnavox Tubes Type A are highly 
recommended. 

Without tubes or batteries . . . $150.00 

TRF -5 illustrated on left - identical with the 

above but encased in smaller cabinet without 
built -in Reproducer. Vernier condensers make 

Magnavox Radio universal for all types of tube 
and all antenna. 
Without tubes, batteries or reproducer $125.00 

Magnavox Radio Products (Broadcast Receivers. Vacuum Tubes, 
Reproducers, Power Amplifiers and Combination Sets) are sold by 
reliable dealers everywhere. If unacquainted with the Magnavox 
store in your vicinity, write us for information and literature. 

THE MAGNAVOX 'CO., OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 
NEW YORK: 350 West 31st Street SAN FRANCISCO: 274 Brannan Street 

Canadian Distributors: Perkins Electric Limited, Tur,,nto, Montreal, Winnipeg 
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DAVID GRIMES, Inc. 
Announce the New Inverse Duplex 
Type 3 -XP Official Laboratory Model 

After two years of intensive experimenting in and out of the laboratory, together with 
a survey of the requirements of the radio public, David Grimes. inventor of the well -known 
INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM, has organized DAVID GRIMES, INC., and is now producing 
for immediate delivery Model 3 -XP, employing his famous Grimes System -Super Reflex. 

The object of DAVID GRIMES, INC., is to produce for the first time the Grimes System 
at a popular price. plus quality and efficiency. The time for popular prices is here in the 
development of radio, and the Grimes System lends itself admirably to this rapidly increasing 
demand. 

Outstanding Features: 
Absolute clarity of tone. 
Three tubes, 201 -A or UV -199. equal- 

ing a six -tube instrument. 
1 wo stages of tuned radio, detector 

and three stages of audio. 
Will operate on indoor and outdoor 

aerial. 
Pronounced selectivity. 
Three -dial control. 

Jobber s' territories are 
being allotted very rapidly. 

Suspension sockets, eliminating micro - 
phonic noises. 

Standard approved parts throughout. 
The 3 -XP model is considered ahead 

of its time in various features that 
make for simplicity and efficiency. 

Mahogany cabinet (English Brown), 
hand -rubbed finish. A and B batter- 
ies contained within the cabinet. 

Retail Price. $85.00 
(without accessories) 

INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM 
Insures Natural Tone Quality 

For further information apply to your jobber or direct to 

DAVID GRIMES, Inc. 
1571 Broadway New York, N. Y. Strand Theatre Building 
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'life New Harkness Counterflex Circuit 

AM glad to be 
able to give to 

the readers of Radio 
in the Home the 
first details of a 
new circuit which 
I have recently per- 
fected. As a matter 
of fact, it is more 
than just a "cir- 
cuit" ; it is a new 
method of control- 
ling self- oscillation 
in a reflex receiver, 
a method which can 
be used in various 
reflex circuits, and 
which enables the 
construction of un- 
usually efficient re- 
flex receivers. Receivers using this new 
method of controlling self -oscillation will be 
known as "Counterflex" receivers. 

In this issue I am showing the circuit 
and photographs of a three -tube Counter- 
flex receiver which I believe to be one of the 
simplest and best applications of the 
Counterflex principle. This receiver is re- 
markably efficient. In both audibility and 
selectivity it has proved to be the equal of 
a popular type of five -tube set. 

For instance, at Station 3XP, where 
I demonstrated the set one hot evening in 
August when static was at its worst and 
receiving conditions were distinctly un- 
íavorable, we were able easily to pick up 
stations within a radius of about 1000 
miles with more than sufficient audibility 
to operate a loud speaker satisfactorily. It 
was the general opinion of those who were 
present at this demonstration that the 
Counterflex had "some kick to it." I have 
also tested the receiver in other localities 
and it has invariably proved itself to be 
equally efficient. 

As stated above, the important new 
feature of the Counterflex circuit is the 
method used to control self- oscillation. In 
the July issue of this magazine I discussed 
the subject of self -oscillation in some detail, 
explaining the causes responsible for this 
effect, the precautions which must be taken 
to minimize these causes and the means 
which may be adopted to control self- oscil- 
lation when it is impossible, by precaution- 
ary measures alone, to prevent self- oscilla- 
tion from taking place. I explained that 
self -oscillation in a receiver with radio -fre- 
quency amplification is caused by inductive 
or capacitive coupling between the circuits 
of the amplifier. This coupling cannot be 
entirely eliminated as some of it is inherent 
in the amplifier ; for instance, the coupling 

COUNTERACTING CONDENSER J 
R.[ TRANS. 

TI 
AMPLIFYING R.F TRANS. 

OBE 1 Z 

RECTIFYING it' 

00, 8 

I I 1111111I -9- 

to - TRANS. 

FUNDAMENTAL HARKNESS COUNTERFIEX CIRCUIT 

Ft 1 

By KENNETH HARKNESS 
President, Kennelh Harkness Radio Corporation 

caused by the capacity between the plate 
and grid of each vacuum tube is inherent 
and cannot be avoided. It is necessary, 
therefore, to add resistance to the circuits 
in some convenient manner so as to prevent 
the generation of continuous oscillations. 

In the Counterflex circuit, self- oscilla- 
tion is controlled by coupling the circuits 
of the radio -frequency amplifier to produce 
a negative feed -back effect, a feed -back 
which is directly "out of phase" with the 

Figure 2 -The counterformer mounted on 
its variable condenser 

WM. 

positive feed - back 
set up by the in- 
herent coupling he- 
tween the circuits. 
Whereas the posi- 
tive feed -back de- 
creases the effective 
resistance of the 
circuits, and, if it is 
strong enough, per- 
mits the generation 
of continuous oscil- 
lations, the negative 
feed -back increases 
the effective resis- 
tance of the circuits 
and prevents the 
generation of con- 
tinuous oscillations. 
The positive feed- 

back has an amplifying effect, known as 
regeneration or reaction ; the negative feed- 
back has a diminishing effect which I have 
termed counteraction. 

The underlying principle of this system 
of controlling self -oscillation is commonly 
called "neutralization," although it seems 
to me that the term "counteraction" better 
describes the action which takes place. The 
principle is not new, having been clearly 
set forth by French engineers about ten 
years ago, but the method of applying the 
counteraction principle in the Counterflex 
receiver is entirely new and original and 
has many advantages over other methods. 

The fundamental Counterflex circuit is 
shown in the diagram of Figure 1. In this 
diagram separate batteries are shown for 
each tube so that the essential connections 
of the circuit may he more clearly seen. If 
this diagram is studied it will be seen that 
the circuit is very similar to the "Harkness 
Reflex" circuit, except that a vacuum tube 
is used as a rectifier in place of a crystal 
detector. The amplifying tube serves a 
double purpose. It amplifies the high -fre- 
quency currents of incoming signals, and, 
after rectification by the detector tube, also 
amplifies the audio -frequency current varia- 
tions, the signals finally being detected by 
the telephones included in the plate circuit 
of the amplifying tube. 

The radio -frequency transformers T1 
and T2 are similar to the transformers Ti 
and T2 of the IHarkness Reflex, although 
the inductance values are different. To in- 
sure maximum sensitiveness the terminals 
of these transformers must be correctly 
connected in the circuit. In Figure 1 the 
letters A and B represent, respectively, the 
beginning and end of each winding, the 
primary and secondary coils of each trans- 
former being wound in the same direction. 
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Now, the inductance values of the radio - 
frequency transformers are such that con- 
tinuous oscillations would he self- generated 
in this circuit if no means were providedto 
control self - oscillation. Counteraction, 
therefore, is used for this purpose, and it 
is obtained by connecting a small variable 

C1JUNtLta- 
COUNTl:RDON 

F<)RNEIa 

it 
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receiving local stations. With the exception 
of the radio -frequency transformers all the 
parts needed to build either the two -tube or 
three -tube Counterfiex receivers are of 
standard design. The constants of the 
radio -frequency transformers (designed for 
use with a .0003 MF variable condenser 

SIMPLEST PRACTICAL APPLICATION' HARKNESS COUNiERFLíX 

Fig .3 

condenser between the plate of the ampli- 
fying tube and the fi'ament ride of the 
secondary coil of radio -frequency trans- 
former T2. 

This method of obtaining and varying 
counteraction to control self -oscillation in 
a reflex circuit is entirely new. it is posi- 
tive in action and permits a simple and 
accurate control of counteraction. Counter- 
action can be increased or decreased, as 
may be necessary, by increasing or decreas- 
ing the capacity of the counteracting con- 
denser. If, while tuning in signals, continu- 
ous oscillations are generated by the ampli- 
fying tube they can he promptly and ac- 
curately dampened out by increasing the ca- 
pacity of the counteracting condenser. The 
exact value of counteraction necessary for 
maximum efficiency at any frequency to 
which the receiver may be tuned can easily 
be obtained. 

The use of this method of obtaining 
and varying counteraction enables the con- 
struction of highly efficient reflex receivers 
based upon the fundamental circuit of 
Figure 1. The inductance values of the 
radio -frequency transformers (particularly 
T2) can he sufficiently high to obtain un- 
usually good radio- frequency amplification. 

In place of the crystal detector of the 
Harkness Reflex system a vacuum tube can 
be used for rectification, thus simplifying 
the operation and greatly increasing the 
selectivity of the receiver. The normal 
potential of the grid of the amplifying tube 
can be maintained at a negative value, thus 
insuring maximum audio- frequency ampli- 
fication. 

The diagram of Figure 3 illustrates the 
simplest practical application of the 
Counterfiex circuit. For all- around service 
it is better to use a third tube as audio -fre- 
quency amplifier, the two -tube circuit of 
Figure 3 being intended for use with head 
phones only. The two -tube circuit, how- 
ever, will operate a loud speaker when 

with low minimum capacity) are as follows: 
Transformer T1: Secondary coil has 

sixty turns of No. 28 silk- covered wire 
wound on a formica form 2.Y8 inches in 
diameter. Primary coil has ten turns of 
the same size of wire wound directly on top 
of the secondary coil, the two coils being 
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turns of the same size wire. The coils are 
wound in the same manner as type Ti. 

These transformers, mounted on the 
variable condensers for which they are de- 
signed, may be purchased, if desired. The 
complete transformer and variable con- 
denser unit will be placed on the market 
shortly and will be known as the "Harkness 
Counterformer." These units are similar 
to the Flexoformer of the old Harkness 
Reflex circuit except that the constants of 
the coils are different. The counterformers 
will be obtainable, of couse, in two types 
(TI and T2) as required by the circuit. 

There is nothing particularly unusual 
about the counteracting condenser of the 
('ounterflex circuit. It is merely a small 
variable condenser. It is possible to use 
sonie of the standard types of "vernier" 
condensers now on the market, although 
I am designing a special condenser with 
the correct range of capacity needed by the 
circuit. This special condenser will be 
known as the "Harkness Counterdon." 

Using the above -described special parts 
and other standard material the two -tube 
circuit of Figure 3, then, can be built with 
the following items: 

l Counterformer Type Tl. 
1 Counterformer Type T2. 
1 Audio -frequency transformer 

.(ratio 4 to 1). 
1 Counterdon or "vernier" con 

denser. 
1 Filament rheostat. 
1 Grid condenser (.00025) and 

grid leak (1 meg.). 
1 Fixed condenser (.0001 mf.). 
2 Tube sockets. 
8 Binding posts. 

The counterformers, counterdon and 
rheostat should be mounted on a front panel 
measuring 7 inches by 18 inches and the 
remainder of the parts screwed to a base- 
board, the binding posts preferably being 
mounted on a strip at the back of the base- 
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separated by a piece of insulating paper or 
Empire cloth. Roth coils are wound in the 
same direction. 

Transformer 7.2: Secondary coil has 
fifty -five turns of No. 28 silk -covered wire 
wound on a formica form 2% inches in 
diameter. Primary coil has twenty -five 

board. The parts can then be wired up as 
shown in Figure 3. The terminals of the 
counterformers are numbered, and it is ab- 
solutely essential that the connections he 
made to these terminals to correspond with 
the diagram of Figure 3. On counterformer 
T1 terminal No. 1 is the beginning of the 
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primary winding and terminal No. 3 the 
beginning of the secondary winding. On 
counterformer T2 terminal No. 1 is the 
beginning of the primary coil and terminal 
No. 4 the beginning of the secondary. 

With an additional stage o4 audio -fre- 
quency amplification the Counterflex re- 
ceiver becomes a much more serviceable in- 
strument. For headphone reception the 
telephones can be plugged in the plate cir- 
cuit of the reflex tube, thus cutting out the 
third tube entirely, or the loud speaker can 
be plugged in the plate circuit of the audio - 
frequency amplifying tube for the reception 
of both local and distant stations with good 
volume. I show, in Figures 4 and 5, two 
different circuits, each using three tubes. 
Figure 5 is the circuit which will be used in 
the commercial model of three -tube Hark- 
ness Counterflex receiver. Figure 4 is a 
modified and simpler arrangement of the 
same circuit. It will be noticed that the 
commercial circuit of Figure 5 uses a 
special "counterswitch," while the circuit 
of Figure 4 omits this entirely. Otherwise 
the circuits are identical, with the minor 
exception of the fact that both jacks of the 
commercial circuit are of the filament con- 
trol type, whereas the simpler circuit has 
an ordinary double circuit jack in the plate 
circuit of the reflex amplifying tube. 

The "counterswitch" of Figure 5 is 
merely a special type of double -pole, double - 
throw switch. If the wiring diagram is 
studied, it will be seen that this switch 
makes it possible to reverse the connections 
of the primary coil of counterformer T2. 
The object of this switch is to prevent the 
receiver from "squealing" when the strong 
signals of nearby broadcasting stations set 
up forced oscillations which cannot be con- 
trolled by the counterdon. 

If you live more than twenty -five miles 
from a broadcasting station, you will not 
need to use this switch at all ; you can then 
permanently connect counterformer T2 as 
shown in Figure 4, the beginning of the 
primary coil going to the plate of the reflex 
tube, and the beginning of the secondary 
coil going to the grid of the detector tube. 
But if you live within two or three miles 
of a broadcasting station, the strong signals 
from this station will cause the receiver 
to howl when the station is tuned in. It is 
possible, of course, to eliminate this howl 
by detuning the set, but this use of the 
counterswitch renders this unnecessary and 
makes it easier to pick up different local 
stations. Incidentally, with the counter - 
switch on the "local" side, the audibility of 
the receiver is so greatly reduced that the 
receiver is more selective and the different 
local station can be received without inter- 
ference. 

The three -tube Counterflex circuit of 
Figure 5 can be built with the following 
parts : 

1 Counterformer Type T1. 
1 Counterformer Type T2. 
2 Audio-frequency transformers. 
1 Counterdon. 
1 Counterswitch. 
3 Tube sockets. 
1 Double- circuit fil. 
1 Single- circuit fil. 
1 Filament rheosta 
1 Fixed condenser 
1 Grid condenser 

control jack. 
control jack. 
t. 
(.0001 mfd.). 
(.00025 mf) 

and grid leak (1 megohm). 
6 Binding posts. 

The counterformers. counterdon, coun- 
terswitch, filament rheostat and telephone 
jacks can be mounted on a panel measuring 
7 inches by 18 inches ico,,,,,,,,,.,, e,, ,.,se ) 
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3XP Style ofHook Ups of the New Harkness (ounterfiex 
WIRING up the new Harkness i Counterfiex circuit at Station 3XP, we 

purposely used ordinary standard appa- 
ratus which we had on our shelves, and we 
wound our own coils just to see whether 
the circuit would function as well with the 
kind of parts the average amateur has on 
hand or can easily get at the store as it 
would with parts especially made for it. 

Unquestionably, when special parts are de- 
veloped for this circuit the performance 
will be improved, but we were glad to find 
that the circuit functioned very efficiently 
with almost anything we put into it. 

Consequently, you can build this set by 
substituting any standard make or piece of 
apparatus, providing its electrical values 
are about the same as those of the appa- 

ratus which we used. Turning to diagram 
No. 1, which shows the approximate layout 
of the material in the set we built, I 
want to explain first that the various jacks 
and switches along the panel are not ar- 
ranged in the drawing as you will find them 
in the photographs of our set. It was.neces- 
sary for us in making the drawing, to 
spread them apart in order to show the 
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connections to each. If we had attempted 
to make the drawing exactly as the photo- 
graph is, or as we built the set, some of the 
apparatus would be directly under other 

parts and therefore could not be seen. 
In hooking up the set, remember that 

the placing u/ the instruments should be as 
shown in the photographs, and that they 

are purposely spread apart on the panel of 
the diagrams in order to make the wiring - 
up dearer. Number 1 in the first diagram 
is simply an ordinary strip of hard rubber 
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with six Eby binding posts mounted on it 
in the usual way. Number 2 is a Dubilier 
Micadon condenser of .0001 mfd. Numbers 
3 and 4 are Kellogg transformers. You can 

use any audio -frequency transformers 
which you have, but it is wise not to have 
the ratio greater than four to one. Number 
5 is the first "counterformer" or coil wound 

in accordance to the directions given by Mr. 
Harkness. Numbers 6, 8 and 9 are standard 
tube sockets. Number 7 is the regulation 
grid condenser and (Centlnaed an Page Ill) 
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Railway President's Wife 
Teaches 
the Bible 
by Radio 

By EUGENE KONECKY 
'fHE story of the career of this eminent 
11 Bibical student presents some of the 

most interesting phases of the modern prob- 
lems of womankind. In fact, the problems 
of Mrs. Gray were typical of those faced 
by thousands of women in the old struggle 
of life. Iler own unique solution is, there- 

. fore, of great suggestive value to those 
other women wh-ó have not been so fortu- 
nate as she. 

But before we plunge into the absorb- 
ing details of this dramatic combination of 
radio femininity, the home and the "happy 
ending," let us introduce Mrs. Carl 
R. Gray. 

Since the evening of Sunday, December 
30, 1923, she has been conducting the eve- 
ning Bible Study Hour at 6:30 o'clock as a 
regular feature of the Sabbath programs 
broadcast from Station WOAW, "the gate- 
way to the East and to the West," owned 
and operated by the Woodmen of the World 
Life Insurance Association at its head- 
quarters at Omaha, Neb. 

The manner in which Mrs. Gray became 
affiliated with this powerful midwestern 
radiophone indicates that there is in this 
mundane scheme of things a guiding des- 
tiny which surely unites the lives of indi- 
viduals harmoniously with the greater so- 
cial forces for the purpose of beneficent 
service. 

Radiophone WOAW had scored a great 
success in its World Radio Congregation 
broadcasting services morning and evening 
from its modernly equipped studio on the 
top of the nineteenth story of its two -million 
dollar building. It had succeeded largely 
in "fraternalizing the air" through its 
World Radio Camp. Radio in the Home has 
amply featured both these enterprises in 
previous issues, so that its readers are 
thoroughly familiar with its significant 
details. 

But to the executives of the Woodmen 
of the World who are ever directing the 
destiny of Radiophone WOAW, defining its 
purpose, analyzing its influence, etc., it 
soon became evident that there was one 
important field of religious service which 
was really neglected in the general effort 
to establish doctrines and authorities in 
the Church. 

This important phase of religion was 
the calm, impartial, critical study of the 
Bible. 

Those executives were clearly cognizant f the existing confusion of Biblical doctrine 
never so obvious as in this moment of con- 
flict between fundamentalist and modernist, 
"symbolist and literalist." They believed 

Mrs. Carl R. Gray 

that the proper and conscientious study of 
the source of the various sectarian faiths 
could establish a clear conception of funda- 
mental principles. They realized that radio 
more than any other instrument could be 
powerfully wielded in behalf of this purer 
understanding of religion. 

Once convinced of this, they looked 
about for the one person who could meet 
with all the complex, difficult and delicate 
requirements of this unusual situation. 

It was by no chance that they cast their 
decision in favor of Mrs. Carl R. Gray, 
wife of the president (Centlrr,d on Page 44) 
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The new Pfan- 
stiehl Number 7 
uses a totally dif- 
ferent and orig- 
inal system which 
is attracting a 
great deal of at- 

tention every- 
where 

9U) Sets of 9ijjs Season, 
AFTER something more than two years 

of a hectic infancy, radio has now 
reached the age of adolescence, even if we 
cannot quite claim that it has entered the 
beginning of its maturity. It is at least 
old enough now for us to be able to survey 
it with some feeling of confidence in mak- 

r 
The Fada neutrodyne also 
comes in a beautiful cabinet 

Note: If you have u non -technical friend who 
is thinking of buying a radio set give, or smut, 
him this article. 

ing predictions for its future. The most 
significant phase of the season which is 
just beginning is the evidence on all sides 
of us that we have passed at last beyond 
the wild orgies of the first craze and have 
now settled down to a just regard of radio 
in the light of its genuine present value and 
its immense potential leadership irl the 
realm of universally applied sciences. 

The radio set of yesterday was a bunch 
of junk, fit only to occupy the kitchen table 
or a rough board shelf in the attic or ga- 
rage. The radio set of today is a beautiful 
piece of furniture, quite worthy of a place 
in the most tastefully finished American 
home. Added to this, the radio of today, 
in its musical aspect, has already surpassed 
any type of talking machine and is only 
little behind the musical quality which 
would be produced by having the artists in 
person playing or singing in the same room. 

Little more than a year ago, this maga- 
zine declared that radio would not take its 
rightful place until its quality of reproduc- 
tion was at least equal to the talking 
machine. That day has already come. We 
have radio sets and loud speakers now 
which, for sheer beauty of tone and faith- 
fulness of reproduction, will far surpass 
the best talking machine made. 

The man who approaches the purchase 
of a radio set this season -presupposing 
that he has no knowledge whatsoever of 
radio or the various makes of instruments 
-finds himself hopelessly puzzled as to 
which type to buy. 

He looks through the advertising pages 
of the radio magazine and sees dozens of 
sets advertised, each blazoned with asser- 

tions of vast superiority over all others, 
and each claiming to he the ultimate in 
radio perfection. 

The prospective purchaser holds back. 
He is afraid to buy. He does not know which 
of these claims is true, nor if any one of 
them is true. He feels that, in the multi- 
plicity of such claims lies a proof that radio 
has not yet arrived and that he had better 
wait until it has settled down to a basis 
where he can intelligently form a decision. 
That is the oddest phase of the mental 

Another style of cabinet in 
which Fada neutrodyne is 

mounted 
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great as the difficulties ordinarily en- 
countered in the operation of any type of 
automobile. Yet this does not deter even 
the rawest novice from buying and starting 
to run a motorcar. Why, then, should it 
stop the nontechnical man from buying 
and operating a radio set? 

It is the job of radio salesmen of this 
season to drill this idea into the minds of 
every nontechnical prospective customer 
who comes to his store. Let us all join in a 
battle to the death with this false idea that 
radio is complicated and requires scientific 
and technical knowledge. 

With this article and with other articles 
in this issue of Radio in the Home, there are 
photographs of some of the outstanding 
radio sets which are on the market this 
season. In future issues we will print more 
photographs of other sets. 

Will this lead to confusion in the mind 
of the nontechnical man? There is no 
reason why it should. If he were a non- 
technical man contemplating the purchase 
of an automobile, and if he picked up an 
automobile magazine, he would find a 
vastly more staggering multiplicity of 
makes there than he will find in this maga- 

zine. And yet, instead of being hope- 
lessly puzzled by all the pictures of all 

these machines, he would study each 
one carefully and would almost 
gloat over the anticipation of own- 
ing the one which pleased his eye 
the best. 

reaction of the prospective pur- 
chaser. There is no more reason 
why he should feel that way about 
radio than he should feel the same 
way about the automobile or the 
vacuum cleaner or the typewriter. 

Look through any of the maga- 
zines advertising most of the makes 
of these things and you will see the 
same jumble of claims made by the 
makers. Why, then, should he be so 
much more puzzled by the radio adver- 
tisements than he is by these other adver- 
tisements? The answer . is perfectly 
obvious; he is familiar with automobiles 
and sewing machines and vacuum cleaners 
and such things, and so he has some knowl- 
edge on which to base his . final decision. 
With radio, however, the average man is 
totally unacquainted. It is all Greek to him. 
Unfortunately, most of the radio magazines 
and the radio sections of newspapers have 
been filled with nothing but hieroglyphic 
diagrams of hookups and the general non- 
technical public has absorbed the impres- 
sion that radio, without a knowledge of 
these hieroglyphics, is beyond the mental 
scope of anybody. 

This is a most unfortunate fallacy. The 
hieroglyphics of radio are no more difficult 
than the hieroglyphics of the automobile or 
the vacuum cleaner. Neither, on the other 
hand, is it any more necessary to under- 
stand the radio hieroglyphics than to under- 
stand those of the other phases of industry. 

Today's radio set is almost as easily 
operated by a novice as is the Victrola. 
There are, it is true, a few more delicate 
adjustments and the chances of defects 
developing in the course of use are some- 
what greater, bût even these are not at all 
beyond the grasp of the novice, and a 
proper solution of the problems is perfectly 
simple to any one having a few weeks' op- 
portunity to operate a new set. 

The difficulties presented by the average 
standard radio set put out by the first -class 
manufacturers today are not nearly as 

The. new WorkRite line incorpor- 
ates the neutrodyne in cabinets of 
beautiful workmanship. 
At the top is the "Radio King," in 

the center is the "Air -Master," and 
at the bottom is the "Aristocrat." 
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provided he is in a location which is 
average. 

Or he may say, "I want to be able to 
tune out that 500 -watt station four blocks 
from me and get a station 1000 miles away 
without hearing the local one at all." 

" Well, that is another story. It can be 
done. but it cannot be done by a nontech- 
nical man. 

Yet this is not a statement to discour- 
age any one contemplating entering radio. 
A comparable situation presents itself in 
the automobile field. 

Suppose the prospective purchaser of a 
motorcar insisted that his car should give 
him the ability to go seventy -five miles an 
hour, to carry three tons, to climb Pikes 
Peak in high gear, and then suppose that 
he should also insist that he should be able 
to take it out on the very first day on which 
he ever sat at the wheel of a car and drive 
through the jam of traffic at Fifth ave- 
nue and Forty -second street with all the 

ease he would find in driving around 
it 100 -acre lot. 

Such a condition is impossible, 
and yet it is quite compar- 

able to the demands which 
some of the prospective 

purchasers of radio sets 
are making. 
There must be reason 
in all things, and this 

applies to the radio 
set as well as to the 
automobile. 
If a man demands 
super - selectivity 
such as is re- 
quired to tune out 

a 500 -watt station 
within a mile or so, 
he must be willing 

to spend the time 
and the thought and 
the effort necessary 

to learn how to handle 
a delicate set just as 

he must be willing to 
spend a great deal of 

time in learning how to 
handle a car before he ought 

to be allowed to drive it in the 
neighborhood of Fifth avenue 

Above is the new 
Cleartone, and to 
the right is the 

portable Telmaco 

Why the difference? it is because he knows 
that all of those automobiles will, in the long 
run, give the service and the satisfaction 
that he wants. In other words, their per- 
formance is a foregone conclusion and all 
he need do is pick out the une which best 
pleases his personal taste, and he knows 
that his purchase will be a good one. 

Radio today has reached exactly that 
plane. Every one of the sets rhown in this 
issue of this magazine and every one that 
will be shown in future issues can guaran- 
tee satisfactory performance. It is, then, 
a matter of pleasing the personal taste of 
the purchaser, and what is even more im- 
portant, of pleasing 
the personal taste 
of his wife if he has 
one. 

Ordinarily, you 
will hear the non - 
technical man say, 
"All I want is to be 
sure to get the local 
stations with satis- 
factory quality on a 
loud speaker and 
with plenty of vol- 
ume." 

Every one of 
these sets will give 
him that. 

Or he may 
say, "I would 
like to get sta- 
tions a thou- 
sand miles 
away now 
and then and 
receive them with 
fair quality and vol- 
ume." Every one of these 
sets will also give him that- 

The new Garod V shows the modern trend 
toward beautiful cabinet and sloping panel 
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go to somebody who perhaps knows a lot 
more about radio than I do and ask him 
which was the best set, he would probably 
name another one. And in going around 
among a half dozen experts, you would 
probably hear a half dozen sets named as 
the favorite of the particular expert. 

But one thing should be thoroughly un- 
derstood. There is no such thing as one 
best set. 

Any one of these standard sets is the 
best as much as is any other. No man will 
make a mistake in buying whichever one 
most pleases his fancy. 

Notwithstanding the many new models 
announced for this season, the fact remains 
that there is nothing radically new in any 
of these sets -that is, there is still no sign 
of that "revolution" in radio which has 
been predicted by so many who are not in 
close touch with the situation. 

There are many refinements embodied 
in these sets -many improvements which 
make for smoother operation, better recep- 
tion and simpler tuning. But there is no 
revolution nor is there any sign of one. 

The situation is now just what it is in 
the automobile industry, with new models 
being brought out each year, each succeed- 
ing model embodying certain refinements 
and improvements over its predecessors, 
but not in any way detracting from the 
fact that its predecessors are still perfectly 
good cars and will continue to give satis- 

21 

With the lid of the cabinet let 
down, the controls are avail- 

able for tuning 
and Forty -second street. We 
have on the market now so 
many seta embodying so many 
different circuits, and these cir- 
cuits have names which are so 
unfamiliar to the novice that 
confusion is caused in this way. 

We have the superhetero- 
dyne and the neutrodyne and 
inverse duplex and an army of 
flexes and dynes, and the pros- 
pective purchaser feels that 
somebody should tell him which 
one of these is absolutely the 
best. 

Would any man attempt to 
ask an automobile expert which 
motorcar was absolutely the 
best? 

No expert would answer that 
question. He would first have 
to know what was expected of the car and 
then he would name a dozen or more makes, 
any one of which would deliver the service 
required in that particular case. It is just 

so in radio. There is no 
such thing as an abso- 
lutely best set. There 
may be a set which 
pleases me better than 
any other set. on the 
market, but, if you would 

A Radio Corporation receiver which be- 
comes a piece of furniture giving mellow 

music and entertainment 

faction so long as they hold together. It is 
exactly so in radio. 

The Radio Corporation has embodied 
a number of these improvements in its 
various models. 

The licensees working under the neutro- 
dyne patents have refined their sets and 

The Radio Corpora - 
'ion six -tube super- 
heterodyne is entirely 
self inclosed except for 

loud speaker 
The Regenoflex is a 
new Radiola type this 

season 

The Radiola superhet. is avail- 
able now in beautiful cabinet 

form 

overcome some of the first 
minor difficulties, and the same 
has been done with the licen- 
sees working under the Grimes 
inverse duplex patent, with 
Mr. Grimes, himself, organiz- 
ing a company to bring out a 
moderately priced set known 
as "the 3XP," because its cir- 
cuit was developed at Station 
3XP, the laboratory of this 
magazine. 

All of these refinements by 
all of these manufacturers are 
tending to bring radio more 
and more into the ordinary 
American homes where no me- 
chanical or technical knowl- 
edge is presupposed, and 

where, with such sets as we have now, none 
is necessary. 

So Carl Pfanstiehl, of Chicago, in bring- 
ing out his new Model 7, has kept before 
him as his principal object the idea of sup- 
plying a usable and satis- 
factory set to those who 
know nothing whatever 
about radio and who do 
not care to go to the 

(Conquued ur rage 5) 
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Mrs. Anna J. Peterson and the flowers presented to her at her second graduation class 
exercises for the new radio cooking school of KYW, Chicago 

October, 1924 

A Cooking Class of a Half Million Pupils 
IN the beautiful rustic dining room of "Old 

Faithful Inn" at Yellowstone National 
Park, a woman tapped on the shoulder of 
another tourist seated at a nearby table. 

"I beg your pardon, but I truly believe 
I know that voice. Aren't you Mrs. Peter- 
son -the cooking lecturer of KYW ?" 

Mrs. Peterson, for so it was, assured her 
questioner that she was "one and the same." 

"I thought I was sure of that voice. 
listen in every morning at I I :30 to your 
cooking talk. I am one of your radio pals. 
l live in Cedar Rapids, Iowa." 

This woman was one of the half million 
of the Middle West who listen in each morn- 
ing to Mrs. Anna J. Peterson's cooking talk 
to her "radio pals" over KYW, the West- 
inghouse station at Chicago. 

About 3000 letters a month testify to 
the American woman's appreciation. Mrs. 
Peterson is the Radio Mother, the husband's 
best girl, that boon to the American family 
which has put good cooking back into its 
place as the foundation for happy homes. 

For the past two years, KYW has fea- 
tured these daily cookery talks. In co- 
operation with the Peoples Gas Light and 
Coke Company of Chicago, their expert of 
the home Service Department was chosen 
to broadcast the lectures, lessons and daily 
minute helps to the woman of the home. 

Mrs. Anna J. Peterson is a graduate and 
exponent of the Fannie Farmer Boston 
Cooking School, and has done post- graduate 
work for many seasons with various home 

By VERA BRADY SHIPMAN 

economics schools of the country. For ten 
years previous to her Chicago work, she 
was cooking expert for the Corn Products 
Company. 

You have doubtless listened to her 
series of cooking lectures given annually in 
your home town, sponsored by your local 
newspaper. That annual week was so filled 
with ideas and recipes that you and your 
friends were months in using them up. 

And now the radio housewife has the 
advantage of this advice, the affection of 
this motherly woman and the co- operation 
of the great organizations which have made 
such broadcasting possible. 

And the best part of the home service 
radio cooking is the personal contacts. the 
love between this womanly woman and the 
vast radio world of listening housewives. 

"I love every one of my radio pals," Mrs. 
Peterson will say, "I love the flapper. She 
is often misunderstood. The girl of today 
may bob her hair or rouge her cheeks, but 
she wants her home and her children to be 
well nourished and happy. 

"The bride is overconfident, but after 
the first year, when the baby comes, then 
she realizes that she must have help to plan 
her budget to cover the increasing cost of 
another head." 

Mrs. Peterson is constantly receiving 
gifts from her radio pals -a dresser scarf 
today from Aurora, a lunch cloth from 

Wisconsin or flowers from an Indiana 
admirer. 

"These gifts which are sent me are 
beautiful symbols and I love them, but the 
real gifts are those letters of appreciation, 
the wives and mothers and sometimes the 
fathers, too, who write me of how their 
homes have been bettered, their meals 
balanced and the family circle more con- 
genial through their contact with the 
'Radio Mother,' as they call me." 

An interesting recent happening on a 
Northwestern suburban train is typical of 
the interest shown in Mrs. Peterson's ex- 
pert advice. Four commuters were compar- 
ing the good dinner they each had the 
evening before. One spoke of the meat, an- 
other of the salad and another of the des- 
sert. They found their menus identical - 
and each was the result of the morning's 
cooking radio talk byMrs. Peterson over 
KYW. 

There are fathers who write that their 
homes are happier, young husbands whose 
tables are improved, a young boy, whose 
mother's death has left him temporarily 
head of the household. 

"For such boys and girls as these, we 
wash their clothes, prepare their meals, re- 
move stains and suggest remedies. These 
instructions are mailed out, typed and 
easily understood." 

And the beautiful part of it is that it is 
all entirely free. You need not even inclose 
a postage stamp. A telephone call to the 
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Home Service Department of the gas com- 
pany. or to KYW, who will connect you 
directly with Mrs. Peterson, brings any 
directions or recipes to your door in the 
next mail. 

You may ask her any of your home 
problems. She will plan your budget for 
food and clothes, your educational or en- tertaining pleasures. She will help you to 
save your money, advocating good sound 
bonds or stocks of some established business 
concern whose foundation you will learn 
from your bank is firm as Gibraltar. 

One small boy was watching his mother 
making a suit for him out of one belonging 
to his father. She was having a bit of diffi- 
culty. 

"Mother," he suggested seriously, "Why 
don't you call up Mrs. Peterson? She'll tell 
you how to make it." 

Prospective grooms as well as brides 
write or call her for home budgeting. One 
young man asked for his personal budget 
while eating at restaurants and what he 
should buy for balanced food ; then asked 
for a comprehensive budget when he added 
a wife and contemplated changing to home 
cooking. 

Girls ask Mrs. Peterson for menus for 
bridge or mah jong luncheons, mothers for 
children's parties or for invalid menus. An 
invalid member of a family must be pleased 
with tempting food. Mrs. Peterson is the 
haven for such desire. She touches a magic 
wand and the favored typewritten page is 
sent to the inquirer. 

October 25 begins the third series over 
KYW of the Radio Cooking School. The 
two series of twelve lessons each of radio 
cooking which were given last season, de- 
livered between 2500 and 2800 diplomas. 
Eight of these were to men, some whose 
invalid wives required helpful home service 
and others who wanted to know for them- 
selves. 

Each radio cooking lesson was delivered, 
then tried by the pupil. if successful the 
report was mailed in. If unsuccessful, the 
report was made with equal interest and 

A group of K Y W "radio pals" listening to a 
lecture by Mary Quinlan of the Home Service De- 

partment of the gas company 

An overflow group of the 6000 mothers and children 
who attended the 192.1 ('hrixtnuzs radio party of 

K Y W 

corrected, the difficulty remedied and after 
a satisfactory result, the second lesson was 
delivered. A radio written and demon- 
strated examination completed the course. 
Graduation exercises brought the pupils to- 
gether and the bank of flowers in one of the 
accompanying pictures, shows the apprecia- 
tion felt for Mrs. Peterson's service. 

"And that's the real pleasure of the 
service," Mrs. Peterson adds. "It's shaking 
hands and rubbing shoulders with the 
listeners. They know they are my friends 
and they know that the service belongs to 
them." A staff of co- workers in the Home 
Service Department is officially headed by 
Paul Warren. Through his interest in the 
"radio pals" a recipe note book was issued 
during Mrs. Peterson's vacation absence. 
This, too, is free, and with pages of index, 
is ready for jotting down the many little 
hints and menus which are given daily by 
radio. 

With Mrs. Peterson is Miss Vivette 
Gorman, who broadcasts the children's 
luncheon menus as well as Sunday night 
supper hints. In the department of home 
service are Miss Grace Wright., Miss Mary 
Quinlan (whose picture is shown lecturing 
to a group of radio pals at a branch service 
station of the gas company), Miss Margaret 
Craig, Miss Nellie Fredeen, Mrs. Helen 
Farquhar, Miss Mabel Hasty and Mrs. 
Vandeveer. Each one of these is an expert 
in the home service and helps the questioner 
with any of her problems. 

Radio teas are winter fetes with KYW 
radio stars as entertaining artists. Hun- 
dreds attend these and the 1923 Christmas 
radio party for mothers and children 
greeted 6000 - - -a large overflow of which 
was entertained in adjoining rooms, unable 
to get near to the tree. Mrs. Peterson 
divided her time between the group at the 
Christmas tree and those in other rooms 
and corridors, so that every radio pal could 
be met and could shake her hand if desired. 

A KYW Radio Cook Book has just been 
issued by the American School of Home 
Economics, at Chicago, by Mrs. Peterson, 
in co- operation with Ironl.nurd rag, Ill) 
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THIS is the second in our 
series of articles on the 

neutrodyne, written in co- opera- 
non with Prof. L. A. Hazeltine, 
the inventor of the. circuit. 

These articles are all.read by 
Prof. Hazeltine, and approved 
by him, so that they are official 
expressions of his viewpoint. 

-H. M. N. 

HAS it ever occurred to the 
thousands upon thousands 

of neutrodyne users, the remark- 
able significance of the word 
"neutrodyne ?" If not, let me 
recall a few facts. 

Some two or three years ago 
it used to be an everyday oc- 
currence to hear your neighbors 
going in on the commuters' train, 
or in the subway, remark, "My 
set was working great last night. 
I received Schenectady" - or 
perhaps some other station 100 
or 150 miles distant. 

With an almost unlimited va- 
riety of receivers then on the 
market the factor in good or dis- 
tant reception depended almost 
entirely on the skill and enthu- 
siasm of the fan and under the 
majority of conditions the reception was 
most doubtful. 

Now consider that one word "neutro- 
dyne" and it immediately brings a picture 
to the mind's eye of a set with three operat- 
ing dials -a non -o cillating, non- regenerat- 
ing receiver, so sensitive that stations that 
were originally heard only on rare occas- 
sions now pound in with loud speaker 
volume, and, perhaps, above all else, the 
unique simplicity of operation that makes 
a. little child able to operate it. 

The situation is very similar to the auto- 
motive industry twenty years ago, when 
every car owner had to be a mechanic. 
Consider the automobile of today. It took 
twenty years to accomplish this result in 
the automobile industry, while the neutro- 
dyne receiver has accomplished the same 
result in the radio industry in slightly o'er 
one year. 

The neutrodyne receiver that you are ac- 
customed to, then, is a finished product 
with very few variable quantities. Per- 
haps chief among them is the operating 
cost. 

Considerable confusion has been caused 
from time to time by conflicting stories, 
which, if they were true, would bankrupt 
the neutrodyne owner before he had much 
more than become acquainted with his re- 
ceiver. The story runs like this: 

"Yes, the neutrodyne is a good receiver, 
but it uses so much plate battery." 

The answer here is very simple, and 
can be made in an indirect manner. Does 
a Cadillac burn more gas than a Ford? Of 
course it does, but the Cadillac owner used 
the increased amount of gasoline because 
he wants additional comfort, through more 
power, easier riding, and a multitude of 
other little luxuries. 

Likewise, when the battery consumption 
en a neutrodyne is compared with other re- 

The 
Neutrodyne 

The Question of "B" Battery 
vs. Efficiency 

By W. A. MacDONALD 
R.eenrch Engineer. Haseltine Corporation 

ceivers, such as a regenerative detector and 
two stages of audio amplification, it is 
greater. It is greater because the neutro- 
dyne is furnishing a class of entertainment 
that can not be equaled by a regenerative 
receiver. It is more sensitive and more 
selective for the quality of the performance 
rendered ; therefore, it is reasonable that 
for this increase, the cost of operating it 
shall be more. 

It is difficult indeed to obtain an idea 
of operating cost against general perform- 
ance, in comparison with other types of 
receivers. This difficulty is apparent when 
we consider a few of the more pronounced 
characteristics such as sensitivity, sharp- 

FIG. 1 

Typical of the Neutrodyne and 
of the sets of this season--a 

Garod "Georgian" 

ness of tuning, volume and 
quality. The last item is per- 
haps the most difficult to 
measure. 

In practice the plate battery 
consumption of the average 
neutrodyne receiver operating 
on an 85 -volt plate battery, at 
the most efficient filament tem- 
perature, is about 20 milli- 
amperes. This plate battery 
drain is very much a function of 
the filament temperature and 
for that reason all the filament 
rheostats should be adjusted as 
low as possible. 

For example, if the filament 
rheostats are inadvertently 
twisted around, without atten- 
tion to the most efficient operat- 
ing point it is possible to in- 
crease the plate battery drain 
to as much as 35 milliamperes, 
and actually decrease the effec- 
tiveness of the receiver. 

As in all other primary 
branches of endeavor, the neu- 
trodyne principle is continually 

being investigated. The system is partic- 
ularly productive of research, because of 
the comparative simplicity of the funda- 
mental principles which allow in many in- 
stances of a direct method of study. 

In determining the amplification obtain- 
able with any type of amplifier, perhaps 

b 20 30 

primary lurns 

FIG 2. 

the most important feature is the coupling 
transformer, or the device coupling the 
plate of one tube to the grid of the following 
tube. The object is, of course, so to trans- 
form the energy from the plate circuit as 
to give as high a voltage as possible and 
supply it to the following grid circuit. 

It is well known that when the external 
impedance is about equal to the plate -fila- 
ment impedance of the tube, the maximum 
output will result. 

A method for determining this experi- 
mentally is by the use of the power am- 
plifier. Assume, for example, that some 
particular coil and condenser, such as 
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would be used in a receiver, is inserted in 
the output of the power amplifier, and the 
coupling tap made adjustable, as shown in 
Figure 1. Then, by varying the coupling as, 
by using 2, 4, 6 and 8 turns and noting the 
reading in the indicating meter, a curve is 
obtained which is shown in Figure 2. 

This process can be repeated for a 
number of frequencies, and gives an ac- 
curate idea of the ratio of primary to 
secondary turns necessary to obtain the 
maximum output from the amplifier. This 
current reading can readily be changed 
into a voltage reading as is done in Figure 
3, and supplying a constant voltage from 
the oscillator, the curve gives an accurate 
idea of the output voltage possible over the 
operating range of the unit. 

The particular circuit diagram is not, 
of course. in accordance with the Hazeltine 
patents, and would obviously oscillate in an 
amplifier circuit. It is used simply to de- 
termine the operating characteristics of the 
coupling transformer, a correct circuit of 
which is shown in Figure 4. 

The number of primary turns used on 
the average coupling transformers, as 
almost every one knows, is about 6. 
Using as a basis the curves plotted in 
Figure 3, it will be found that by using 
some arbitrary value of input voltage, and 
the optimum value of primary turns the 
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efficiency of the transformer can be in- 
creased about 200 per cent at 400 meters. 
This falls off somewhat over other parts of 
the range and would average about 100 per 
cent increase. The curves shown in Figure 
5 give a good example of this effect. 

Assuming that a voltage amplification 
of about seven per stage is obtained with 
the present amplifier by using only one 
stage and increasing the efficiency of the 
transformer the voltage at the detector due 
to any incoming signal would only be about 
one -third the value obtained with the 
present two stages of radio amplification. 

This opens up a new line of thought in 
connection with the neutrodyne receiver - 
that is, the possibility of a one radio -stage 
receiver with two tuning dials. If a set of 
this character were designed it would 
further simplify an already simple tuning 
problem and at the same time reduce the 
operating cost. 

However, increasing the number of 
primary turns will broaden the tuning as 
will the use of only two tuning dials instead 
of the usual three. Although it is believed 
that an amplifier of this character would be 
impractical where extremely sharp tuning 
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is necessary fot certain districts, it might 
be very successfully used -for example, at 
distances up to 100 miles or so from New 
York or other large broadcasting centers. 
At this distance the comparatively local 
signals could be received at all times ,with 
loud speaker volume and at the same time 
the receiver would be sufficiently sensitive 
to receive distant programs after dark. 

In connection with the possible in- 
creased amplification obtainable with the 
one stage neutrodyne there is the possibility 
of materially increasing the amplification 
obtainable on our present receivers. This 
leads on to the three -tube neutrodyne and 
the probable receiver of the near future. 

With the increased amplification obtain- 
able with two or three stages, additional 
difficulties are encountered. The problem 

2b 

with a replacement heating element (fila- 
ment), is soon to be placed upon the market 
by the same company responsible for the 
other tube. It is represented in the ac- 
companying drawing. This drawing shows 

of over -all coupling or coupling between the 
antenna and output circuit becomes in- 
creasingly difficult to solve. 

These phases of amplification will be 
considered in another article. 

New 110 -Volt Tube Has 
Replaceable Filament 

By G. N. GARRISON, I. R. E. 
IN A recent month's issue of Radio in the 

Home appeared an article on a new type 
of vacuum tube, the outstanding features of 
which were: 1- Entire elimination of storage or "A" 
battery. 

2- Filament operated directly from 
regular house current of 110 volts, either 
alternating or direct. 3- Elimination of all A. C. 
hum or D. C. "ripple." 4- Standard Edison base, 
permitting tube to be used in 
ordinary lamp socket. 

5-At least a 1000 per cent 
increase in filament life.. 

The tube illustrated last 
month is, in at least one re- 
spect, like every other three - 
electrode vacuum tube now on the market. 
Although the filament life of the new tube 
is ten times greater than the filament life 
of vacuum tubes designed for "A" battery 
operation, still, like human beings, it does 
have an end. And when the filament finally 
burns out the tube is useless. 

It is to overcome this "human" tendency 
on the part of vacuum tubes to die, and, 
at the same time to produce a tube whose 
life should be at least as long as the life of 
the set in which it may be used, that a tube 

the tube as though it were cut in two length- 
wise, through the middle, leaving the heat- 
ing element intact. 

The functions of the elements P and G 
are the same as in any other type of three - 
element vacuum tube, P being the plate 
while G is the grid. The latter is in a form 
resembling wire mosquito netting. As in 
the former drawing, the elements, P, G 
and C are cylindrical in shape and are in 
tne relative positions shown. 

C is an oxide impregnated "alundum" 
cathode which has the property of abun- 
dantly emitting electrons when heated to 
only a dull red. It fits snugly over a quartz 
glass, hollow stem, S, wound on an "alun- 
dum" form, M, and fitting snugly inside of 
the hollow stem S, is our heating element 
F. This heating element varies from the 
usual filament in that it is wound with 
"nichrome" ribbon. "Nichrome" ribbon, 
an alloy, is the heating element used in sad 
irons, electric heaters, toasters, etc., and 
was designed to be used in the air and not 
in a vacuum as is the ordinary filament. 
The quartz glass stem S is welded onto an 
ordinary glass bulb D at .1. 

Quartz glass is used for the stem S on 
account of its heat -resisting qualities. If 
ordinary glass were used here, the heat 
deve!oped by the heating element F would 
soon soften it, rendering it useless. Quartz 
is not used for the combined bulb and stem, 

simply because it would add 
considerably to the cost of the 
tube. 

Collar H serves to support 
the "alundum" form on which 
the heating element is wound, 
rigidly from contact stud A. It 
also serves to connect one side 
of the heating element with the 
center of your socket, and is 
threaded to screw into the 

insulating material H. The Edison lamp 
base B is permanently fastened to the bulb 
D while the supports, for holding the ele- 
ments, are represented at P', G' and C'. 
The outer end of these supports terminate 
in connecting lead wires P ", G" and C ". 

When the tube is connected to your 110 - 
volt supply, a few seconds only elapse before 
the heating element becomes a light cherry - 
red in color. Almost the total amount of the 
heat represented by this color travels, by 
conduction, through i(o .,, , ,, 47) 
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TUBES ' c Sllr&eÇ and a aorecas6 
THE whole story of the vacuum tube is 

one that is most interesting and fasci- 
nating. It reads almost like a novel from 
its earliest infar..y until now. Of course, 
no one knows just what the future holds 
for it, but by knowing of its past, it is at 
least easy to make a reasonable guess as 
to its next general development. 

The birth of the whole vacuum -tube 
family primarily started when the eminent 
and never- tiring Edison noted that the 
negative ends of his carbon filament elec- 
tric lamps apparently emitted infinitessi- 
mal particles which lodged on the inside of 
the glass. Tt occurred to him as a peculiar 
phenomenon and he made note of it. It 
was called the "Edison effect." This was, 
however, before the days of electron know- 
ledge, so it was neither understood nor 
employed. 

It remained for an advanced scientist 
and physicist, Dr. Fleming, to study this 
problem out and, with this accomplished, 
to put it to use. Dr. Fleming was well quali- 
fied for success in such work. He was not 
only a well -trained theorist, but an expert 
experimenter. His investigations were 
carried on in England for some years. The 
public first began to hear of his work in 
connection with the "two element" Fleming 
valve for detection of wireless signals. 

It was this development that gave in- 
spiration to the many students of electronic 
emission, and, of course, today our knowl- 
edge of this phenomenon has been advanced 
to such a degree that all the laws of the 
universe, and even matter itself seem to 
be explained by the insignificant electron. 

Then our own inventor, Lee De Forest, 
regained America's electron lead in 1906 -07, 
by discovering and bringing out the "three - 
element" vacuum tube. This had many 
advantages over the Fleming two -element 
valve. In fact, it was an entirely new and 
distinctive invention, in spite of the fact 
that many engineers merely considered it 
a rather minor improvement on Fleming's 
work. Even the courts so ruled, but Flem- 
ing's valve was never more than a detector 
or reflector, while the three -element tube 
not only performed the function better, but 
assumed an entirely new role -that of an 
amplifier- --both of signals and voice. 

All modern radio utilizes the ultimo of 
amplification, and it is difficult to imagine 
present broadcasting without voice magni- 
fication. In fact, the era of modern radio 
started with Lee De Forest's contributions 
in 1907. 

The whole theory of vacuum -tube opera- 
tion is too well known and has been ex- 
plained by too many experts for me to at- 
tempt to take space here to discuss it. But 
it will not be amiss if it is recalled to the 
reader that a three element tube is so- 
called because it has three separate parts 
in its interior. These parts are called the 
filament, the grid and the plate. When the 
tube is in operation, a current, or stream 
of electrons (for that's all an electric cur- 
rent is), flows from the filament through 
the meshes of the grid to the plate. In 
order for this current to flow, it is neces- 
sary that all air be removed from the 
tube. The filament is used as the source 
of elmtrons, and because most substances 
will not emit electrons at ordinary tempera- 
tures, the filaments are heated in some sort 
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of manner. The energy supplying the force 
for this stream is given by the "B" battery. 
The "A" battery is used merely to flow 
through the filament and heat it to the de- 
sired temperature to permit electronic 
emission. 

The performance of a three -element 
vacuum tube when amplifying signals is 
explained as follows: 

When signal or voice currents are ae- 
sired to be amplified they are connected 
across the grid and filament of the tube. 
The currents set up an electrical pressure 
on the screen or grid that alternately at- 
tracts and repels the electronic stream 
flowing through it. This action produces 

large variations in the "B" battery current 
with only the feeblest energy supplied to 
the grid. It is analogous to a man operating 
a dam, whereby his weak energy applied to 
a wheel and a gate, can cut down or in- 
crease large streams of rapidly flowing 
water. In this manner, one man -power can 
control many horsepower. 

Now we are ready for an intelligent 
discussion of present -day tube design and 
the possibilities of the future. 

In the first place the whole operation 
of a tube requires a source of electron 
emission. This source is the filament and 
must be made of some sort of material. 
Different substances give off electrons at 
different temperatures. Some elements have 
been discovered that perform this stunt at 
ordinary room temperature. In other 
words, such a tube would have what is 
known as a "cold filament." 

Substances of the radium family do 
this. This would be the ideal tube because 
no "A" battery would be required. But 
tubes with radium filaments would cost 
some money -many thousands of times 
more than most of our imaginations will 
permit us even to think about. So, com- 
mercially, for the present at least, the cold 
filament tube is out of the question. It 
still remains for some enterprising inventor 
to discover a less expensive material that 
will do its electronic emitting without be- 
ing heated. 

Other elements such as tungsten 
operate most efficiently as electron emitters 
at very high heats -the filaments of such 
tubes burning intensely white. 

Then there is barium oxide that works 
very well when heated merely to a dull red. 

And finally there is the development of 
the thorium filament which literally oozes 
electrons when subjected to only moderate 
warming. 

The tungsten filament is well known. 
It is used in most modern electric lights, 
and was employed in the old ÚV201 tubes. 
Barium oxide is used in such tubes as the 
Western Electric 216A. These burn with 
a dull red glow. The thorium -coated fila- 
ments form the basis of the present UV- 
201-A tubes which are barely alight when 
operating at their best. 

It is but natural that the development 
should travel in the direction of tubes that 
require absolutely no batteries. What could 
be more nearly ideal than a radio set with 
no fussy "A" and "B" batteries? Immense 
rewards await those who will be first to do 
this. Hence many hundreds of people are 
working on the problem. 

But it is not new. It was recognized 
from the earliest dates of vacuum tubes. 
and we have but to scan the patent records 
to find the art fairly well covered scientifi- 
cally. Even commercially, a few rather 
cumbersome units have appeared, and every 
day startling announcements are placed be- 
fore the public concerning this elimination 
of all batteries. 

This to turn frightens the prospective 
buyer of radio into believing that he had 
better wait for awhile. No such revolution- 
ary thing is going to happen. As it has 
been said in this magazine before, radio 
will be evolutionary, not revolutionary. 

So let us look at this problem in a safe 
and sane maanex. Let us put the micro- 
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scope of reason on it and 
draw conclusions accord- 
ingly. 

In the first place, the 
question resolves itself 
into two divisions -the 
development of a cold 
filament tube requiring 
no "A" battery. but still 

some source of "B" energy and the other 
more possible class of a tube or circuit 
permitting the operation on commercial 
electric power lines. 

if a cold filament tube could be built at 
a reasonable price, this would function any- 
where, while the latter class is confined to 
communities and houses having electricity 
for lighting or power. 

The cold filament development seems to 
be much in the dim distant future. Inci- 
dentally, a vast number of communities are 
now supplied with electricity, and power 
lines are rapidly spreading over the 
country. We will confine our remarks, 
then, to the radio set operated from the 
electric light sockets. 

It must be appreciated that there are 
two different kinds of electric power -some 
homes are supplied with one kind, while 
others use the other variety. These are 
classified as "direct current" and "alternat- 
ing current" systems. "Direct current" or 
D. C. is to be found in the center of most 
large cities. At other places "alternating 
current" or A. C. is to be found. 

And therein lies the difficulty. A great 
majority of the residences are supplied 
with A. C., and this causes a bad hum 
when applied to the vacuum tubes. With 
D. C. the problem is easy and if D. C. were 
more universally used, most modern sets 
would be batteryless. Many of these pres- 
ent so- called sets operate only from D. C. 
systems and are therefore restricted in 
their use. 

The A. C. operation also divides into 
two classes -that of the "B" supply and 
that of the "A" supply. These are two en- 
tirely different problems and demand dif- 
ferent attitudes of attack for their proper 
and successful solution. 

The use of A. C. for replacing the "B" 
battery is a much easier job than the "A" 
battery question. Several successful units 
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are now on the market which replace "B" 
batteries on many types of sets, but so far 
they have not been immensely popular. 
This is because of one thing. People do not 
object so much to "B" batteries as they do 
to the bulky, acid "A" battery. 

So it would appear that we are, after 
all, concerned with but one problem in this 
battery business and that one problem is 
dispensing with the storage "A" battery. 
These discussions appear to run in couplets 
because this, too, groups itself in two 
classes. 

(1) The question of operating the 
present tube on A. C. power. 

(2) Redesigning the tube for specially 
running on all classes of electric light 
circuits. 

No great success has yet been attained 
in the first class except by the use of rather 
expensive auxiliary equipment. This ap- 
paratus consists of rectifying devices, 
choke coils and filters, the total costing con- 
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siderably more than a battery and charging 
mechanism. For this reason it has not been 
in great demand. Not more than two stages 
of audio amplification have been worked 
out with this and phones cannot be used 
because of the hum. It is not objectionable 
on a loud speaker. More than one stage of 
radio amplification under this filtered A. C. 
system produces a rattle in the voice and 
music. which has defied all quieting at- 
tempts so far. 

The redesign of the entire vacuum tube 
structure appears to be the only solution 
that will permit its successful operation on 
the electric light socket. Such a tube would 
then connect direct to the A. C. mains with- 
out any fussy and expensive accessories. 

Several types of such tubes have been 
built with entire satisfaction. The patent 
art on these goes back a half dozen years 
and more. They are based on a "heater 
coil" principle rather than running the 
electricity through the filament itself. 

Figure 1 shows the present way that 
the filament is heated. The electric current 
from a battery is placed directly through 
it. When this is done with the electricity 
from the electric light sockets the interfer- 
ing noises are objectionable. 

Figure 2 shows the heater coil system, 
whereby the electricity is fed through a 
small coil placed near the substance which 
will emit the electrons when hot. The heat 
from the coil then heats the electronic sub- 
stance and the tube functions -because, 
after all, it is only the heat that is required 
and the heater coil supplies that, keeping 
the actual electric light current away from 
the filament or electronic cup. 

This will undoubtedly he the tube of the 
near future. Many of us have expected the 
Radio Corporation to put this tube out be- 
fore now. Undoubtedly they have been de- 
layed by several production difficulties and 
then again, they may be waiting until their 
present 3- element tube 
patents expire early next 
spring. They will, of ' l 
course, encounter great 
competition at that time, 
resulting in a further drop 
in price of the present 
tube. This would appear 

(Continued on Pogo U) 
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The inimitable "llappinesx 
Boys," Ernest Ifure, Larry 
Briers and Billy Jones, who 
radiate n half hour of happi- 
ness through WEAF every 

Friday evening 

October, 1924 

The lower photograph shows 
Graham McNamee, who gave 
colorful descriptions of both 
the Republican and Demo- 
cratic conventions. He is 
considered the "star an- 

nouneer" of WEAF 

A 
Who's Who at WEAF 

EACH ua the radio favorites at WEAF 
is worthy of a niche in radio's Hall of 

Fame. The versatility of its announcers, 
the popularity of its regular features and 
the quality of its transmission make WEAF 
one of the country's great broadcasting 
stations. To do its program stars 
justice in a brief outline of this kind 
is a difficult task, but obviously the 
announcers deserve much credit 
for the station's place in the 
hearts of thousands of radio 
listeners. 

If any one of WEAF's staff 
of announcers deserves the 
title of "star lannouncer," it 
would probably be conceded to 
Graham McNamee, whose res- 
onant voice was heard during 
the Democratic convention at 
Madison Square Garden 
through eighteen broadcasting 
stations distributed in all parts 
of the country. His rich, sym- 
pathetic voice resonates with 
human quality which makes 
him welcome in hundreds of 
thousands of homes. His in- 
flection rises and falls with his 
responsive mood. so he adds to 
his vivid word pictures all the 
implication varying intonation 
can. McNamee is more than an 
announcer. His ability to 
create graphic word pictures 
would do credit to the star 
reporter of the world's great- 
est newspaper. His mind 
works like lightning. The 
Democratic convention is not 
the only fight which he has 
described from the ringside. 

By RICHARD LORD The thud of the glove on the boxer's jaw 
and McNamee's description is out almost 
before the eye has seen the punch. 

A follower of the ring, McNamee was 
naturally selected for his qualifications to 

handle WEAF's sporting events. Some 
of the football games which he de- 

scribed for the benefit of millions of 
listeners -for WEAF's events are 

frequently broadcast by many 
stations -were more enjoyable 

through the loud speaker than 
in the bleak grandstands with 
players struggling through a 
sea of mud. Knowing the game 
as he does, McNamee's descrip- 
tions are quick, clear and 
authoritative. 

On the occasion of the broad- 
casting of the President's first 
annual message to Congress. 
which was carried out through 
six stations scattered along the 
Atlantic Seaboard and through 
the Central West through 
Kansas City, Mo., and Texas, 
he performed a feat which as- 
tounded t h e newspapermen 
who were aware of it. 

McNamee listened to the 
President's address of more 
than an hour- and -a- half's du- 
ration, and immediately upon 
its completion delivered a sum- 
mary of all the important 
points of the President's mes- 
sage. His ten -minute talk was 
based entirely upon listening 
to the address through a loud 
speaker in the Capitol control 
room. IIe had no copy of the 
speech in advance. He simply 
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.4. V. Llufrio, accompanist and announcer 
at Station WEAF 

listened attentively and took an occasional 
note of a word or two which served as his 
outline. The newspaper reporter has the 
advantage of an opportunity to correct 
errors and does not have to produce 1500 
words of copy in ten or twelve minutes. 
Yet this is what McNamee did with credit 
to himself. 

Washington, D. C., has the honor to 
claim McNamee as birth place. His ancestry 
is Scotch, and there is a slight trace of 
Scotch accent in his manner of speaking. 
He took up the study of the piano at the 
age of seven and began his professional 
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career in Minneapolis during early man- 
hood. Later he came to New York, where 
he has done a great deal of solo work at 
important churches as well as concert and 
teaching work. His baritone voice has won 
the encomiums of such critics as Richard 
Aldrich, W. J. Henderson and Henry T. 
Fink. 

The daddy of WEAF's announcing staff 
is V. A. Randall. He has the honor of being 
its first regular announcer. His training 
is unusual, for it combines twenty years of 
musical study with an almost equal period 
devoted to electrical training. His hobby is 
electrical and radio experimentation. 

Mr. Randall has been with the Bell Sys- 
tern since 1901, and for many years was 
connected with the Long Lines Department 
of that company. His services as WEAF's 
studio director began with the establish- 
ment of WEAF in July, 1922. He handled 
the station's first extensive outside job when 
four stations, KDKA, WGY, KYW and 
WEAF, were linked up with Carnegie Hall, 
a feat which represented a startling ad- 
vance in radio broadcasting at that time. 
IIe handled the opening night at the new 
WEAF studios at 195 Broadway, a program 
which will never be forgotten by those who 
heard it. 

Shortly after this strenuous program, Mr. 
Randall's voice was affected by a slight dis- 
order. He handled a few evening programs 
with a hoarse throat and was finally com- 
pelled to take an extended vacation. That 
his resonant and deliberate voice was 
missed by his enthusiastic radio followers 
was evidenced by scores of affectionate 
letters which he received. A number of 
ardent friends even went so far as to offer 
to send him bottled remedy "to cure his 
cold." 

The title of veteran can well go to A. V. 

R. Fischer & Company "Astor Coffee" 
Dance Orchestra. Regular Friday evening 

feature through WEAF 
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Phillipe Carlin, one of WEAF's most 
popular announcers 

Llufrio, who joined the force a short time 
after Randall announced his first program. 
He has probably handled a larger number 
of programs than any other announcer on 
WEAF's staff. I.lufrio received his musical 
training at the Washington College of 
Music, and was a graduate of George 
Washington University in 1913. Like most 
of the members of WEAF's staff, Mr. 
Llufrio has many abilities which stand him 
in good stead when emergencies arise. His 
tenor voice is of wide range and of a win- 
ning, sympathetic quality, while his ability 
as a pianist and accompanist has fre- 
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Winifred T. Barr, WEAF's hostess and 
accompanist, is frequently heard with 

many of the prominent artists 

quently been utilized on WEAF's 
program. 

Mr. Llufrio's varied capa- 
bilities came to the frónt dur- 
ing one of the first programs 
which he handled in 1922. It 
was on one of the national 
holidays during the winter. 
A famous dance orchestra 
had been scheduled to ap- 
pear on WEAF's afternoon 
program, beginning at 
4:30, and Llufrio was as- 
signed to handle the an- 
nouncing on the occasion. 

Four -fifteen came, but 
no orchestra appeared. 
Mr. Llufrio paced up and 
down the room in a con- 
siderable state of agita- 
tion. Four- thirty arrived, 
and it was time to go on the 
air, which WEAF does un- 
failingly at the scheduled 
instant. The studio and re- 
ception room were deathly 
still, there being no activity on 
account of the holiday. 

Mr. Llufrio began his cus- 
tomary announcement with one 
eye on the studio door. He then 
informed the radio audience that 
the first artist who would entertain 
was Albert Vincent, tenor. Albert 
Vincent sang until his voice was weary 
and still no orchestra appeared. 

The next program feature was 'toward 
Brown, pianist. Mr. Brown presented a 
most versatile repertoire and continued for 
some time, but finally he, too, became 

was 
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exhausted and Al- 
bert Vincent re- 
sumed with a 
second group of se 
lections. 

In the meantime, 
announcer A. V. 
Llufrio continued to 
look impatiently at 
his watch. Grad 
ually the hour of 
5 : 3 0 approached 
and when it did Mr 
Llufrio signed off 
A weakened figur e 
sank heavily in to 
the couch in the re 
ception room and 
wiped the combined 
brow of Albert 
Vincent, Howard 
Brown and A. V. 
Llufrio. 

"Gee, this broad- 
casting is a tough 
business!" he re 
marked. 

"Good morning 
ladies and gentle- 
men," says a pleas- 
ant voice of a young 
lady who has plenty 
of unknown ad- 
mirers. It is Miss 
Ilelen Hann, 
WEAF's only lady 
announcer and a 
frequent soprano 
soloist. Miss Hann 

a member of WEAF's staff to 
pursue a clerical duty, but her remark- 

ably pleasant telephone voice immedi- 
ately attracted attention of the 

station directors, and she was 
made a member of the regular 

staff of announcers. She is a 
soprano soloist of no little 
ability and is continuing her 
studies under prominent 
teachers. 
Everybody knows Winifred 
T. Barr, WEAK "s host- 
ess. accompanist and piano 
soloist. because everybody 

attracted by her winning 
smile. You can't hear her 
smile through the loud 
speaker, but you are con- 
scious of it nevertheless. 
Thouwrnds of the radio 
audience are won by her 
pleasant personality. for 
everybody mentions it 
when they write her. 
Miss Barr has the dis- 

tinction of being the first 
person to open a new broad- 

casting station while 200 
miles distant from it. Miss 

Barr did this when she played 
the opening program for sta- 

tion WCAP in Washington, 
utilizing WEAF's studio in New 
York. 

But this would be an unbalanced 
picture if all its space were devoted 

to announcers, for there are other 
persons wno appear with almost the 

saine regularity as the announcers. 
Heading the list as radio's greatest fun 

Alexander Fenner, manager of the Clef 
Club, supplying the "Bveready Minstrels" 
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makers are Billy Jones and Ernest Hare, 
the famous Happiness Boys who appear 
every Friday evening at 8 :30. Millions, 
young and old, wait their appearance for 
their pleasantries and their rich voices. 

These two boys are almost insepa- 
rable, and most people have trouble at 
first telling which is which, until 
they learn the formula : "Ernest 
Hare is the one without the hair." 
Both were born on the Ides of 
March; Ernie in 1883 and Billy 
in 1889. They are both the 
same height, they weigh the 
same and their tastes are so 
alike that each one can order 
a dinner for the other just 
as well as he can for him- 
self. 

"Not that Ernie would 
buy me a dinner, Mr. 
Lord," said Billy, by way 
of explanation. 

"Don't let that boy fool 
you, Mr. Lord," came back 
Ernie. "This fellow Jones 
wouldn't buy me a meal 
with my own money !" 

Although natural -born 
humorists, Hare began his 
career to fame as a sales- 
man. His first product was 
baking powder, but he 
couldn't get a rise out of it. 
Then he went on the road for 
a piano -manufacturing con- 
cern, but carrying samples, so 
he says, did not appeal to him. 
His first musical connection was 
with the Peabody Oratorio Society 
of Baltimore, following which he 
secured an engagement as soloist for 
a prominent Catholic church of that 
city. Mr. Hare's ambition ran to sing- 
ing good music, and 
his rich baritone 
voice certainly made 
him worthy of an 
operatic career, but 
popular music proved 
vastly more remuner- 
ative. From church 
singing, he came to 
New York in 1905 
and sang in numer- 
ous productions. He 
understudied Al Jol- 
son playing the lead 
in "Sinbad," a n d 
sang in ten Winter 
Garden productions 
as well as quite a 
number of other 
musical shows. 

Those Eveready 
Minstrels who make 
you laugh with their 
surprisingly n e w 
jokes and make you 
smile w i t h their 
tuneful choruses are 
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recruited from the Clef Club. Three men 
are responsible for the success of these 
Eveready programs. One of them is Mr. 

Alex Fenner, director of the club, under 
whose direction it has grown to a thriv- 

ing organization. It furnishes enter- 
tainers not only for private engage- 

ments, vaudeville circuits and 
musical comedies throughout the 
United States, but has filled en- 
gagements in Paris, Brussels, 

London and Honolulu. The 
best of t h em appear at 
WEAF's studio for the Ev- 

eready program. The lyrics 
and lines are collected by 
Sam Paterson, while the 
eiusical features of the pro- 
/0-am are worked up by 
Wm. E. Elkins, the choral 
director. 
All the world likes the 
Astor Coffee Dance Or- 
chestra because of the 
unique way in which it 
plays harmonic dance 
music. Unlike most dance 
orchestras, string instru- 

ments predominate in its 
personnel. The leader of 
this orchestra is Anna 

Byrne, famous in society 
circles because she furnishes 

music at hundreds of society 
functions every year held at 

many fashionable clubs and 
private homes. 

Miss Byrne has traversed an 
unusually (co.a..e4 oat rare SI 

Perhaps the most popular of 
WEAF's announcers is V. A. Randall. 

He was the first regular announcer of 
the station and its first studio director 

A popular voice with 
the radio fans is that 
of Miss Helen Hann, 
one of WEAF's regu- 
lar announcers. Miss 
Hann has a highly 
developed speaking 
voice. She also plays 
the piano and sings a 

clear soprano 
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speaker 
becomes beautilul Iuríuture 

.AT)IO has definitely turned toward the cabinet type of 
loud speaker. 

In this, radio has followed the phonograph. Most of 
us can remember the many shapes and sires there were 

in phonograph horns. Now these horns are all concealed in beautiful 
cabinets. 

That radio would go to the cabinet type of loud speaker has always 
been our belief. The first Timmons Talker, of three years ago, 
was a cabinet type. Since then, however, we have made many 
changes, both in the construction and appearance of 'l'immons 
Talkers. 'l'he most tecrnt of these is the addition of an entirely 
new design of cabinet for the A Type Talker, illustrated by the 
unrrtourhrd photograph on the opposite page. Now the Timmons 
Talker is a finished piece of fine furniture- really beautiful furni- 
turc. It has a Gothic scroll grill, barked by a screen of bronzed - 
gold. The finish is hand -rubbed mahogany throughout. 

-And as for tone, we really believe that when you heal the latest 
Timmons Talker, you will have a new conception of how clear 
and natural radio can hr. You must both hear and ere l'immons 
Talkers. There are two types- Adjustable (Type A) retails for 
$35 and Non- adjustable ('Type N ) at the low price of $18. 

This Type N without the adjustable feature and without the 

special feet, base and top, however, has the same hand -rubbed 
mahogany finish as the adjustable type. It is built :round absolute-It 
the finest non- adjustable unit so far developed by the Timmons 
Laboratories. l'he saine principle of Reflected 'fine (two horns) 
is used as is employed in the Type A Talkers. The grill is also of 
the same quality. we believe that this Talker at $18 is the very 
best value in non -adjustable loud speakers that you can huy. This 
model puts a really superior cabinet type talker within the reach of 
the most thrifty buyer. 

Concerning the R- Linrinator which 
takes the place of B Batteries 

--And the Laboratories which produced thrsr cabinet type talkers 
have now perfected the most revolutionary apparatus in Radio - -thr 
R- Linfinator, successor to the B battery. It supplies smooth, 
noiseless, plate current dirrrr from any alternating current electric 
light socket -there is no changing of sour set uprrurs tip nl S 

tubes -detector as well as amplifiers. 'l'he B- Linrinator comes to 
you in a fine crystalline case. It's at home with the beautiful Tim- 
mons Talker and with the finest looking Radii, set. 

See and hear these Timmons Tested Products at your dealer's. 
And meanwhile write us for literature fully describing and illus- 
trating the Timmons B- Linrinator and T' s Talkers. 

TIMMONS RADIO PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 

339 E. Tulpehucken Street 

GERMANTOWN 

Take. 
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Notes on the Grimes -ßrigs Neutrodijne 

THOSE of you who read last 
month's issue, particularly 

our article describing our suc- 
cess with the inverse duplex 
arrangement of the neutro- 
dyne as perfected by John De 
Q. Briggs, may have thought 
we were over -enthusiastic 
about the set. Well, I have been 
using this set exclusively in my 
home ever since then and there 
is not one word of that article 
which I wish to retract. 

This circuit is very decided- 
ly an addition to the ranks of 
the best radio sets. I can see 
only one objection to it as it 
stands now, and that is the 
tendency to howl on signals 
that are too strong or when the 
loop is turned in such a direc- 
tion that the neutroformers 
feed back into it. Incidentally, 
let me say right here that this 
howl does not radiate and will 
not affect other sets in the 
neighborhood. 

The first case can easily be 
cured by dropping down the 
switch lever on the loop to the 
lowest tap which will give 
satisfactory volume. The feed- 
ing back from the neutroform- 
ers may be cured in either one 
of two ways. First, there is 
the suggestion of Mr. Briggs 
to shield the cabinet, and this 
is the only practical method at 
the present time. Personally I have a prej- 
udice against shielding cabinets in this way 
because it has always seemed to me to 
broaden the tuning of the set. Mr. Briggs 
says that he does not find this result. 

I think the ultimate solution of this 
feed -back problem will lie in the substitu- 
tion of different coils for the neutroformers. 

As I said last month, we discovered at 
Station 3XP, that this arrangement of the 
neutrodyne was really not a neutrodyne at 
all. In other words, the very process of 
inverse duplexing a tuned radio -frequency 
system removes the necessity for neutraliz- 
ing and the set is therefore a four -tube 
Grimes -3XP circuit. 

My own thought about this feed hack 
is that the magnetic fields created by the 
standard form of neutroformer coil are 
very large and will distort other magnetic 
fields within quite a distance. This means 
that the magnetic fields of the neutroform- 
ers and of the loop aerial clash and both 
become distorted, and I believe that this is 
the reason for the howling which I have 
spoken of. 

It seems to me that the obvious solution 
of this problem is to design coils which 
will not have such large magnetic fields. 
This thought came to me after a long test 

of this Pfanstiehl system for 
the neutroformers will totally 
cure this howling in this set. 
Mr. Pfanstiehl has very kindly 
had wound for me two of his 
coils and mounted them at the 
proper angles on a strip of 
bakelite. This unit has just ar- 
rived at Station 3XP and we 
are going to put it into this 
circuit and will let you know 
how it pans out. 

The "overload howl" is, how- 
ever, a different matter. It is 
also, I think, a less important 
one. 

The trouble with the feed- 
back howl is that in many cases 
it takes away from you the 
privilege of using the direc- 
tional effect of the loop aerial 
in order to tune out undesired 
stations. In other words, I 
have had a number of cases 
where I wanted to turn the 
loop in a certain direction to 
get a certain station, but found 
that when it was placed in that 
way it receives the feed back 
from the neutroformers and 
the set (Continued on Pore 36) 

Here is John De Q. Briggs, 
the man who inverse- 
duplexed the neutrodyne 

The "Old War Horse" 
loop used at Station 3XP 

of the new Pfanstiehl 
model number seven re- 
ceiver just developed and 
put on the market by Carl 
Pfanstiehl, in Chicago. 
Isere is a set which cannot 
possibly be made to squeal 
or howl. When I talked to 
Mr. Pfanstiehl about it, 
he explained that he had 
spent many months ex- 
ploring magnetic fields in 
radio sets and that as a 
result of these explora- 
tions he had designed flat 
spiderweb coils which, in- 
stead of sending out large 
magnetic fields in more or 
less circular form, have 
flat magnetic fields or 
rather fields which are 
disc shaped. I have an 
idea that the substitution 
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Here are the detail views of the SXI' loop 
which is fully described in this article 

Our Favorite Loop at Station 3XP 
1 

iM showing with this article photographs of the loop which 
we at Station 3XP call the "old war horse." This is because 

we find it the best loop for general use. 
¡Ve are able to use it with any type of circuit which employs 

this form of aerial because its taps make it possible for us to make 
it any number of turns or any variations that we wish. 

The vertical stick measures forty -six and one -half inches from 
the table to the top. It is driven into one half of a big wooden 
wire- spool, which forms the base and keeps the loop standing up- 
right. dap form of base will do in place of this. but we happened 
to have this empty spool hands and so we simply sawed off one 
piece and used it for our loop stand. 

The horizontal trots arm measures thirty -right and three - 
quarters inches from tip to tip. H'r ¡round the loop with standard 
flexible lamp cord, which can be bought in any electrical store, 
and this loop uses something less than 110 feet. Just inside 
of ear h end of the cross arms we screw a strip of panel 
material measuring seven inches long by three -quarters 
of an inch wide. This strip is put on in such a way 
that it sticks out beyond the side of the wooden frame. 
This enables us to wind our wire so that it does not 
touch the wood at any part. 

In each one of these- strips, we rut fourteen 
notches, for there are fourteen turns of wire on the 
Ina /). These notches are three -eighths of an inch apart. 
2nd when the ¡were is wound on. the outside windings 
measure twenty -six and one- quarter inches on a side 
2nd thirty -seven and three- quarters in diameter. 

'('he inside turn measures nineteen inches on its 
ride. Near the base you will see that we have mounted 
another small oblong strip of radios. This has three 
binding posts on one side and on the other it has a 

buck -mounted tap switch. ,llama and Carter and }axles' all make 
excellent switches for this purpose. We have ¡ hintern taps, so your 
switch must have that many points on it. 

One of the outside binding posts takes the beginning of the 
loop and the other the end. The center binding post is connected 
to the blade of the tap switch, and each comet of the tap switch 
is wired to a tap on the loop. Eery turn is tapped in this way. 

This is a flat spiral loop. Do not a¡trmpl to use a flat spiral 
smaller than this as, on the smaller sires, the inner windings pick 
up virtually no energy. If you want a smaller loop you will have 
to use the square type of frame -that is, instead of screwing the 
seven by three -quarters radian end pieces parallel with the cross 
arms, you will have to make then deeper and screw them cross- 

wise of the arms. Do not use these same dimensions for the cross 
arses if you are going to make the square loop. For the square 

Loop of fourteen turns, twenty -one inches on a side will be 
big enough. 

The advantage of this flat type is that it is more sharp 
in its directional effects and therefore gives us better 
selectivity between stations whirl: are vers dose in 
wave length. The square type nary pick up samewhat 
more energy, but we prefer this kind on account of 
selectivity. 

In another article i acre taking up the matter of 
adapting the inverse-duple-xi-4 neutrodyne to outdoor 
aerial. 

In this article on the loop, let me say that out 
door aerial work can be done with almost any loop 
set by leaving the loop connected in the regular way 
.ind bringing the lead -in from the outdoor aerial to 
the loop, flipping it to a scraped place on the center 
turn. No ground connection (ruaUased ra Pane err) 
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winter and summer. If you re- 
ceived that distance once in a 
year you would be doing well. 

Another advertisement reads 
-"1000 miles guaranteed with 
the receiver." 

Let me say right here that 
no one can guarantee the 

range of any receiver, re- 
gardless , of the t ;umber 
of tubes used. One tube 
or a dozen tubes, you 
cannot guarantee the 
receiving range. 
This is quite a large 
statement to m a k e, 

!` } S - 1 

WHEN a man is `_ -- 
about to buy or 

build a new receiver, 
the first question he ' - j- 

asks about it 
seems to be "How far will 
it receive ?" The answer 
usually given is "- miles." 

The (mover that should be 
given is "It depends on many things, 
such as location of receiver, skill of 
operator, etc." Many manufacturers make 
a practice of stating in their advertise- 
ments the number of miles that can be 
received with this or that receiver. This 
would lead one to believe that this certain 
distance can be covered by any one in any 
location, provided he uses this or that re- 
ceiver. 

Let us go over som' of these claims. 
Here is one -"800 to 1000 miles on a 
crystal set." 

If this advertiser means that you can 
receive code signals from this distance 
using a crystal, well, it can be done at tiznes 
in the average location. If he means con- 
certs and speech. again it can be done under 
unusual circumstances, but it cannot be 
done with the average crystal set in an 
average location. Local stations are all 
that can be expected on a crystal set in the 
average location, and in some places not 
even local stations can be received. 

Another advertisement reads -"2650 
miles with the one -tube re- 
ceiver." It is possible to reach this distance 
with a one -tube receiver, but this is not 
the normal range of the set, and this dis- 
tance could not be received consistantly 
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the receiver used in these tests 1 have often 
heard Texas stations. These stations are 
thousands of miles from my home. Know- 
ing all this, how far would you say this re- 
ceiver could be guaranteed to receive? 

One thousand miles? No, indeed. 
Five hundred miles? Again the answer 

is no. 
Fifty miles? Not even fifty miles. 
Station WNAC, at Boston, is forty -five 

miles from my home, and I have never 
heard this station on my receiver. I am 
in a fairly good location too, with a good 
antenna, but the reason why I do not hear 
this Boston station is that there is. a "dead 
spot" between this city and Boston, and so 
the signals are unable to get through. 

And not only is it impossible for me to 
guarantee fifty miles range with this re- 
ceiver, but it is also impossible to guarantee 
one mile. range. I found this out during my 
tests while looking for spots unfavorable 
for radio reception. 

In one place I found I was unable to re- 
ceive signals from a 150 -watt station 
located one -eighth of a mile from the re- 
ceiver. This, of course, is very unusual, and 
it is rare indeed to find a spot as near to a 
station as this without being able to get 
some kind of signals no matter how weak 
they may be. But let us suppose that I had 

sold one of these receivers 
to a man who lived right 
there, and guaranteed the 
range as so many miles. 
What would he think of me 
when he found he was un- 
able to hear one -eighth of 
a mile? Not much, 1 am 

sure, nor could I blame him. But 
it proves that when it comes to 
guaranteeing the range of a re- 
ceiver it cannot be done. 

The question now comes to 
mind : "Why cannot the range be 
guaranteed ?" 

There are many reasons why, 
as I have said before, hut I will go 
over them in detail. In the first 
place, no receiver, no matter how 
sensitive, can receive good clear 
signals if they are not above the 
"static level." By that I mean 
that if the static is of greater 
intensity than the incoming sig- 
nal, no matter how many stages 
of amplification are used the sig- 

nal will not become greater in 
intensity than the static. The 
limit of any receiver's range 
is reached when the signals -J are below the static level. 

Of course there are methods of receiv- 
ing whereby it is possible to get a better 
signal- to-stray ratio; it is possible by some 
methods to get a greater intensity of sig- 
naz -to- static over the whole range of the 
receiver, but even then the range of the 
receiver is limited. 

Then, too, the location of the receiver 
has much to do with the receiving range. 
Given an ideal location -and these are few 
and far between -1 do not believe you would 
have to use more than three tubes to cover 
the whole U. S. But how many of us have 
ideal locations? Not many of us I am sure. I 
have lived in many, places, and operated 
receivers in many more locations, but as 
yet I have not discovered an ideal location. 

It is interesting to note the way receiv- 
ers will act in different locations. For in- 
stance, when I build a new receiver to be 
described in Radio in the Home, it is tested 
by myself right here (Continued on Foie 40) 
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FAR WILL 

TuIS SET 
DECEIVE? 

By W. FRANCIS GOODREAU 

and if I could not prove it I would not carp 
to make it. As I can prove it, however, 1 do 
not hesitate to make it. 

For almost a month I have carried out 
experiments with radio -receiving sets in 
the city where I live, to find out what the 
conditions are for radio reception in all 
parts of the city. I also made a radio map 
of the city, marking out "dead spots," 
weak spots, fading spots, and anything 
unusual in any way. 

In most of my tests I used a Goodreau 
split variometer receiver, using UV200 as 
a detector, and two 1.1V201 -A tubes as 
audio amplifiers. This circuit is well known 
to the readers of this magazine. Some of 
you have reported receiving up to 2500 
miles on the loud speaker with three tubes, 
and in my home in Providence, R. 1., with 
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The New Harkness Counterflex 
Circuit 

(CNtlaaea /revs Par* 11) 

and the remainder Of the parts on a 
baseboard. the various parts being 
connected together as shown in the 
wiring diagram. 

A receiver using the circuit of 
Figure 4 can be built using exactly 
the SUMP parts AS listed above, omit- 
ting, however, the counterswitch and 
substituting an ordinary double - 
circuit jack for the double-circuit 
filament control jack. 

The Counterfiex receiver is prim- 
arily intended for use with 201A or 
301A tubes. With these tubes a 6 -volt 

by turning the first dial to 10 degrees 
the circuit is tuned to a wave -length 
of about 220 meters, a howl should 
be heard in the phones when the 
second dial is turned to approximately 
the same position as the first. There 
may be a slight difference between the 
settings of the two dials; for instance, 
to obtain 220 meters on the second 
dial 12 degrees may be the correct 
position. Similarly, if the first dial 
is turned to 70 degrees, representing, 
say, the correct position for the re- 
ception of 500 meter waves, a howl 

filament battery and 90 -volt plate 
battery are required, the plate bat- 
tery being tapped at 22% volts for 
the detector-tube plate circuit. It is 
possible. of course, to use dry -cell 
tubes, but it is then usually neces- 
sary to change the capacity of the 
fixed condenser across the secondary 
of the reflex audio -frequency trans- 
former. A slightly larger capacity 
than that shown in the diagram is 
needed. The exact capacity can best 
be found by experiment. 

The same types of tubes must be 
used throughout; that is to say, use 
three 201A's or three 199'a or three 
12's. Do rwl Sae two 201 A and one 

11V200. If you want to use a 200 as 
detector you must change the wiring 
of the filament circuit and insert a 
separate rheostat to control the fila- 
ment current of the detector tube. 

There is a very simple and infallible 
test for determining whether your 
Counterflcx receiver is operating with 
maximum efficiency. He sure to make 
this test and correct any mistake it 
reveals before calling your set 
"perfect." 

To make this test. choose a time 
when local stations are not broadcast- 
ing. Connect your antenna. ground 
and batteries, and plug in your phones 
or loud speaker. Turn the counter - 
switch to the "distant" side and turn 
the counterdon to the minimum posi- 
tion (rotor plates out). 

Then, provided the secondaries of 
the two counterformers are tuned to 
the same frequency, a howl should be 
heard in the telephones or loud speak- 
er, no matter to what.frequency both 
circuits are tuned. In other words if. 

should be heard when the second dial 
is tuned to 500 meters. 

Furthermore, It should he possible 
completely to eliminate this howl by 
increasing the capacity of the counter- 
acting condenser. or counterdon, no 
matter what frequency the two cir- 
cuits may be tuned to. 

When making this test you may 
find: 

II) That while you are able to 
stop howling at all frequencies by 
turning the counterdon, the receiver 
driest not hotel at all at some fre- 
quencies. 

The cause of this may be the length 
of your aerial. If it is longer than 
60 feet, cut it down to that length. 

If this dears not balance up your 
receiver the values of some of the 
parts you are using may be incorrect. 
This can be remedied by using the 
correct parts or, in some cases, by in- 
creasing the capacity of the fixed 
condenser across the secondary of the 
reflex audio-frequency transformer. 
The correct capacity can be found by 
experiment. 

On the other hand you may find: 
(2) That while the receiver howls 

at all frequencies, you are unable to 
stop the howl at some particular fre- 
quencies. 

Again the cause for this may be 
the length of your aerial. If it is too 
short, increase it to about 60 feet. 
Or the cause may be the use of in- 
correctly designed parts which can be 
remedied by substituting the correct 
parts or, in some cases. by decreasing 
the capacity of the fixed condenser 
across the secondary of the reflex 

(Continued on l'Are 14) 
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The )huron sells for 
at all reliable 
dealers. 

No antenna ist the Ducon 
No more need to labor and toil over 

erecting an aerial. No more need to worry 
about the appearance of a bulky indoor 
loop in your home. The Ducon saves your 
time -and solves your problem. 

Screw the Ducon into any accessible 
electric light socket and when you want to 
hear a program just tunè in. 

The Ducon brings in the stations clearly. 
The fact that over 400,000 fans use it is 
convincing proof. 

Try it. You can purchase a Ducon on a 
five -day trial basis from your radio dealer. 

Dubilier 
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION 
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And it comes in 
like Velvet 

There Is no station whistle on the Pfan.tlehl Model 7. Tou hear no "air rush." no "overload." no suacetlon of noise of any kind. You slowly 
turn the dials anal the music tonnes in like velvet. 

Pfanntlehl long ago made up his mind that it orient not to he neraarr 
to Invent method. of stopping howl. anJ suueals In radii.) seen -lt ought not 
to be n.rpf* rY to neutralize or Introduce the costly losses of pntntlnmeter 
control. In his physlclst's laboratory he deselopel dellcate Instruments with 
which he explored sit the Invlalbif magnetic end lertr,-stetlr aside in 
'dander./ sets. And he discovered that distortion and notes were primarily 
the results of elash,ng fields that interfered with each other. Reduced to 
simplest terps be found that these dlsadvantagen were duc to inettelent 
design of Colin end faulty placement of pert. With thee. two err , ors cor- 
rected. too other c rnpeueetion was necessary or deirable -for alltvain..- 
malls. mean. lac of valuable energy. 

The Pfunellehl Model 7 embodies his solution of these problems. It le 
n totally new ,y,te,r.. Inc nrlursting two stage. of bowel radio freeueney, 
tube detector and two Hags of studio amolincatton low rat la. of entire.. 
to give 1.rfer1 pusllly. with all lbw volume desired. 

And. with the other Improvement, rame the great atop forwent which 
Ink.. all the guevwork eat of tuning-which makes It a perfectly simple 
matter for the merest novice to bring in the dement station ea easily and 
curtly a he can produce . tune by putting a record un his phonograph. 

PFANSTIEHI. RADIO COMPANY 
HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 

} 

Surreetion to 
Dealer,. 
h will pay You to 

gel In touch with us 
et 

t 
Thin new 

s r s i 
n 

s holds the r t pr..r111.e In 
radio today 

There are three large dial. which are turned Ides tirallr. nr to 1h.. me number. for any given station. 
This u one s that to receive on any n "wavr length" 
you need No know hut one mber. That number Is 
given by the "Station Finder." On it. lower scale. 
read the -e length" of the elation desired. Directly 
aliassr read the number at which the throe large dials 
are all to he net to secure reception. Tuning may 
finally he sharpened by moans of the vernier knob. 

The women. children. old folks" notlrn sod 
all who want result.. and want them promptly. may 
enjoy the efaalel,l MIel 7 because the "Station 
Finder" takes the guesswork out of tuning. 
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Tubes -a Survey and a 
Forecast 

(('altated Fr... Page e7) 

to be the proper time for them to 
prexiuce the A. C. tube at an $8 or 
$10 list price. This is probably what 
will happen, but only another year 
will tell. 

Because of this situation, there has 
not been much incentive to try to 
develop Other idrns for accomplish- 
ing the same results. Bring un the 
new tuhc! 

As indicated earlier in this article. 
some future date may sec a "cold fila- 
ment" tube, and this would entirely 
dispense with the necessity of a source 
of heating energy -or the "A" supply. 
This is entirely possible. 

But it is the height of folly or mis- 
information for any one to assume 
that the "B" source of energy will 
be eliminated. This would be perpet- 
ual motion pure and simple. because 
the "B" energy is the power that 
gives the amplification. Let's keep 
both feet un the ground and control 
our imaginations! 

In making any prediction such as 
this, one likes to glance about him to 
ascertain if any progress is being 
made right now toward these en- 
couraging ends. We have accordingly 
looked far and wide and, to say the 
least, the situation is discouraging. 

Alas! Most of the world seems to 
be followers and not lenders. Of all 
the independent and "bootleg" tubes 
very few show any signs of headwork 
or originality. Most of them are the 
poorest kind of a direct copy of the 
present standard tube. They appear 
to be laboring under the impression 
that it is perfection itself. 

The new Magnavox storage battery 
vacuum tube is the only one which 
shows originality in conception. 

This tube follows an entirely new 
principle of construction, which, it is 
said, represents a distinct advance- 
ment in tube design with correspond - 
ing increase in efficiency. 

The Magnavox tube departs radi- 
cally in every respect from the con- 
struction of previous tubes, especially 
in that it. does not make use of a grid 
or any other kind of electrode betwren 
the filament and plate. The effect of 
this new principle permits the clee- 
trons to take an unobstructed passage 
between the filament and plate. By 
means of a new and better method of 
electron control, the tube gives not 
only higher amplification with greater 
sensitiveness, but also purest repro- 
duction. 

The elimination of the grid allows 
the spacing between electrodes to be 
much greater than in ordinary tubes 
and still maintain the same resistance, 
with the result that these tubes have 
less than une -half the internal capac- 
ity of other tubes of similar type. 

The Magnavox tube is not critical 
of adjustment either as to plate or 
filament. The filament consumption is 
only one- quarter of an ampere. When 
used as a detector th tube gives 
sharper tuning with extreme sensi- 
tiveness. A grid leak is unnecessary, 
but its use does not affect results. 

There are only four stamped metal 
parts in the Magnavox tube in addi- 
tion to the quarter ampere filament. 
The control electrode, unlike the high- 
ly intricate weave of fine wire com- 

mon to previous tubes, consists of a 
single stamping of metal which is 
exceedingly solid and firmly fixed in 
fiposition. The two plates are so 

rmly bound together that only n 
shock strong enough to break the tube 
itself would dislodge them. The en- 
tire inner assembly of the Magnavox 
tube represents a degree of rugged 
strength never before attained in a 
vacuum tube. 

The base of the tube has no por- 
celain to crack or absorb water, nor 
ntouldtvi material to stick in the 
sockets. The base is made with insu- 
lation of the highest quality of cloth - 
inserted Bakelite, specially resistant 
to losses. 

A special method used in pumping 
the tube gives a stable vacuum which 
can be uniformly reproduced in quan- 
tity production. The undesirable 
gasses are removed by a most effi- 
cient. vacuum process. 

To insure delivery to the ultimate 
consumer in perfect condition. Mag- 
navox tubes are packed in individual 
wooden boxes with double seal. Each 
tube is tested by the dealer at the 
time of sale and the box resealed in 
the presence of the customer. As 
shown in the photograph on the first 
page of this article, the Magnavox 
tube has a distinctive appearance, its 
shape having been carefully worked 
out with a view to resisting accidental 
breakage while in use. 

Notes on the Crimes - 
Briggs Neutrodyne 

(Continued From Page 34) 

howled. If we can eliminate this fea- 
ture, I feel that the overload howl 
can very easily he overlooked because 
any one who uses this set for a week 
or two will very soon learn how to 
prevent this. It is entirely a matter 
of the proper setting of the grid tap 
switch on the loop. 

This overload howl comes only when 
signals are being fed too strongly to 
the grid of the first tube. It means 
with local stations that we regularly 
set the grid switch on the second tap. 
This is for the Philadelphia stations 
which are fifteen miles awny from us. 

When we want to get the New York 
stations, we set the switch on the 
fifth tap and this gives us plenty of 
volume with no tendency to overload 
at all. 

For distant stations, we go up on 
the switch, sometimes taking in 
twelve or thirteen taps or the whole 
loop. If the signals are rather weak, 
we will get them in good shape that 
way without an overload howl. 

There is another thing that experi- 
menters will notice in moving these 
grid taps and that is that it changes 
the setting of the first condenser. 

In logging stations with this circuit 
the second and third dials can be 
logged accurately and that logging 
will he permanent. The first dial, 
however, will log differently with the 
switch blade on different taps of the 
loop. The lower the taps, the higher 

tt'u,tlnaed un Page If) 
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exc/ùsivefeatiires oft/it 
Navy1rpe Headset . 

A --Weathfpproef 
dothroverinR 

B -Bmidrd czfqrxr 
tinsel radio-fir- 
e/iv/try shield 

c -Head am- 
du (fors (. and-) 

TWO extra technical developments and one extra testing 
operation! These add clarity and distance. These are the 

three exclusive features which make the Brandes Navy Type 
the ideal long distance headset. 

1.- The development of the braided copper tinsel radio - 
frequency shield [shown at the left) surrounds the 
conductor cords and grounds all radio -frequency cur- 
rents which might cause detoning effects in the re- 

ceivers. And in addition, it eliminates cord capacity. 

2. -The use of inside terminals, so designed that the 
cords may be removed or replaced without taking off 

the cap of the receiver or in any way disturbing the 
perfectly matched tone. 

3 -A very delicate testing operation matches the tone 
of the two receivers so that both ears hear exactly the 
same sound at the same instant. 

And to assure absolute perfection of every detail, every Navy 
Type Headset must pass 22 different tests and inspections. 

Bran 
Superior F6 

.Matched Tme 
tieadeer f in Canada 

Cc.Hrandr Inc .1014 

able =rtlker 

10. 
i 

Soi ext., 
a<nr < '" Ca.s,ftq 

the name 
to kn ow in iladio 

e 
IIIII .AloNavy 

Typone >$8 tched Te 
Headset 

$II In Ginadu 
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New Models 
BRISTOL 

Radio Receivers 
Incorporating the Patented 

Grimes Inverse Duplex 
System 

Watch for further 
announcements 
in all leading 
R a d i o publica- 
tions. 

Improved Bristol 
Audiophone Loud 
Speaker gives greater 
volume, is more sensi- 
tive and still maintains 
the round, full tone and 

its distinc- 
tive free - 
dom from 
distortion. 

le 1 Ask for Bulletin No. 3017-Q 

Manufactured 
by 

The Bristol Co. 
WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT 

Grimes System insures Natural 
Tone Quality 

Editorially Speaking 
(Continued From Parr a) 

for the services of a premier artist 
before a method has been evolved 
of broadcasting the artist's program 
to the greatest economic advantage. 
Should a famous operatic group of 
instrumentalist, hired for broadcast- 
ing purposes, make the circuit of 
hundreds of broadcasting stations in 
the United States to deliver its 
program to the public, or must the 
solution of the problem await the 
development of national, not merely 
local broadcasting facilities? 

"From a technical standpoint. I 
believe the answer to the problem lies 
in super -broadcasting -a system of 
super -power stations broadcasting 
with a force that could be distinctly 
heard in every home in the United 
States. I mean a national program 
on a national scale, to be transmitted 
through the vast conduits of the air 
from the great super -power stations. 
In addition. there will he the smaller 
stations which will provide 'home- 
town' programs of local interest to 
all in their vicinity and who muy also 
be provided with facilities for the 
automatic rebroadcasting of the na- 
tional programs from distant points. 
In this way the local stations will 
also meet a social need particularly 
for those listeners having receivers of 
limited range. 

"In seeking for an economic solu- 
tion of the broadcasting problem, 
broadcasting on a national scale is 
found to be a very convincing answer. 
How obvious is the hopelessness of 
attempting to pay for the services of 
five hundred groups of high -grade 
artists broadcasting nightly from five 
hundred or more widely scattered 
stations, each serving only a limited 
audience. How could the small audi- 
ence of such a station afford to puy 
for the sort of programs it really de- 
sires? 

"Consider, on the other hand, the 
simplicity and feasibility of having 
six or a dozen groups of artists, each 
group broadcasting from a super- 
power station, to u national audience, 
representing the purchasing power of 
the radio industry. 

"Super -power broadcasting is the 
technical development which is needed 
for the success of broadcustinft; and 
with a satisfactory technical solution 
of the broadcasting problem, i am 
convinced there will come a sound 
economic solution. This solution will 
?nuke unnecessary the imposition of 
a special tax on the radio listener by 
the Government or any one else or 
the exaction of u system of tollgate 
payments for the things which are 
broadcast through the air. 

"i may be told. however, that in 
this I contradict a fundamental busi- 
ness principle- -the principle that a 
service must be paid for by the con- 
sumer to make it economically possi- 
ble. I do not believe that any solution 
of the broadcasting problem along the 
lines I sketch would violate economic 
realities. 

"Now, what is the situation? 
"The broadcasting station, unlike 

the theatre or the opera, cannot offer 
to individual listeners orchestra, 
balcony and gallery seats in the air. 
It cannot charge one price for a pro- 
gram transmitted to the rich man's 
house and another price for a pro- 
gram sent to the poor mart's cottage. 
And yet some equivalent method 
should be found whereby every listen- 
er at least, in a measure, pays for the 
service in proportion to what he re- 
ceives. Fortunately, the receiving 
set itself is to a considerable extent 
an index, through its cost, of what 
and how its owner is receiving. Those 
who purchase the more expensive re- 
ceivers get more satisfaction from 
programs, either in superiority of the 
quality of reproduction, in more satis- 
factory operation over greater dis- 
tances, in greater selectivity, in more 

ease of manipulation, or in more at- 
tractive receivers generally. 

"Broadcasting, in my judgment, will 
he primarily supported by the radio 
industry itself and from its returns 
on the sale of ur 

radio apparatus. 
"A fair method of determining the 

amount to he paid by each member or 
portion of the industry will be worked 
out, and this will he hosed on a per- 
centage of the sales price of radio 
devices. Such a method is just, since 
it requires the expensive receiving set 
of greater capabilities to carry a 
larger share of the cost of broadcast- 
ing. And this plan is not at all n 
philanthropy nor a method which 
takes no account of economic facts. 
in the long run, the public thus sup- 
ports the broadcasting which it en- 
joys, and each purchaser does so in 
proportion to the price paid for the 
instrument receiving through the air. 

"The radio industry must remain 
the primary agency for the direct sup- 
port of broadcasting. I do not shrink 
from the responsibility thus placed 
on the industry. The fact and the 
inescapable fact -is that the radio 
industry has been built up and is de- 
pendent on the maintenance of a 
service to the public. The sooner this 
is recognized by the industry as a 
whole and the public as well, the 
sooner we shall arrive at the true 
solution of the broadcasting problem." 

The other paper was another 
speech by Mr. Surma, delivered be- 
fore the semiannual convention of 
the Electrical Supply Jobbers' Asso- 
ciation at the Hotel Stotler, Buffalo, 
November the 15th, 1923. In this 
speech Mr. Sarnoff took so exactly the 
view that I expressed in my recent 
editorial that I am printing it here to 
give certain readers who don't like 
my stuff. anyway, the opportunity to 
use it as evidence that my editorial 
was merely a copy of Mr. Surnoff's 
speech, and that nothing original is 
ever found in this magazine. Mr. 
Sarnoff said: 

"Now, I always like to start my 
story about radio by discussing the 
broadcasting station itself, which, 
after all, is the crux of the situation. 
If you have not a proper service from 
the broadcast transmitting station, 
you have nothing whatsoever in radio. 
The broadcasting station is the all - 
important element, and I would re- 
mind you, too, that in this scramble 
for better and newer receivers and 
devices on the receiving side, the 
meaning of the broadcast sending sta- 
tion is often lost sight of. Much yet 
remains to be done there technically. 
in order to produce the desired result, 
and the change of the receiver and the 
improvement of the receiver are di- 
rectly proportional to the things done 
technically at the sending end. 

"Now, since we are building an in- 
dustry of this magnitude, dependent 
solely upon the ability of the broad- 
casting station to transmit and de- 
liver material in the home, it is per- 
haps permissible to pause here for a 
few moments and paint the picture of 
the present and the future of that 
phase of the radio situation. 

"I believe that the present number 
of stations, 450, merely represents a 
transient phenomenon in the march of 
events. I helierr that mast of these 
stations will go out of business in 
lime. But I say that with no fear, no 
regrets, nor any desire that any of 
them go out, because I think, speak- 
ing in a large sense, that they are 
:doing no harm for the moment. But 
in their place will come a new picture 
of radio broadcast transmission, which 
I would like to christen the 'Super- 
power Broadcast Station'. 

"More and more it is evident that 
the purpose of the broadcast station 
is to do those things which other 
agencies cannot do as well or at all. 
No other agency can speak with a 
single voice to 10.000,000 people. It 
is an instrumentality for national 
events, for high -grade talent, for good 
music, for good lectures, and the like, 
and therefore it means, in my judg- 
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AC 

After distance, 
what do 
you want? 

cAmplficatio n 
without distortion 

oF COURSE, you want to hear the distant stations, 
but you want these loud and clear so a whole room 

full of people can understand. 
And when you listen to a fine musical program from 

your local station it certainly is fascinating to get all the 
notes, all the words, and to be able to close your eyes and 
just be content. 

If you use Acme Transformers in the set you build 
and insist on their use in the set you buy, you are giving 
your loudspeaker a chance to reproduce the singer's 
voice, the violin's notes, the orchestra or lecture, loud and 
clear, without distortion. 

Send io cents today for 36 -page book "Amplification 
Without Distortion," containing many practical wiring 
diagrams and many hints for getting the best out of 
your set. 

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY 
Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers 

Cambridge, Mass. 

^ for amplification 

:\(MI-. A PPA HATI'R ruNtAY]'. 
Dept. 110. Cambridge, 

Gentlemen: Enclosed find 10 cents for copy of "Amplifi- 
cation Without Distortion." 

.Fame 

Street 

City 

State 
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The Ideal 
30 K. C. Transformer 

271 

401 

M. F. 
Transformer 

The successful operation of a 
Superheterodyne depends largely 
upon the efficiency of its medium 
frequency transformers. 

The GENERAL RADIO TYPE 
271 M. F. Transformer was de- 
signed specifically for amplifica- 
tion of medium frequencies, and is 
not merely an adaptation of a radio 
or an audio frequency transformer. 
It is shielded both electrostatically 
and electromagnetically. 

The working range is from 7000 
to 12,500 meters with a peak fre- 
quency of 10,000 meters. 

In Superheterodyne sets four of 
these transformers may he used 
with excellent results without a 
tuned input or output transformer. 

PRICE $5'"0 
Sold by Good Radio Dealers 

Everywhere 

GENERAL RADIO C9 
Cambridge. Mass. 

Cuas RADIO CO 

Canbdg- Maa.t- 

Write for New Folder 
"Quality Amplification" 

ment, that there will be erected in time 
a number, pe,.csibly half a dozen, pos- 
sibly three, high- powered broadcast 
stations, suitably located--say one on 
the East Coast, another on the Pacific 
Coast, and a third either in the South- 
west or thereabouts -and these super - 
power stations, joined together either 
by wire or by radio, preferably the 
latter, may constitute a chain of na- 
tional broadcasting stations or a na- 
tional broadcast service, each of these 
stations simultaneously radiating the 
SLUM' program, whatever it may be, 
with a power sufficient to reach every 
city, every town, every village, every 
hamlet, every home in the United 
States, and with power sufficient to 
give enjoyable loud -speaker operation, 
and with are organization capable of 
measuring up to the responsibilities 
of tñat character of a national service. 

"All of this, gentlemen, is in em- 
bryo today, but in my judgment very 
certain to come about in time. 

"in order to translate this picture, 
which may for the moment appear ro- 
mantic, into practical technical de- 
tails. I may tell you that it is not so 
difficult as it sounds. For example, 
we know we can send a telegraph 
message across the Atlantic by radio. 
We are doing it every day, and are 
handling more than twenty -five per 
cent of the business across the Atlan- 
tic in relation to the business handled 
by seventeen cables. We know we 
can talk across the ocean by radio- 
telephony. If we can talk across the 
ocean, we can talk across the conti- 
nent. We are daily telegraphing by 
radio between our station in Long 
Island and our station in California, 
daily service on official messages. It 
merely means raising the power of 
the present broadcast station from 
half a kilowatt or one kilowatt to one 
hundred or two hundred kilowatts. 
This, technically speaking, is not a 
difficult matter. 

"The development of the vacuum 
tube on the sending side has been en- 
tirely comparable to the development 
of the vacuum tube on the receiving 
side. We are now able to build vacuum 
tubes no larger than a milk bottle 
which radiate twenty kilowatts in 
the air. Five of these constitute one 
hundred kilowatts. This has been 
made possible by the General Electric 
Company, the Westinghouse Electric 
and Manufacturing Company and the 
Western Electric Company, all of 
whom are doing a tremendous amount 
of work on the development of the 
vacuum tube. 

"Now, what happens when you get 
a broadcast picture of that kind? It 
seems to me the. you bring into the 
fold for the first time the aspects of 
international broadcasting. You make 
it possible for people across the ocean 
to hear our entertainment. or what- 
ever it is we have to send out. And, 
conversely, it becomes possible fur us 
to hear the broadcast stations on the 
other side. 

"Fortunately for this country, 
America leads and has led in radio 
development, not only in broadcasting, 
but alike in the matter of trans- 
oceanic and long -distance communica- 
tion; and since it is possible to take 
a high -power station in New York 
and reradiate its output in California 
by radio, it is likewise possible to take 
a high -power station in London and 
reradiate its output to New York. in 
other words, radio can link these 
super -power stations until the whole 
world is covered by this new agency 
of transmission, which i think for 
simple reference may be called a one - 
way communication system. It is the 
only one -way communication system 
in the world. 

"Now, how about supporting these 
broadcasting stations'? You will 
pardon me, I hope, if I labor some - 
what at length on this phase of the 
situation, because, as I have said, my 
feeling is that this is the most im- 
portant branch of the whole industry. 
1Vho should support these broadcast 
stations? I promise you immunity, to 

begin with, from any fault- finding on 
that subject, or any complaints or ac- 
cusations against competitors or 
others, because I believe that the u'iU 
to support broadcasting erists in the 
minds of most people who are in the 
industry. 

"To begin with, I don't think any 
one, especially an American, wants to 
get something for nothing. They 
wont to do their share and make their 
contribution: but the difficulty of the 
moment is that no concrete plan, no 
well rounded -out program has been 
arrived at or submitted which would 
make it possible and convenient to 
work the thing out in co- operation. 

"i do not despair of the future pos- 
sibility of doing that very thing. Hut 
I do want to establish this point of 
view. and if there are those who differ 
with me in that point of view, let 
them be heard, because we need all 
the points of view we can get on this 
situation. 

"It has been said by a great many 
people and a great many corporations. 
some very large and able, that broad- 
casting depends upon a solution of the 
problem whereby the consumer will 
pay for the entertainment which he 
receives. In other words, it has been 
said that unless some method is pro- 
vided whereby a means is created for 
collecting revenue from the user of a 
broadcast machine. the whole industry 
is founded on sand, and that it is 
bound to collapse in time, because 
there will be no means of supporting 
it. 

"I du want to go on record very 
definitely this morning. and for the 
first time, in saying to you that it is 
my firm conviction that that sort of 
solution to the problem is not neces- 
sary, that broadcasting can he made 
commercially practicable without any 
means being found for collecting from 
the consumer, that the greatest ad- 
vantage of broadcasting lies in its 
universality, in its ability to reach 
everybody, everywhere, anywhere, in 
giving free entertainment, culture, in- 
struction and all the items which con- 
stitute a program, in doing that which 
no other agency has yet been able to 
do; and it is up to us. with intelligence 
and technique and broadness of spirit 
and vision as to the future, to pre- 
serve that most delightful element in 
the whole situation-the freedom of 
radio. 

"Just as soon as we destroy that 
freedom and universality of radio and 
confine it to only those who pay for it 
-those who pay for the service, in 
other words- just so sewn as we make 
a broadcasting "narrowcasting," we 
destroy the fundamental of the whole 
situation. And, therefore, I believe 
very definitely that broadcasting as 
constituted today is commercially 
MOW, and that it will remain Mu in 
the future, although there may be se- 
lective methods and narrowcast meth- 
ods which will do no harm. These 
may supplement the situation. There 
may be wired- wireless and the like. 
All of these will make their contribu- 
tions. Hut fundamentally there will 
remain and there must remain and be 
preserved that clement of the broad- 
cast situation which makes it possible 
for grand opera to go to the slums 
and to the districts of the poor as 
well as the rich, everywhere in the 
world, without any charge. The real 
picture of a 115 or a $25 set in the 
home of the slums, if you please, re- 
ceiving the magnificent things in the 
air, is the picture we must preserve, 
and, I think, can preserve, without 
being entirely altruistic. and can du 
it on a business basis and through 
the means I have suggested, namely, 
the super- power station. 

"If we get this chain of super- 
power stations and cover the entire 
country, then we create an entirely 
new problem as to the question of 
copyright music, paying for talent, 
handling the artist, and the like. 

"I think, you will agree, it will be 
(Continued on Poke TM) 
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How to Choose a Radio Set 
Avoid the usual mistakes when buying your 
radio set. Write for a FREE copy of our 
book- "How to Choose a Radio." It tells 
how to judge by all important standards and 
discusses such questions as: %/ ., 

///,' 
'/7 //lllU t= . 

Question of Improvements 
ecbmuch improvement in radio sets this year. Buy 

y and ear anticipating new standards. There 
steady evolution -a constant improvement in 
n, in results and in method of operation. 

1\1 

The New r TYPE 54 
MONOTROL 

err. Il'. VAT Ut, 

Twenty -four important improvements 
have been added to the Sleeper Monotrol, 
Type 54. 

A new principle in amplification has set an 
entirely new standard of tone quality. 
A new type of tuning dial is calibrated in 
wave lengths. Simply turn to a known 
wave length and you get, your station. 
You no longer have to "log' your set. 

The advantages of tuned radio frequency 
have been added to the advantages of the 
Inverse Duplex System. The noisy detec- 

DEALERS -under our Authorized Monotrol Dealer Plan 
you receive the trongest co- operation. greatest profit 
and protection against illegitimate competition it a po- 
sihle to furnish. And the Sleeper Time Payment Plan 
enables you to offer convenient terms. Write your job- 
ber. or to u. for detail.. 

tor tube has been eliminated replaced by 
the Sleeper Rectiformer. 

In fact, so much that is good has been add- 
ed, that we cannot tell you all in this space. 
Write at once for booklet mentioned above 
and by all means, see, hear and operate 
the Monotrol before you buy a set of any 
kind. Any Authorized Monotrol Dealer 
will install the Monotrol in your home for 
a FREE trial. Buy it on the most conven- 
ient terms of monthly payment, if you 
wish. 

SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION 
£.tabh.h.d 1919 

432 Washington Ave. Long Bland City, New York 
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 

10 South La Selle St. 110 New Montgomery St. 

"The Most Perfect Radio Set in America" 
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MAHOGANITE Dials 
that match the set 

Like all other distinctive products, Mahoganite has its 
imitators. But these imitations are on the surface only. 
Mahoganite is not a surface finish. The electrical values 
of RADION Mahoganite extend through the material. 

The only way to assure yourself of genuine Mahoganite 
Panels, or Dials which match the panels, is to make sure 
that the RADION Trademark is on every one that you buy. 

RADIO 
elle Suprente Insulation 

PANELS 

I.o,x for thin ammo on every 
genuine RADION Panel. Be- 
ware of luter ltut.e .n.1 i W. ' 

21 Stock Sizes 
Mohogonite and Black 

6x 7 7 x 14 8x26 
6 x 10íy 7 x 18 9 x 14 
6 x 14 7 x 21 10 x 12 
6x21 7x24 12x14 
7x 9 7x26 12x21 
7x 10 7x30 14x 18 
7x 12 7x48 20x24 

At all good Radio Shop. 
everywhere nr write to 

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO., l I Mercer St., N. Y. 

WESTINGHOUSE 
Westinghouse Presents a 

New "B" Battery 
Designed for multi -tube sets, com- 
pact in size, large in capacity, this 
new "R" Flattery offers you the 
following distinctive advantages: 
A one -piece crystal glass container 
affords you at all times a view of 
the interior. 
Easily recharged at slight expense. 
Will not pump acid. 

Bird cage plates insure long life and steady reliable service. 
Large acid space requires less attention. 

WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY CO., Swissvale, Pa. 

RADIO IN THE HOME 
is devoted entirely to better class radio-- -the only kind that 
is fit to go into the American home. 

The New Harkness 
CounterRex Circuit 

(Continued From Page 87) 

audio-frequency transformer. The 
correct capacity can he found by ex- 
periment. 

There are two methods of operating 
the Counterflex receiver. Both are 
simple, but the first method is abso- 
lutely fool- proof, viz.: 

(I) After the manner of the neu- 
trodyne receiver, adjust the counter - 
don so that it is impossible to make 
the receiver howl, no matter what the 
frequency to which the two circuiLc 
may be tuned. The counterdon can 
then be left permanently in this posi- 
tion and different stations tuned in 

set your switch on tap five and then 
bring in some of the potentiometer so 
that there is no howl. This will give 
you more volume of signals than if 
you set your switch on tap four. 

I believe, however, that the potentio- 
meter for this set should be very 
much higher than the standard 400 - 
ohm make. On our next set, we are 
going to use the very high resistance 
Federal potentiometer, and I think 
that that will be much more satis- 
factory. 

And let me interrupt right here to 
explain again a part of Mr. Briggs' 
article which many readers over- 
looked. Dozens have written me that 
we showed no connections to the 
primary of the radio -frequency trans- 
former. Certainly not. The primary 

by merely revolving the two tuning 
dials. 

(2) After tuning in a station by 
means of the tuning dials, accurately 
adjust the counterdon so that the cor- 
rect amount of counteraction is ob- 
tained to insure maximum sensitive- 
ness for the reception of the partic- 
ular frequency to which the circuits 
are tuned. 

The second method is, of course, the 
preferable one as the receiver can be 
brought to the state of maximum 
sensitiveness by controlling counter- 
action. 

I am particularly anxious to hear 
from the readers of this magazine of 
the results they obtain with this new 
circuit. Let me know how it compares 
with other receivers you own or have 
built. I think you are going to be 
somewhat amazed by the ease with 
which you are able to pick up distant 
stations with this system. I am in- 
clined to be conservative in making 
claims for any circuit, but I have no 
hesitation in saying that I have yet 
to find the three -tube receiver which 
can approach the three -tube Counter - 
flex for sensitiveness, selectivity and 
ease of operation. If you have any 
questions to ask, please do not hesi- 
tate to write me. I only ask that 
you tabulate your questions and make 
them as clear as possible. If I am 
unable to answer all questions indi- 
vidually I will answer them en masse 
in a future issue of Radio in the 
Home. 

Notes on the Grimes - 
Briggs Neutrodyne 

(l'..tixeml From Page 88) 

will be the reading on the first con- 
denser dial. 

For the first week or two that I 
had this set, these overload howls were 
quite annoying until I learned this 
trick of coming down on the grid taps 
of the loop. Now, I never get a howl 
out of the set. Once you log most of 
the stations which you get regularly. 
you will set your grid tap first and 
then do your tuning. In this way 
there will be no howl. 

The potentiometer is also an excel- 
lent assistance in regulating a finer 
adjustment between the taps on the 
loop. In other words, if you find you 
do not get a howl on tap four, but do 
get some howl on tap five, you can 

is not used at all. The secondary is 
used only as a choke coil. A Ford 
spark coil secondary will do just as 
well. 

One thing that I noticed which is 
very much in favor of this circuit and 
which I cannot quite understand, and 
that is the seeming absence of spark 
signals. I have never heard any spark 
signals on this set except from NAI. 
the United States Navy Yard, at 
Philadelphia, and this very powerful 
station is so close I would not expect 
to eliminate it with any kind of hook- 
up. Even at that it. very seldom 
annoys us. This is a mystery to me 
because I cannot see why spark 
signals should be eliminated when 
radiophone signals come in with such 
very fine strength. 

I have had a great many letters 
asking for detailed specifications of 

(Continued on l'axe 5V) 

Railroad President's Wife 
Teaches Bible by Radio 

(Continued From Pge 17) 

of the Union Pacific Railway, and an 
authoritative student of the Bible. 

Mrs. Gray for many years had 
whole- heartvdly concentrated her 
being and her life upon the dis- 
passionate and simple study of the 
Bible. She had early conceived a 
devotion to religious affairs due to the 
inspiring Christian traditions of her 
parents. These traditions were linked 
with the Christianity of the old Hol- 
land people; the strongest character- 
istic for which they are internation- 
ally reputed is their strength of char- 
acter in standing by the truth regard- 
less of consequences. 

In spite of the fact that she was a 
little girl five years of age when she 
lost her mother, she grew to maturity 
firmly impressed with the necessity 
of preserving the religious standards 
of her forebears and of cultivating 
the old- fashioned home to the highest 
degree. 

Through the broad commercial ex- 
perience which she derived from im- 
mediate association with her husband 
in the administration of his office as 
chief executive of one of the largest 
railroads in the country, she had a 
splendid opportunity to study first 
hand the relations of business and of 
religion, and, incidentally, the newer 
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KNOCKED DOWN SET 
The' A f Dayton 
XL -S can be pur- 
r-hosed in kndrked 
dawn form, 'includ- 
ing ail parts, with 
cwnplote dlrorttona, 
for S7t.50 -1676.50 
went of the Rorkiea /. 

Write for circular 
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RADIO 
ENJOYMENT 
I HE A -C DAYTON 

POLYDYNE XL -6 is of- 
fered to those buyers of fine re- 
ceiving sets who will demand, 
above everything else, positive 
CLEARNESS OF RECEP- 
TION, insuring true radio en- 
joyment. 

Of course, we have included 
every other requirement to be 

expected in a high grade re- 
ceiving set. 

With an X1. -5 you can select 
your favorite program, be it 
orchestral or vocal music, a 

speech. or a dance orchestra 
and honestly enjoy listening to 
it. Radio reception with per- 
fect clarity of modulation, 
minus disconcerting interfer- 
ence and distortion will be 
yours with this remarkable 
receiver. 

We have also recognized the 
fact that a fine set must possess 
beauty in design and finish to 
harmonize with well appointed 
interiors. 

The XL -S comes to you with a 

triple guarantee of satisfaction 
and at a price that is more than 
reasonable. Do you know the 
A -C DAYTON dealer in your 
community? 

Ask him for a demonstration, 
or write direct to us and we 
will see that he calls on you. 

The A -C Electrical Mfg. Co. 
DAYTON, OHIO 

Makers of fine electrical equipment for twenty years 
R,put.ble dio jobbe and 
d d.r well be interesad , 
.oler plan Write or complot. 
information. 

Pared at 5116.00. lee. tubes 
end tes, the XL -6 is 
w ,dert,J value. (West at M. 
Rock,..-3 120 00. ) 

AC [`ETON 

Duplex, pale. $12 tested for balance 
Audio Frequency... 66.00 
Radio Frequency só.00 918 Victory Building Philadelphia, Pa. 

More 
Power Rubicon Duplex 
You can't dance to whisper: flans? do you want -hark 
real" at the concerts or lecturea. Give your IOudspeaker 
wruething REAL to work on. 

This Folder Tolls How 
"The Inlde Story" help. select the right transformer. for n drained dears of ampllflcation. L-ach Rubicon Inetru 
'ent 

test e.1 In meet It rat lo e. e Serum ,au build that new 
.et, Kee lb,. A.t. 

Drop u Postal for 'The Inside Story' 

RUBICON COMPANY 

We repair 

w D-11 
11'D-I2 
C V-t00 
UV-501 
C-1100 
c-21/1 

the following RADIO TUBES 
and Guarantee Them 

115.50 
2.60 
2.60 
2.60 
2.60 
2.60 

If V -0 . . 6e.60 
DV-1 .... 2.60 
Dv-2 ... s.6e 
DV-OA ... 2.60 
11V-1011 .. 2.60 
C-250 . . 2.60 
l'4 201.1 . 2.60 

l'-1101A 62.60 
Marconi . . . 2.50 
s600rhad 2.60 
l'1'-202 Trrlrla- 

mllter 1.1M 
('-402 Tran- 

mlttrr 1.00 
Nall 111r1er. WIr11M and prompt r tfatrlM tr. 
floater and Arent welk far ROerlel Itlseeunt. 

POHT.16C PAID. 

H. & H. RADIO CO. 
P. O. BOX 2t -21 

CLINTON HILL STA. NEWARK, N. J. 

tasks of womanhood, now engaged in 
industry and commercial production. 
After years of effort in the study and 
analysis of religious problems, she 
came to the simple but profound con- 
clusion that the truths of God as they 
are written in the Bible are the sole 
constituted basis of true religion, and 
she immediately set out to establish 
this spiritual truth not through any 
particular creed, doctrine, sect or 
manner of organization, but through 
the simple, unaffected and sincere 
study of the Bible. 

Mrs. Gray is a woman of great 
magnetic personality. Her vital, 
positive and constructive presentation 
of the contenta of the Testaments 
soon stet with a hearty response, and 
increasing demands for her services 
in the pulpit, on the platform and in 
the classroom soon began seriously 
to tax her physical capacities, and 
largely to encroach upon her hors 
life. 

It was at this moment that Mrs. 
Gray received the opportune offer 
from the executives of Radiophone 
WOAW to broadcast her lessons from 
this nationally famous station. In 
fact, radio solved all the critical prob- 
lems which confronted Mrs. Gray, of- 
fering to her an audience of unpre- 
cedented numbers and of character 
varied, critical and anxious for her 
message. 

Mrs. Gray then proceeded to bring 
into the homes of thousands of 
listeners in every part of the United 
States the simple, positive faith which 
seems so necessary in a world of un- 
belief and dissension. She made no 
pretense to any subtle metaphysics or 
any intricate method of reconciling 
modern evolutionary doctrines with 
ancient religious faith. She showed in 
her weekly broadcast lessons that the 
Word of God as written in the Bible 
is the basic truth of all Christian 
beliefs. 

Then came the positive proof that 
the executives of WOAW had not 
erred in their choice of Mrs. Gray as 
the one person adequately equipped to 
carry out their conceptions of the 
need for the study of the Bible. 

The thousands of letters which 
poured into the studio not only con- 
firmed this choice, but indicated that 
all over the country men, women and 
children were waiting for some such 
development as this, showing that 
they intensely desired a simple inter- 
pretation of Biblical data in their 
original form. 

Because of this inspiring response, 
Mrs. (:ray has been impelled to con- 
tinue her spiritual career with in- 
creased confidence and vigor. She 
has come to appreciate radio as an 

important factor in the developsneñt 
of that old -fashioned home which she 
conceived as the basis of her religious 
faith, and through radio she is bring- 
ing to unlimited numbers of homes 
her regenerating religious message, 
contributing in the field of church or- 
ganization as important and signi- 
ficant a service as that of her hus- 
hand in the great system of national 
railways, serving in an economic way 
the needs of millions of people. This 
is really a fitting parallel of service- - 
service which begets prosperity on 
one hand and service which begets 
morality on the other, and both are 
indispensable. 

Mrs. Gray, as has been said, is the 
wife of Carl R. Gray, president of 
the Union Pacific Railway System, 
one of the highest salaried railway 
officials in the United States. The 
Union Pacific Railway is to the West 
what the Pennsylvania is to the 
people of the East. 

Howard Gray, their son, is a grad- 
uate of Princeton, and was captain 
of the football team for 1923, being 
chosen as an all- American star. 

The Grays are truly a wonderful 
family, and we are exceptionally for- 
tunate in being able to get Mrs. Gray 
to handle the Bible Study Period 
which is a regular feature of this 
station every Sunday evening from 
6:00 to 7:30 o'clock, with the excep- 
tion of the months of July and Au- 
gust, at which time she in company 
with her family and friends go to 
their summer home in Maine. 

Mrs. Gray devotes three days each 
week to the preparation of the lesson 
she prepares fur broadcast. The 
balance of her time is principally 
spent in preparation for her Bible 
Class at the First Baptist Church, of 
Omaha, which she directs every Sun- 
day morning. 

A Cooking Class of 
a Half- Million Pupils 

Il'ontlnaed Frame Paws 211) 

Mrs. Nena Badenock, of the Uni- 
versity of Chicago. This contains the 
favorite recipes and answers the prob- 
lems of simplified cookery which have 
been so often asked for. 

A cooking class of half a million is 
a responsibility which might cause 
some to hesitate, but with a person- 
ality like Mrs. Peterson, the home is 
strengthened, and hearts are happier, 
for you and I know the time worn 
adage which says, in content - 

"The way to a man's heart is the 
way of three well -cooked meals a 
day." 

Miss Vir.ette Gorman, who broadcasts the children's luncheon 
menus as well as the Sunday night supper hints 
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New 110 -Volt Tube gas 
Replaceable Filament 

(Continued From Page Sal 

the thin walls of the quartz glass stem 
and immediately heats the oxide im- 
pregnated cathode. As soon as the 
outer surface of the latter becomes a 

dull red in color, it will profusely 
emit the electrons so necessary in the 
operation of any vacuum tube. It. is 

then only necessary to connect the 
grid, plate and cathode leads in 
practically any circuit, and we are 
ready to enjoy reception equal to the 
best "A" battery tube on the market. 

When, after a long and strenuous 
life, the heating element does burn 

cwt. it is only necesaary to unscrew 
and remove contact stud A. This 
carries with it the heating element 
and support. 

A complete replacement will be 
purchaseable for about seventy -five 
cents, and it is simply substituted for 
the one lust removed, thus giving a 
practically new tube. 

This tube, as well as the one illus- 
trated previously, will work in practi- 
cally any receiving circuit known. It 
should be remembered. however, that 
in no case should the cathode be 
grounded for. if it is, the chances are 
that an A. C. hum will be developed 
that will entirely defeat the object 
of the tube. 

Parts Designation for 110 -Volt 
Refillable Tube 

A -Contact stud, threaded to screw 
into insulating material H. 

B -Edison lamp hase permanently 
fastened to bulb D. 

C -Oxide impregnated cathode. 
C' -Cathode support. 
C "- Cathode connecting lead wire. 
D -Glass bulb. 
F. -Exhaustion tip. 
F -Heating element wound with 

"nichrome" ribbon. 
G -- -Grid. 
G' -Grid support. 
G" -Grid connecting lead wire. 
H -Insulating material. 
P -Plate. 
P' -Plate support. 
P" -Plate connecting lead wire. 
M -"Alundum" form for supporting 

heating element F. 
R -Metallic collar for attaching M 

to A. 
S Quartz glass stem. 
W -Lead wires, copper, from heat- 

ing element. 

W O R K RI I E R A D I O S E T S W O R K R I G H T a t .., ,-r 
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"Daddy, let's get. 
Los Angeles!" 

"All right Sint, that's easy. We'll turn the 
dials to 55 and get it sure, if it's on the air." 

That's one of the delightful things about 
WorkRite Super Neurrodyne Receivers. I he 

first time you pick up a Infirm just jot down 
the dial settings. After that, simply refer to 
your "log' and set the dials at the positions 
it indicates. Immediately, the station you want 
comes drifting in sweet and clear - and en- 
tirely free from disturbing howls or whistles. 

Under favorable conditions WorkRite will go 
dear across the continent for you. It will 
bong in far -off stations regularly and distinctly 
on the loudspeaker. Broadcasting from points 
500 or 600 miles distant comes in almost as 

strong as that of your own hometown stations. 

And think of this! You can tune out powerful 
local stations with the utmost ease, and bring . 

in other., using practically the same wave 
length, without the slightest interference 
For WorkRite selectivity is simply amazing. 

Experts endorse WorkRite, of course, but 
even this you have never operated a radio 
receiver, you'll get the real thrill and my 
of radio the firm time you try one of these 

remarkable sets. Years of experience in radio 
manufacture, the finest of materials, and 
the most skillful workmanship. all combine 
to make WorkRite wonderfully easy to use. 

WorkRite Receivers are as distinguished In 
appearance as they arc in performance. Read 
the individual descriptions of the beautiful, 
artistic model. shown ors this page. 

Remember, too, that WorkRite Receivers are 
absolutely new Your dealer may not he fully 
informed as to their advantages Rut don't 
make you, radio investment until you know 
all about the WorkRite models. Any of them 
will put in your home a source of ever- chang- 
ing amusement and pleasure. If your dealer is 

unable to demonstrate WorkRite foryou,-writc 
us for the name of the t WorkRite 
dealer. Beautifully illustrated folder with full 
information on all models will be sent you 
on request 

THE WORK RITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
tans EAST IOra STREET CLEVELAND. OHIO 

aea+aee 
t1lr.gy. w laa aa.w rss.a; tr yaa,a, s ara t-.w w. At 

DEALERS -If you don't knati. ghoul WorkRite Sap& Neatrodyne 
Receivers, by all means write us immediately f fall parncaldn 

W0RKRH1E 
SUPER NEUTIZODYNE RADIO SETS 

WORKRITE AIR MASTER 
Like all Work Rite moJ.I. this u 
s tube set. encased in atnume bit wo 
mahogany cabinet with na,eful 
sloping panel. Almon identical woh 
WorkRite Radio King. shown in 
main Illuseration. except the latter 
ha.. lw.l .peler built mw cabinet 
behind handsome trille Roth fur 
oohed with plot and special cable 

iy an latte,. votes 

Al. Maim.. a ahosu ucrswnrr. Finn 
Radio Kies...ahem/ ateei.o.ea Safe 

WORKRITF. ARISTOCRA I 
In sha beautiful mahogany oriole. 
the luud awake. With see ,al horn 
and reproducing o placed on 
one Skit S ndaugmuitment for A and 
R banene. o.. lAbef ...Si. All ion - 

mad instile with cable and 
plug.n Front drop.. Ginning atimtest 

p vdD,h. beneath 
drop is p osed (orlog el A set unsurpassed In any reseeo 
enes' A,wocgrvuhouraeen.omet.Fix 

If GRIMES 
of Inverse - Duplex Fame 

services for the trilling suns of $2.00 (164i cents 
per month), by subscribing to Radio in the Home 

1 for a year. (Twelve monthly issues.) 

SEND IN THE BLANK TODAY 
f 

offered you his services for the price of a movie 
ticket -you would be interested, wouldn't you? 

But We Can Offer You a Better 
Bargain Than That 

Would it be worth the price of a good dinner to 
you -to get the combined services and advice of such 
radio experts as - GRIMES - HARKNE:SS - 
NEELY -FOOTE- GOODREAU - etc? 

The services of the above mentioned experts cost 
us hundreds of dollars, hut you can get the same 

RADIO IN THE HOME, 
608 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Please find enclosed check, M. O., cash, for two 
dollars (three foreign), for one year's subscrip- 
tion to Radio in the Home. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Mechanical Quality and 
Insulation Value! 

THE mechanical qualities of Formica have as much e '; wnF 
the preference of the 125 leading independent radin manufnctu -ers. 

for Formica as its high dielectric strength. 

These makers want to know that their panels are not going to sag 
and url. and that the st.rews and binding posts will not lvuben up 
because the material is so elastic it flows out under pressure. 
They build for permanence. They want fine finish- -and lasting 
finish. They want a material that will work well in their factories. 
And they-get it all in Formica! 

This year there will be stores of sets that carry a Formica front 
panel. Formica base panel. Formica terminal strips, Formica trans- 
former cases. Formica lack washers -and many other parts. That 
stops losses and gets more distance and volume. 
Be sure to use a Formica base panel in your Neutrodyne or Super- 
heterodyne. 

11t:A1.2:MN- The standing of tormira iso radio i .uig- 
lion Is well known b, most amateurs and the, n ant It. 
It is a aali.factn5 line test moves In total entons 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 
1654 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Salvo O/9Sc 
50 Church at.. Now Yorb, N. Y 
421 First Ave.. Pittsburgh. P. 
1042 Oranit. Bidg.. 3ocbootor. N. Y. 
415 Ohio Btdg.. Toa.d.. Ohio 
1210 rrh ft.. Philadelphia P. 
1026 Second aro., B. ltion..polir. Minn 

Sheldon Bldg.. San Francisco. Caltlornl 
whttny Central Bldg.. Ne. Orleans 
51e Caxton Bldg.. Cleveland Ohio 

9 6. Canton st.. Cblc000. nt 
313 Title 11ág.. Baltimore lad. 
595 Munon St.. Ban Teneuse. Chtnrnia 

ôRMIcas 
Made from Anle*átt Bakelite 
SHEETS TUBES RODS 

CARTE 
the original construction and 

design of CARTER jack. placet 
them in a ciao. by themselves. 
Aithough often copied they'e 
never been equaled. 

!`HOLD -TITS" R JACKS 
70c 

Í 

Their extremely low losses have 
made them the favorite of the big 
majority. You never have to re- 
place a (' after Jack. Made in 
ten different spring combinations 
for all circuits. 

In Canada -Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto 

Any dealer 
can supply Carter Radio Co. 

I .. teta asveuc n,,.t._.nc 
c - ic A t. C 

/mist on 

the original 

Grimes fa anmd ohui ss Inverse- Duplex System 
are found exclusively in "Rudes in the Home." havid Grimes is one 
of our Associate Editors and writes for no other publication. 

3XP Style Wire-Ups of the New 
Harkness Countérflex 

(Continued From Yate IS) 

leak. The condenser should be about 
capacity .00025, and the grid leak 
about one meguhm or more. 

Number 10 is the second counter - 
former, directions for winding given 
by Mr. Ilarkness. 

Numbers 11, 13, 14, 16 and 18 are 
jacks and "jack switches." These can 
be either the new Yaxley or the well - 
known Carter type or any other 
standard type. 

Numbers II, 13 and IX are jack 
switches -that is, they are switches 
made in the form of a jack for con- 
venience in mounting on a panel. The 
knob on the front turns from one side 
to the other and changes the contacts. 
Both Yaxley and Carter make very 

Chelten midget, but we also used the 
Marco and the Rathbun three plate. 
Number 17 is an ordinary rheostat 
for controlling all of the tubes. 

Once more we have used Celatsite 
wire in this hookup -in fact, we now 
use it exclusively in hooking up all 
of our stuff at 3XP. 

Now that we have everything laid 
out, let us get at the wiring, following 
the diagrams closely and then, after 
the set is all wired up, have somebody 
read to us the following checkup lists 
while we go over the actual set and 
see that every wire is put in as it 
should he Herr are the checkup lists: 

Diagram Number 2: Positivt fila- 
ment leads -from plus A hinding post 

IA 
_1 

Yé 
S,ïj ra ¡b, I 1 7K 

y S tttY- 

6%¢ 

//n 
/%K 

c-f 
L)K' 

PANEL 14YC1UT US 
1 

HAtZa/4JES5 

fine jack switches of this kind and 
they are most convenient. 

In this particular case. number 11 
is a single pole, double -throw switch. 
You can use the ordinary knife blade 
if you want to in this connection, in 
which case you can easily figure out 
the contacts for yourself. Number 13 
is merely a single pole single -throw 
switch for making contact for filament 
lighting. Here again, a knife type of 
switch can be used if desired. Number 
16 is an ordinary filament lighting 
jack for the last stage òf amplifica- 
tion. Plugging in here lights the 
tube in socket number 9, and when 
you withdraw the plug, that tube is 
disconnected from the batteries and 

you can put your plug into jack num- 
ber 14 to listen in un one stage of 
audio only. 

Number 18 is a jack switch which 
is equivalent to a double pole double - 
throw switch. Here again the regu- 
lar knife type cart be used and we 
are showing a drawing of this partic- 
ular jack switch and also of the 
ordinary knife type, and the numbers 
on the contacts are identical. 

Numbers 12 and 19 are variable 
condensers and should not he greater 
than .0003 mfd. capacity. 

Number 15 is any small vernier 
condenser. Our photographs show the 

IB' 

th- 
C,OU..TPRFaF.k o 

on binding post block number 1 to 
minus B binding post on the same 
block. 

From plus A binding post on block 
number 1 to positive filament connec- 
tion of socket number 6. 

Positive filament connection of 
socket number 6 to positive connec- 
tion of socket number 8. 

Positive filament of socket number 
8 to the top blade of jack number 16. 
From next to the top blade of jack 
number 1G to the positive filament 
post on socket number 9. 

Diagram Number S- negative fila- 
ment leads! From negative A bind- 
ing poet block number 1 to filament 
connection on transformer 3. 

From filament connection on trans- 
former number 3 to the right -hand 
contact of fixed condenser number 2. 

From the left -hand contact of fixed 
condenser number 2 to grid binding 
post on transformer number 3. 

From the negative A binding post 
on block number 1 to the filament 
binding post on transformer number 4. 

From the filament binding post on 
number 4 to the top blade of jack 
switch number 13. 

From the lower blade of number 13 
to left -hand contact of rheostat num- 
ber 17. 

From the right -hand connection of 
rheostat number 17 to negative fila- 
ment connection of socket number 9. 

From negative filament socket num- 
ber 9 to negative filament connection 
of socket number X. 

From negative connection of socket 
number 8 to negative connection of 
socket number 6. 

Diagram Number 4 -B battery 
leads: From detector B binding post 
on block number 1 to B battery 
binding lost on transformer num- 
ber 3. 

From plate binding post on trans- 
former number 3 to plate connection 
of socket number X. 

From amplifier binding post on 
block number 1 to the bottom blade 
of jack number 16. 

From bottom blade of jack number 
16 to bottom blade of jack number 14. 

(When I say bottom blade of any 
jack I mean the blade which is near- 
est to the frame.) 

From the next to the bottom blade 
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on jack 'number 14 to B battery bind- 
ing post on transformer number 4. 

From next to top blade on jack 
number 14 to plate binding post on 
transformer number 4. 

From next to bottom blade on jack 
number 16 to plate connection on 
socket number 9. 

Diagram number 5 -coil secondar- 
ies: From grid connection on trans- 
former number 3 to S2 on counter - 
former number 5. 

From S2 on counterformer number 
5 to rotor connection of variable con- 
denser number 12. 

From rotor connection of variable 
condenser number 12 to rotor connec- 
tion of counterfurmer condenser num- 
ber 15. 

From stator of counteracting con- 
denser number 15 to number 3 con- 
tact on double pole, double -throw 
switch jack number 18. (Number 3 
meaning number number :i from the 
bottom.) 

From Si on counterformer number 
5 to stator plates of variable con- 
denser number 12. 

From stator plates of variable con- 
denser number 12 to grid connection 
of socket number 6. 

From grid connection of transform- 
er number 4 to grid connection of 
socket number 9. 

From grid connection of socket 
number 8 to front connection of grid 
condenser and grid leak number 7. 

From back connection of grid leak 
and condenser number 7 to S2 on 
counterformer number 10. 

From S2 on counterformer 10 to 
stator plates of variable condenser 
number 19. 

From rotor plates of variable con- 
denser number 19 to Si on counter - 
former number 10. 

From Si on counterformer number 
10 to positive filament connection on 
socket number X. 

Diagram Number 6- switch connec- 
tions: From aerial binding post. on 
binding post block number 1 to center 
blade of jack switch number 11. 

From top blade of number 11 to Pl 
of eounterformer number h. 

From P2 the mid -tap of counter - 
former number S to bottom blade of 
jack switch number 11. 

From P3 of counterformer number 
5 to ground binding post on binding 
post block number 1. 

From blade 1, or bottom, on double 
pole, double -throw switch jack number 
18 to blade 6 on that same switch 
jack. 

From number 3 on that switch jack 
to number 4 on that same switch jack. 

From plate binding post on socket 
number 6 to number 2 blade on switch 
jack number 18. 

From blade number 5 of jack switch 
number 18 to top blade of jack num- 
ber 14. 

From Pl of counterformer number 
10 to blade number 1, or bottom, of 
switch number 18. 

From FN2 of counterformer number 
10 to connection between blades 3 and 
4 of jack switch number 1X. 

There; that's all. 

How Far Will 
This Set Receive ? 

(Continued From Page 36) 

and results are carefully noted. This 
is a fairly good location. Then I send 
the set to one of my friends in a better 
location and note the results he gets. 
Next time the set goes to another 
friend in a poor location and his re- 
sults are noted. In this way I am able 
to check up on the receiver and see 
how it compares with other receivers. 

Let us take, for example, the spider - 
weh portable set I described in one of 
the past issues of this magazine. 
When tested at my home I found that 
it was a fairly good receiver -not as 
good as some I have but here it had 
a range of about nine hundred miles. 

I sent it to one of my friends in a 
good location, and he reported ex- 

(Continued on Foxe 821 
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The Set You Will Eventually Build 
Large size wiring diagram and list of parts necessary 
to build this set sent on receipt of 4c in stamps. 

Th M d El t' Mf C Toledo Ohi e o ern ec rlc g, o., , o 

FREE RADIO EQUIPMENT 
Here is your opportunity to secure any radio set or parts absolutely free. 
You may be in need of condensers, couplers, transformers, honeycomb coils, tubes or batteries; a loud speaker 
or n headset. You may wish to possess a tube- testing outfit, or a Grimes 3XP Inverse Duplex, or a darkness 
Counterfiex, or any other good standard set. 
These sets and parts are available to you free of any cost in exchange for your help in introducing RADIO 
IN THE HOME to your friends. This is your opportunity to earn a satisfactory reward in the form of radio 
equipment. 
We are listing here some of the sets and parts which you may wish to obtain, and have indicated the number 
of subscriptions required to secure the equipment. If you need any equipment not listed here, tell us what you 
want and we will let you know how ninny subscriptions you need to secure in order to get the equipment free. 
You remit the full amount collected with the names and addresses of subscribers, and ask for the apparatus 
that your subscriptions entitle you to, or you can continue sending in subscriptions until you have accumu- 
lated u large credit and then order the equipment you want against your credit account. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
la month, far s7.00 -- ('refill for one full .oh+rrlution 

a mambo for SI 00 ('redit fur one half íub,crlption 
It h.sue hack number. for 54.00 - 

(xee note Ist- ('(edit for our fun ,ub,ariptlem 

Grimes 3XP New Inverse Duplex 
(Described and illustrated In RADIO IN THE HOME 

for June. Jul) and August, 1924). 

Quantity 
2 .001 fixed condensers 
3 Tube sockets (Kellogg) 2 

2 .002 fixed condensers I 
3 Audi., frequency transformera (Jefferfnn 

Star) 12 
3 Honeycomb polls (75 turne) 2 

1 .0005 used condenser 
3 .0005 acute variable condensers (Brass plate. 

silver plated, Inclosed In celluloid box 24 
1 Pyratek fixed crystal detector 1 

I Hradlcyslat ! 

7 Eby binding poste 1 

R Switch points nuts and 2 stops 
1 Panel 17 x 24 inches) Black Radlon "' 

Total 52% 
For uw with a loop aerial add: 

I Double ('Irult Jack (Paten() 1% 
I Potentiometer (Patent) 2 

I Calvert Loop 12 

Total 68 

Number 
Su bècript I. ins 

ah 

'h 

K 

Completely Built Grimes 3XP New Inverse 
Duplex Operating on Indoor and 

Outdoor Aerial 
( Without Accexv,ries) 

(Advertised on page 35 In the September issue of RADIO 
IN TIII.: IIt)%f F:1 

1 Completely built Grimes Set (without 
ac esanries) 95 

Grimes -ed Neutrodyne 
(lteacrlbed and Illustrated In RADIO IN THE HUDLE fur 

aube. 

Quantity 

September, 1924) 
Number 

Subscriptions 
7 Eby binding posts 
I R2 Acme radio frequency transfornder ti 
I Type 41 Jefferson audio freq. transformera 5 

2 Jefferson Star audio freq. transformera 8 

Y Fada Neutrodons 3 

2 FaAa Neutroformera 111% 
Na -aid tube sockets 3% 
Parent patent lmmetrr ! 
20 ohm. Patent rheostat 114 
6 ohm Patent rheostat I% 
env. DltbIIIer Mlcadon condenser 54 
Nu. 62 Parent Jack 1 

No. 65 Paeent Jack 1 

2 .00! fixed condensers I 

I .001 Mlcndon condenser 4ÿ 
I .0005 51 icadon condenser 
I 0n05 National DX variably condenser.. 74 
I Panel, black Radion. 7 a 24 Inches 114 

'rota) 66% 

The parts named in the (1R1141ES seta were used in our Islam story texts. We know that these parts 
results. However. you can use other w ell.known brands If you wish to do so. and obtain equally at 
You want to use other k.. of parts not listed on (lila page. tell us what you want, and we will let 
subacrtptlons should be secured to get these parts 
For additional information regarding our free parts Ulan write to 

Circulation Dept. 
608 Chestnut Street 

, RADIO IN THE HOME 

w.11l give antis( actor). 
IJxfaclory results. If 
you know how litany 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
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OjlE'. /laity 
pi ill ECT reproduction a not lust a matter of 
having good Unid speaker- it' more the 

ult of proper mplifltatlon. Jefferson 
Transformer reproduce the voice and Instrument 
perfectly. giving the tone just a It left the micro. 
phone In the rsdlocating sttlun. 

Jefferson Tranformer allow full 
lion without howling or ditortion. 
tried Jefferson No. e1 in three stage 
plc cation? 

Jefteson Transform meet matched construe. 
tien pecificatlnn . Jr. ffir son Trnsformer 
the 

e 
sult of over twenty years experience 

in the design and fir nufeture of transformers. 
Before being hipped, every Jefferson Transformer t 'object to series of exacting mechanical and 
electrical tests which It must pee.. Thus 
Jffson quality le maintained. 

And In all these yea have never been 
guilty of menufetunng high ratio transformer 
-there." reason. 

mplifica- 
Have you 
audio am- 

Not how J.ff.ron are being cho.n by 
leading radio ut hut dies for their rirruit-.n 
indication of Jefferson leadership in performance. 

Write for our new booklet, now on the 
press. eontainlnD rompfrtc diagrams of 
the newer hookups and big improve 
mente on the old ones. Ira free. 

JEFFERSON 
ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

432 South Green St. Chicago, Illinois 

JEFFERSON 
TRANSFORMERS N 

PACENT RADIO 
FSSENTIAIS 

Adapter. 
Aududormer 
rail l 'ls, 
1'011 fier aeeeptaeie 
t- andeasers. Variable 
Iterrctr stand 

'Moping 
Calls lateral .I iCalls 

IlN dwts larerytea,) 
Jacke 
Jack Net 
1,0.1, flag 
Lem lark 

uryark 
Pleura 
l'oieeiI.ae ten 
Rbeo tat 
arslstaees. (atrl0ift 
for atria 
rein Adapter. rte. 

You'll be proud of your set - 
when it's PACENTIZED 
Te ret the m ztmm of *abetilty. d1tase. and volume from 
year Maio-built radis ist it V MOMISIM7 te tae rood parts. Os* 
totality *arts la kaildfag .ad Yee win have a est that Is hotter 
than your utrhhor's. 
The nt sucemsful manufacturers of radio sots do not .lk 
lhelr reputations on lafortr parts it eons. to you dlrart from 

E.r NI of the loaders. all of whom an using Paceat ladto 
.attols 1a she aatr.eti*a f their wt.. 

It will .a7 you ta fau. w thalr axampi has ye. kalM year 
.eat set. Yale by *femme. ta the radis Latimer.. Paeat ladle 
L.wtWs cost e more thaw Wetter parte-.ad they ewe be 
couted e.. If your (terita d..J.r do. sot carry P.osat Radio raseatlals 
ha guy gel (ham for yo.. T. empl.t. Panant tatar w4p. illustratiU r twenty Parma parta will gladly be 
mllad area rt 

0.n'( Iwrpr.w.e- Peceraia." 

PACENT ELECTRIC CO_ Inc. 
22 Park Place New York City 
Waakiagtea Yluoatvlis Me Pr.acisoo Jack...tW 
Donee Chicago airmlarham Pbiladlphla ' Louts 

Pacent 
RADIO ESSENTIALS 

HARKNESS REFLEX 
The rirruit that put efficient radio within the reach of all. All develop- 
ments of this system are now found exclusively in "Radio in the Nome." 

KENNETH HARKNESS 
is en. / our A.s.elate Edit.,. and writ /or ne .th poblicati.w. 

New Sets of The Season 
(Caitta..d areas Page Il) 

trouble to become even moderately 
expert. 

This Pfanstiehl set, by the way, 
embodies the nearest approach to a 
new principle that is in sight at the 
present time. And yet, while there is 
considerable originality in Pfanstiehl's 
system, it also is a refinement and 
advancement rather than a revolution. 

Mr. Pfanstiehl, in studying other 
seta using radio -frequency amplifica- 
tion, became convinced that most of 
the radio engineers of the present day 
were working along the wrong line 

the tubes to feed back. He felt that 
it was wrong to devise a system which 
was designed to deliver the greatest 
possible amount of energy from the 
least energy received, and then to in- 
troduce into the circuit apparatus or 
methods which would cause losses and 
reduce the amount of energy which 
could be delivered. 

Pfanstiehl felt that the explanation 
of the inherent capacity in the tubes 
was not sufficient to account for all 
of the feed back that was causing 
so much trouble. He himself is a 

Another make of the Radiola 
line suggests the receivers 
which are so familiar in 

England 

in trying to overcome some of the 
troubles developer' when more than 
one stage of tuned radio -frequency 
amplification is used. The principle 
trouble was that the tubes had a 
tendency to feed back into the various 
circuits and thus cause squeals and 
whistles or instability of operation. 

Ra ho engineers have always said 
that this was caused by what they 
called the "inherent capacity" of the 
tubes themselves -that is, that the 
elements inside the glass bulb of the 
tube formed a small condenser, and 
this condenser was sufficient to puss 
radio-frequency currents and allow 
them to get back again into other 
circuits where they were not wanted. 

Pfanstiehl was not satisfied with 
this explanation. Neither did he con- 
sider it scientifically correct to intro- 
duce into the circuits any element 
which would cause a loss of energy 
merely to overcome this tendency for 

physicist and went at the problem 
from the physicist's viewpoint. 

He designed an extremely delicate 
form of electrophorus by means of 
which he was able to explore all of 
the invisible electro- magnetic and 
electro- static fields inside of the radio 
set itself while it was in operation. 
He discovered just what he had ex- 
pected a clashing and interference 
of one field with another and conse- 
quent distortion of all fields. 

In other words, as Mr. Pfanstiehl 
expressed it to the writer not long 
ago, if each field could have been made 
visible and could have been stained a 
different color, the inside of a radio 
set In operation would look very much 
like a kaleidoscope. 

He, therefore, assumed that these 
clashing and distorting fileds were 
responsible for most of the trouble, 
and he attacked the problem with the 
viewpoint of so designing coils and 

Here is the famous Fada "One- sixty" which was such a favorite 
last season, and is again on the market this year 
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so placing apparatus that each piece 
of apparatus could have its own elec- 
tro- static and electro- magnetic fields 
to itself without having the fields of 
any other instrument clash with it 
and distort it. 

His investigations led him to the 
belief that the coil wound upon a 
cylinder was had in the cramped 
room made necessary because of con- 
sideration of space in the modern 
radio set. These cylindrical evils 
have very large electro- static and 
electro-magnetic fields which are 
likely to become almost as big as a 
football. It is therefore impossible 
to use them in a set of ordinary size 
without placing other instruments 
inside of this field and so introducing 
distortion. 

Pfanstiehl himself has for many 
years been a manufacturer of flat 
spiderweb self- supporting coils. He 
came into prominence in this partic- 
ular phase of radio first when he de- 

and is considered by engineers who 
have studied it to be likely to take 
its place among the best of the 
standard radio systems. 

This, then, is the situation as we 
face it at the present time for this 
season. 

We have passed the craze stage; 
we have gone beyond the day when it 
required an expert to operate a radio 
set, and we are now in a position 
where we can stand face to face with 
the advocates of the talking machine 
and defy them to equal the results 
which we can achieve in pure repro- 
duction, and we can claim also the 
added fascination of the miracle of 
radio together wits the fact that 
radio can bring to our homes events 
which are totally beyond the possi- 
bilities of any talking machine. 

To revert, then, once more to the 
editorial in which we said that radio 
would never become what it should be 
until it was able to produce the 

Fada now makes a neutrodyne with only two main controls 

signed the standard flat spiderweb 
coil used originally in the famous 
Reinartz tuner, and he has ever since 
made a special study of these coils. 

With this thought in mind, he be- 
gan exploring the fields of these flat 
coils, not only around the outside of 
them but within the circular space 
inclosed by the windings, and he soon 
figured out the size and type of coil 
which could he used in a radio set, 
and which had a field so flat and disc 
shape that nearby instruments were 
not likely to interfere and cause dis- 
tortion. 

That is the principle upon which 
Pfanstiehl has built this new model 7. 
It consists of two stages of tuned 
radio-frequency amplification, detector 
and two stages of audio-frequency 
amplification. As there is no neccs- 
aity for introducing instruments which 
cause losses in the radio -frequency 
circuit, this arrangement brings to 
the detector tube a stronger signal 
than would ordinarily be brought 
there. and so Mr Pfanstiehl is able 
to use low ratio transformers in his 
audio-frequency stages and so attain 
the sane amount of volume with the 
better quality which low ratio gives. 

This Pfanstiehl net is one of the 
outstanding features of this season 

quality of the phonograph together 
with its ease of operation; 

This season has seen that time ar- 
rive. We can surpass the phonograph 
in quality, and although we cannot 
claim quite the ease of operation, still 
we have many sets that are so ex- 
tremely easy to tune and handle that 
it would rtally be a shame to make 
them any easier because they would 
then become nothing but merely me- 
chanical instruments, and there would 
be none of the personal joy of finding 
new stations which is one of the most 
fascinating parts of radio reception. 

Our Favorite Loop 
at Station SIP 

(continued From Page 15) 

is used. The insulating strips on which 
the loop is wound are advisable in the 
case of all loops made on wooden 
frames. Never wind a loop on wood, 
even though the wires may be well 
insulated. Wood absorbs dampness 
and dampness between the turns 
Causes losses of energy. If you var- 
nish the wood to prevent the damp- 
ness, the varnish is likely to cause 
more losses than the dampness -and 
there you are. 

Use strips of Radion or formica. 

The Success 
of B -T Products 
Is the Reward of Unequaled Merit 

The first Low -Loss Tuner - 
For Broadcast 200 -565 

For Short Wave 50 -150 

Consider - First. A develop- 
ment in coil- winding and ar- 
rangements so effective that the 
full broadcast range is covered 
with an 11 -plate B -T Condenser. 
Results: Louder signals, more 
distant stations and greater 
selectivity. 

Second. An adjustable un- 
tuned primary, one of those 
things so simple no one thought 
of it- - but it solves the problem of 
varying local conditions. 

Third. An equally simple but 
efficient loss -proof frame. 

Fourth. A family history be- 

ginning with the first three -cir - 
cuit coupler and including nothing 
but original parts -all leaders. 

Fifth. A record of its own of 
being the first LOW -LOSS Broad- 
cast or Short Wave Tuner on the 
market. 

You can't beat it. For Broad- 
cast 200 -565; for Short Wave 

50 -150, price $5.00. 

2 

TWO TYPES 
Broadcasting, 200 to 565 meters. 
Short Wave, 50 to 160 meters. 

(These ranges covered with 
B-T 11 -plate "Lifetime" labo- 
ratory Condenser.) 

"Better Tuning" (now in sixth 
edition), tells you why -shows 
you how. Complete instructions 
and diagrams for progressive 
construction from crystal to re- 
flex and radio-frequency circuits. 
Sent on receipt of ten cents. 

Send for information on 
B -T Low -Loss Inductances, Con- 
densers, Tuners, Couplers, Trans- 
formers and Oscillator Units - 
successfully meet all radio circuit 
requirements. 

P. S.-If it's a five -tube set you want, read what George Colman, 
Kedvale avenue, Chicago, says: "Am getting wonderful results 
with the B. T. 'Nameless.' With four Chicago stations and Elgin 
\going full blast. I am pulling in such stations as Louisville, Phila- 

delphia, Detroit, Cincinnati, Davenport, Pittsburgh, Iowa City, 

\etc. Have had as many as 14 outside stations in an evening 
regardless of Chicago. The 'Nameless' is all times claimed 
\for it." Write for descriptive natter. 

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO. 
538 S. Canal St. Chicago, Ill. 

HAROLD BOLSTER, 
on behalf of the Principal Manufacturer?, 

and Dealers of 
America 

This greatest radio 
show ever held will 
be profit - sharing 
with exhibitors. 

Special 
Election Week 

Program 
Features 

Presents- 

THIRD ANNUAL 

NATIONAL 

E XPOSITION 
CANO CIMTAAI 

IA\ACC 
..o. 3.0 ,o g.. ,g,. 

(Hais L M iae Floors) 

NEW YORK CITY 
'TAC World and h,. Cul well h. th..." 

American Radio Exposition Company 
' Dlcter: HAROLD BOLSTER Cement M : J. C. JOHNSON 
522 Fifth Avenue Telephone: Vanderbilt 0065 NEW YoRR 

Featuring, in advance, 
the must striking de- 
velopments in t h e 

Radio art and the 
Radio industry for the 
coming year. 

-Receiving Set 
Models for 1925 
-Phonograph Radii, 
Combinations for 
1925 
-Improved Equip- 
ment for 1925 
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The @Adventures of OFFICERS OF RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION 

BURGESS. 
RADIO SATTE : I 

Th.vn In the Wlyd... 
Room a/ tA. I...atAaa 

Remarkable are the 
adventures of Burgess 
Radio Batteries. And 
where there's danger 
-upon, above, or be- 
low the earth, sky and 
sea, will be found Bur- 
gess Batteries- labor- 
atory products. 
"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER 

Write to Burgess Engi- 
neering Budding, Madison. 
Wisconsin, for the Burgess 
Radau Compass. It is amus- 
Ins, unusual and useful. 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
Fnpo.... DIY BATTERIIS Manatatnerers 
FlaAilY - Indio Leak». TAnoboms 

Gaon! Lin (Wig, Mania True IW.. Ciir.e.. 
l.ieestari.... Narks: atldima. eras. 

In Canada : Mr.n F.11. .ad w..a..s 

L.ft- Frank Reichmann, Vice Pres. 
Above -Major Herbert Frost, Pres. 

Ri kt -A. J. Carter, Secy. and Treas. 

Manufacturers Organize a National Association, 
to Protect the Industry 

CHICAGO, Sept. 15. 
A FEW weeks ago six Chicago radio 
1 1 manufacturers, meeting at dinner, 
decided that the time had come to 
organize an association of manufac- 
turers for the purpose of improving 
and stabilizing the industry. Several 
nights Infer they saw the plan carried 
well forward toward success when the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association was 
organized at a meeting in the Hotel 
Sherman, attended lay representatives 
of more than forty concerns repre- 
senting more than one hundred million 
dollars in the industry. Manufac- 
turers as far away as New York were 
represented in the organization. which 
is to cover the entire United Staten 
and Canada. 

Major Herbert H. Frost was 
unanimously elected president, Frank 
Reichmann, vice president, and A. J. 
Carter, sx:retary- treasurer. They, 
with A. A. Howard, E. N. Rauland, 
Philip Lenz, Jr., and J. McWilliams 
Stone, form the Board of Directors. 
pharles H. Porter was named as 
executive secretary, and the law firm 
of Urinn, Drucker, Reichmann & 

Uoutell as counsel to the association. 
Two vacancies were left on the board 
to allow for future growth of the as- 
sociation. 

"Between the time we first decided 
on the association and the time we 
effected the permanent organization 
we had to go through the tax tight in 
Washington," said President Frost. 

"The proposed tax of 10 per cent, 
collected at the source, would have 
meant an increase of more than 20 
per cent to the consumer, and would 
have cost the manufacturers many 
thousands of dollars in accounting, 
etc. That fight taught us that the 
interests of the manufacturer and the 
listener and the broadcaster are 
identical. We are organized, the 
listeners are organizing and so are 
the broadcasters. Then all can work 
together with the other elements in 
the industry to prevent these attacks. 

"Our association is open to every 
reputable, financially responsible 
manufacturer in the United States 
and Canada, and we want them all to 
join. We are not using any promoters 
to form this association. It is a case 
of the manufacturers organizing 
themselves, and we are going to do 
a good job of it. The officers and the 
committees have been selected from 
the men who will give their time and 
thought to the association. There will 
he no figureheads." 

Among the firms already in the 
association, with the applications of 
many others pending, are: 
American Art Mach. Co. 
Multiple Electric Products Co., Inc. 
The Reichmann Co. 
Belden Manufacturing Co. 
Herbert H. Frost, Inc. 
Howard Radin Co., Inc. 
Carter Radio Co. 

J. MrI$'iU,arn.. Stone, Director 

Rauland Manufacturing Co. 
Premier Electric Co. 
1)udlo Electric Co. 
Trimm Radio Mfg. Co. 
Funzel -Lenz Electrical Mfg. Co. 
Electrical Research Laboratories 
The Operadio Corp. 
Walbert Electric Co. 
Central Radio Laboratories 
Globe Electric Co. 
Raven Radio, Inc. 
Leslie F. Muter Co. 
Jefferson Electric Co. 
Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co. 
The Ekko Company. 
Rathbun Mfg. Co. 
Western Coil & Electric Co. 
American Electric Co. 
Walnart Electric Mfg. Co. 
H. G. Saal Co. 
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co. 
Fansteel Products Co. 
Columbia Radio Corp. 
Buell Mfg. Co. 
French Battei y & Carbon Co. 
Pfanstiehl Radio Service Co. 
Puritan Distributers, Inc. 
Seaman Container C.: 
Howard B. Jones 
Willard Storage Batt. *;, Co. 
United Mfg. & Distrib.:ting Co. 
Zenith Radio Corp. 
Crosley Radio Corp. 

Standing committees are as follows: 
officers 

Prraadent, Dia)or Herbert H. Front. Her- 
bert H. Frost, Inc.. vice president, 

(Contina.d sm Pare St) 

A. A. Howard, Director E. N. Rauland, Director 
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LESSON The Radio By 

XII Kindergarten H.M.N 

YOII will hear many people say that 
they are not going to buy a radio 

set "just yet" because radio is only 
in its infancy and is likely to change 
completely almost overnight. This 
impression is very widespread and is 
unquestionably hampering the growth 
of our hobby among the general 
public. 

Now there is no denying that radio, 
as we know it today, is truly in its 
infancy. But to say that it is likely 
to undergo a complete change almost 
overnight is to shut our eyes to the 
most significant facts in the case. 
While radio -as radio -is in its in- 
fancy, we must not forget that the 
science is, to a certain extent, an as- 
sembly of instruments which have 
been in wide use for many years. 
These instruments have been develop- 
ed by the greatest specialists, with 
the most ample resources of finances 
and scientific opportunities, and, as 
we know the instruments now, they 
are fully matured and the beat that 
science has been able to give us. It 
is not likely that there will be any 
radical change in them unless -and 
until -some totally new principle is 
discovered. 

Let us take just one phase of this 
as the subject for this lesson in our 
Kindergarten series. 

The great, crying demand in radio 
too y is for quality in reproduction. 
We want the concerts reproduced, so 
exactly that we can really close our 
eyes and listen without being able to 
detect the slightest difference between 
what our sets give us and what we 
would hear if the concert wen. actu 
ally being given in our home. 

You will hear a great many ardent 
fans declare that their sets du actually 
give them such reproduction. In order 
to avoid the use of a short and ugly 
word, we will admit that the power of 
auto- suggestion is a tremendous factor 
in radio. In the old days when I was 
a ship's operator, we use to call it 
'. 

i magi n iti s." 
Unfortunately, it is impossible to 

get really perfect reproduction from 
a telephone. a phonograph, a dictating 
machine or a radio set. This is a 

sweeping statement, but we will prove 
it scientifically in this Kindergarten 
lesson. 

The reason is summed up in one 
word -the dwphrpgm. 

Until science develops a reproduc- 
ing device based upon a totally differ - 
ent principle, the telephone, the phono- 
graph, the dictating machine and the 
radio set will all give us distorted and 
unnatural reproduction except within 
extremely limited ranges of notes and 
tones. And right here is where I 
think there lies the most useful arid 
the most profitable field for original 
research and inventive genius. Manu- 
facturers today have developed most 
wonderful head phones and loud 
speakers, considering the handicap 
which the necessary use of the dia- 
phragm imposes upon them. But un- 
fortunately we also use a diaphragm 
in the broadcasting studio, and even 
if we did have the perfect reproducer 
in our homes it would reproduce the 
distortions and defects of that trans- 
mitting diaphragm. 

Only recently, I had an excellent 
proof of the influence of psychology 
on the listeners -in. Station WiP, 
Gimbel Brothers, in Philadelphia, has 
this summer been operating a remote 
control station on the Steel Pier in 
Atlantic Oity- incidentally, one of 
the very best things that that fine 
station has ever done. One of its 
regular features has been the broad- 
casting of the sound of the breakers 
on the shore. 

Before putting this daily feature 
on. the announcer has told what was 
coming, has described the delightfully 
cool breezes of the seashore while the 
cities sweltered and then has invited 
the listeners to take an imaginary 
dip in the surf while the sound of the 
waves Was transmitted. 

And then the microphone among 
the breakers was switched on and the 
listeners -in, their imaginations prop- 
erly attuned by the announcer, were 
prepared to swear by the Koran, the 
Bible and the writings of Confucius 
that the reproduction was perfect. 
But was it'? One night I had it on 
my set when a neighbor dropped in 
for a visit. After greetings he turned 
to the radio set, listened a moment 
and then said. "Gee! Static's fright- 
ful tonight, isn't it ?" 

And, as a matter of fact, that is 
exactly what it sounded like. WiP's 
transmitting diaphragm and my re- 
ceiving diaphragm were scientifically 
incapable of reproducing the sibilant, 
swishing sounds of the waves, with 
their complicated "overtones," and it 
was only because the announcer had 
told us what it was that our imagina- 
tions were able to supply the missing 
sounds. 

if you have been a "radio fan" for 
any length of time perhaps you have 
noticed that: 

1. The much despised crystal set, 
in point of clearness, is away above 
any tube set yet devised, whether or 
not the latter uses a regenerative 
circuit. 

2. Next to a crystal set, the clear- 
est reception is that obtained on a 
net using but a single tube it a non 
regenerative circuit. 

3. Making the circuit regenerative 
or adding more tubes, instead of pre- 
serving the clearness obtained on the 
non -regenerative detector, only serves 
to cause distortion, more or less pro- 
nounced. 

4. When listening to a local broad- 
casting station with any type of re- 
ceiving set, exclusive of the crystal. 
the clarity of reception is increased 
in direct proportion as the signal 
strength is diminished 

5. On the same station, and under 
the same conditions, almost any kind 
of a phone gives clearer reproduc- 
tion than almost any kind of a loud 
speaker. 

6. A single instrument played by 
radio comes through clearer and much 
more easily understood, either on 
phones or loud speaker, than does an 
orchestra. 

7. There is a vast difference be- 
tween the voice that issues from the 
human throat, or a tone played by 
a single musical instrument, and that 
which comes from the best, present 
day loud speaker or phonograph. If 
you don't believe it, just compare 
them! 

Most manufacturers endeavor to 
remedy these short -comings in one or 
more of the following ways: 

1. By improving their receiving 
sets. 

2. By improving existing phones. 
3. By improving existing loud 

speakers. 
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell used 

a diaphragm in his early telephone. 
There is no more reason for us to 
continue its use, however, than for us 
to continue using the oil lamps of our 
grandparents. 

An ordinary telephone instrument, 
while admirably suited to the trans- 
mission and reproduction of the hu- 
man voice, was designed for that 
specific purpose -42nd for that pur- 
pose only -no thought could possibly 
have been entertained by its inventor 

See this wonderful new five -tube 
J LI P E R 

CLEAR-O-DYNE 
An Astonishing Value at $120.00 

7'hr Kuhrr Clear 11 Pane 
la u consolo cabinet. 8190. ea 

YOC cannot get more in any five tube set made any- 
where and sold at any prier than we offer you In 

this Super Clear -t/ -Dyne Model. 'rest it against the 
best five tube set you know for selectivity. for dis- 
tance. fur loud speaker solurne on far -away stations. 
Examine the materials and workmanship. Compare 
its Appearance in its splendid mahogany cabinet with 
gold finished front panel. with that of any other set. 
{Write for literature and name of your dealer. 
Jobbers and Dealers.. Avoid price resistance and give 
your customers the best possible performance by 
.melting them Clear-O -Dyne sets. Order samples to 
teat. - 

Clear 11 Pear Mattel 70.5 7.00 l'IrarUl/rne Made! Nl. aIäI 00 
t'teaar o Irene 11ndr1 71. 15).00 Clear 11 Ilene ylod.l 82. 1110.m 
Clear Dyne Model 72. 133.00 Other seta from WOO au. 

,.;:. is-Fr 2 ëil. rHt 

iN 

-) 

, 

' - - i . 
:;. ,iaditale' ; 

THE CtERTONoAIaCO +.az ïr1J a / 
, ^.V21 .1. 

THE CLEARTONE RADIO COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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Two Condensers in One 

No. 610 

Radio fans who have had 
trouble connecting and ad- 
justing grid - biasing con- 
densers will appreciate our 
new condenser, code 610, 
which the Kellogg Company 
have just placed on the mar- 
ket. This is a standard 11- 
plate variable condenser of 
minimum .000074 and maxi- 
mum .0005 microfarads, and 
it has as part of the construc- 
tion a micerometer vernier 
condenser with a capacity 
minimum of one micro- micro- 
farad and a maximum of ten 
micro -microfarads. 

The use of this 610 Kellogg condenser has many 
advantages: 
I. It is designed to provide a 3. To limit the number of parts 
vernier of minute capacity that necessary in the set. 
can be used as a bias. 

4. Providing the greatest de 
2. To eliminate unnecessary give of efficiency in circuits re- 
wiring and its attendant diffi- quiring grid, micrometer or 
culties and complications. biasing condenser. 

Ask your dealer to show you this popular condenser. 

USE -Is the Test 

Kellogg Switchboard and 
Supply Company 

1066 W. Adams St. Chicago, Ill. 
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RADIO FHLQ1:I. Ne Y AMPI IF KATION with the HAI 1 4%11 %1 v' ARIOTRANSFORMF.R 

This variable transformer gives 
better reflex action 

If unlashle ,ever. P and Hi- 

00 

rrnvformrr only $9.60 
for panel or base 
At deters or postpaid 

A Boonton 
fear.Mttd product 

IW you favor the economical reflex syaten,? Then. by all Mean.. try 
the BAI.I.ANTINE VARIOTRANFFORMER for the rallo frruuenc, 
Ode. With It you ran accurately tam web Stage. Continuously 
va rlalde ulndinge make this from 220 to 600 meters. 

The luterani chews how a BALI.ANTINE Is used In improve the nnw 
famous One Tube "Knock -Out" Reflex. Not only ix there a 

t 

erke.l 
improvement In reflex action. but also the complete shielding of ItA l. 
LANTINE greatly Improves I.:ne rivallty. 

I -x I/At.I.ANTINEF in any rndard radio frequency hnok -up- -with t lull senne of protection A. Ikk/N'r1,N product it it guaranteed 
to give satisfaction as you Interpret naoatar- 
lion yourself 

S.nd tor this b..M.t 
Rdio Frequency Amplmrauon with the 
Halle aline Y arintransfnrmrr" la _b pages 
of practlral helps and diagrams loure 
for the .t king 

Complete radio frequency 
mplihe, unit with :IC 
socket and ,hotat .77 

Ll1Li\nlLl.: Lt?l`60tC(;].1d?lC 

724 Fanny Road, Boonton, N. J. 

RADIO FRFQLF.\i Y AMPLIFICATION with the BALLANTINE V. \RIOTRA\SFORMER 

What an L +K SELECTOR 
Would Do For Your Set 

It if'ould: 
- -Clear up muffled signals. 

-Give a selectivity unbelievably 
minute. 

Permit complete control of an- 
tenna coupling over the entire 
R. C. wave hand. 

-Bring in stations before in- 
audible. 

-Cut down antenna s y s t e rn 

losses and strengthen recep- 
tion. 

-Do away with tapped coils. 

And when used with our VT25 
Variotransformer, in the Lloyd 
C. Greene Concert Selector, you 
get five -tube efficiency with four. 
V'1"25 alone in any set gives the 
strength of two fixed R. F. 
stages without condensers. The 
selector is $7.00; the VT25 is 
=8.b0, list,- -two instruments that 
have done wonderful work in 
quieting and clearing up B. C. 
prugrallis. 

Send Ior 
FREE 

DIAGRAM BOOK 
&hawing complete 'f, + 
K' ¡Inc and telling hove 
to hook up the famous 
Greene Concert Selector 
und other standard cire 
rusts (Jobbers a n et 

Dealers write .I 

LANGBEIN & KAUFMAN 
Dept. R, 654 Grand Ave., New Haven, Conn. 

LANGBEIN +KA.UFMAN 
High Grade "'Low Loss" Tuning ̀ Devices 

LK 
TeCSglut 
ACCURACY 

that his receiver would be calks! upon, 
in the future, to render music! 

Every loud speaker, phone or 
phonograph reproducer is esentially 
alike in that they all, without excep- 
tion, depend for their operation upon 
the action of some form of dia- 
phragm. 

A diaphragm, winether used on a 
loud speaker, head t lephone or phono- 
graph reproducer, to be of any use, 
must vibrate; and the amplitude of 
its vibrations governs the intensity 
of the sound it emits. The greater 
the distance traveled by the center of 
the diaphragm during any one vibra- 
tion, the greater the volume of sound. 

Let us assume that we have our 
radio receiving set tuned to our favor- 
ite broadcasting station and that we 
are listening to a violin solo. At a 
given instant, the violin is striking a 
note that is equivalent, let us say, 
to 1000 cycles or vibrations per 
second, and that the microphone and 
associated apparatus at the broad- 
casting station are capable of trans- 
mitting this note without distortion. 

In order that the diaphragm on 
our phones or loud speaker reproduce 
this particular note with fidelity, it, 
too, must vibrate 10011 times per 
second. This it can readily do, and 
the resultant note is pleasing to the 
tear -an exact reproduction of the 
note played at the transmitting 
station. 

If, however, the diaphragm vi- 
brated at any other frequency, the 
note received would not he the same 
as the one transmitted. 

Suppose, now, that instead of the 
violin playing alone, there is a saxo- 
phone accompanying it. At the 
same instant that the violin is play- 
ing a 1000 cycle note, the saxophone 
is sending forth a note that is equiva- 
lent to only 300 cycles per second 
Following the above reasoning, it will 
now be necessary for our diaphragm 
to vibrate both 1000 and 300 times 
per second at the same time: a con- 
dition which is, manifestly, impossible. 

Due to its "inertia," a diaphragm 
can vibrate efficiently at but one fre- 
quency at a time, which, in this par- 
ticular rase, would be governed by the 
comparative strength of the two 
notes. If the violin were the louder, 
the diaphragm would tend to vibrate 
1000 times per second, repressing 
the 300 cycle note. If the saxophone 
were the louder, the tendency would 
to toward the 300 cycle note, re- 
pressing that of 1000 cycles. If both 
notes were of equal strength, the 
diaphragm would try to compromise 
with a note of about 650 cycles per 
second. In any case we would have 
a mild forni of distortion. 

This applies, greatly augmented 
and much more pronounced, if, instead 
of a violin and saxophone, we are 
listening to an orchestra. Here we 
have, not two, hut upwards of 40 in- 
struments being played at the same 
time, each with an individual, dif- 
ferent frequency. Imagine the feat in 
mechanical acrobatics the diaphragm 
would have to undergo to reproduce 
them all! 

If we have an undistorting, fully 
modulated transmitter, advantage- 
ously located with respect to the re- 
ceiver, and an undistorting receiving 
set connected to the best loud speaker 
or phone now on the market, the 
clearness of reproduction will be in 
inverse proportion to the signal 
strength. 

This statement does not presume 
that there will be no distortion on the 
lesser volume; only that the distortion 
and signal strength will decrease at 
the same rate. The distortion is, 
nevertheless, present but, since both 
signal strength and distortion are re- 
duced in volume, it is not an percept- 
ible or objectionable. 

Neglecting the distortion inherent 
in many multi -tube receiving sets, this 
is the reasotl why no amplified repro- 
duction designed up to the present 
time can compare in clarity and 
faithful reproduction with the crystal 

set and head phones of almost by -gone 
days! 

Please do not gather from this 
article that there is going to be any 
immediate revolution in this matter. 
The diaphragm method of reproduc- 
tion has been the best that science 
has been able to evolve in a good 
many years of experimentation and I 
doubt if there will be a change until 
some totally new method is devised. 

The inefficiency of the diaphragm 
as a means of converting electrical 
vibration into sound has been pointed 
out in many places arid nowhere more 
emphatically than in a paper pub- 
lished in the Journal of the Franklin 
Institute for May, 1919, by Lewis Z. 
King. 

In the five years which have passed 
since the publication of this paper, 
loud speakers, head telephones, 
phonograph reproducers and micro- 
phone transmitters have all been very 
much improved and yet the principle 
is the same and the defects which 
Professor King pointed out are ',ill 
inherent in all of these instruments. 

Professor King's paper was highly 
technical and full of mathematical 
formulae which would he totally 
beyond the average pupil in this 
kindergarten but the conclusions 
which he reached are understandable 
by anyone. 

We all know that every diaphragm 
has what we call a "natural period" 
of vibration of its own. This is what 
we call its "resonance frequency." 
Professur King showed that when the 
incoming signal is the same as the 
natural frequency of the diaphragm, 
the diaphragm gives out its maximum 
efficiency in the form of sound. 

Considering this resonance fre- 
quency, or maximum efficiency, as 1, 
and assuming that the frequency is 
somewhere around 1000, Professor 
King showed that when the frequency 
of the signal is raised to 1043, the 
efficiency drops down to .887 and 
when the frequency of the signal is 
raised to 1137, the efficiency drops to 
.018. 

A similar condition takes place 
when the frequency of the incoming 
signal is lower than that of the 
resonance frequency and, with it 
resonance frequency of 1020, a signal 
frequency of 429 lowers the efficiency 
of the sound production to .0016. 

These figures are all on the assump- 
tion that resonance frequency is rep- 
resented by figure 1 and form an ex- 
cellent basis for comparison between 
the efficiencies of the diaphragm re- 
producing sound at various other 
frequencies. 

Professor King summarized his ex- 
periments by saying: 

"Keeping in mind that the resonance 
efficiency as already deduced is in the 
neighborhood of .004, it will he de- 
duced from the above table that the 
efficiency over the ordinary range of 
frequencies is extremely low, amount- 
ing to only a few parts in a hundred 
thousand or a million. 

"It is thus evident that the tele- 
phone receiver, considered as a means 
for transforming electrical energy 
into acoustic output, is an extremely 
inefficient instrument. It remains for 
future research to determine the locu- 
tion of the energy losses and to re- 
move their cause if possible." 

Since Professor King's experi- 
ments, science has done almost mar - 
vela in improving the quality of the 
output of various instruments using 
diaphragms. Improved diaphragms 
have very much lessened the great 
inequalities of signals at different 
f requencies. 

All of this has been an improve- 
ment, however, and does not alter the 
fact that the diaphragm is inherently 
incapable of perfection. 

In radio, we are absolutely at the 
mercy of the diaphragm. 

At the transmitting studio, there 
is the diaphragm in the microphone 
which picks up the original sound of 
the music or voice. This diaphragm, 

(Continued on Page ea) 
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Slant of the Trade on Radio 
'TRADE -IN" VALUES SET 

FOR RADIO RECEIVERS 
BY LOS ANGELES DEALERS 

By DR. RALPH L. POWER 

LOS ANGELES Sept. 20. 
THE radio division of the Music 

Trades Association of Southern 
California has thoroughly investi- 
gated the local situation in regard to 
allowances for radio sets returned in 
partial exchange for new sets. The 
prevailing custom of doing this in 
the automobile, piano and phono- 
graph business has literally driven 
the radio dealers to follow suit. 
Their recommendations are embraced 
under the following schedule: 
Allowance on radio set one month 

old -less 15 per cent today's list 
price. 

Allowance on radio set two months 
old -less 30 per cent today's list 
price. 

Allowance on radio set three months 
old -less 45 per cent today's list 
price. 

Allowance on radio set four months 
old -less 50 per cent today's list 
price. 

Allowance on radio set five months 
old -less 55 per cent today's list. 
price. 

Allowance on radio set six months 
old -less 60 per cent today's list 
price. 

Allowance on radio set seven months 
old -- -less 65 per cent today's list 
price 

Allowance on radio 
old -less 70 per 
price. 

Allowance on radio 
old -less 75 per 
price. 

Allowance on radio set ten months 
old -less 80 per cent today's list 
price. 
After Len months the committee 

states that it believes that the al- 
'owance - -if given at all -shou d be 
eU per cent or more off today's list 
price. 

The new radio station for Holly- 
wood to he operated by the Los 
Angeles Evening Express will be 
known as the Associated Broadcast 
Station, although official call letters 
have not as yet been designated for 
the station. The equipment will be 
Western Electric Company, 500 

watts, with u wave length of 337 

meters. 
The Radio Jobbers and Distributors' 

Association of Southern California 
now holds its meetings bi- monthly. 

The radio division of the Music 
Trades Association is sponsoring a 
series of twelve five- minute talks Sat- 
urday evenings from the Examiner 
Studio, KFI. 

Prices of receiving sets have been 
materiely decreased locally due pri- 
marily to the drop in certain types of 
loud speakers as well as batteries and 
other parts. 

The Los Angeles stores find it ad- 
vantageous to keep open house at 
least two evenings a week for out -of- 
town customers from the outlying re- 
gions. 

Charles Wellman, one of KYW's 
favorite songsters, has left Chicago 
for Los Angeles, where he is con- 
nected with a local radio shop. IIe 
will soon be heard from a local sta- 
tion. 

Increased power of sending stations 
and more sensitive receivers are mate- 
rially assisting radio activities here. 
The so-called summer slump is pass- 
ing into history. One of the radio 
jobbers has just said, "If business 
were never worse than now we could 
not kick." 

New seta on the local market in- 

set eight months 
cent today's list 

set nine months 
cent today's list 

dude the Gilfillan neutrodyne Cali 
fornian, Wright radio and A -C Dayton 
receiver. 

Uncle Remus, of KHJ -the Times - 
who has entertained thousands of 
radioland people with his droll Negro 
stories, songs and harmonica selec- 
tions, has opened Uncle Remus' Radio 
Service Stations. 

With the advent of the new Ex- 
press station all Los Angeles news- 
papers broadcast through their own 
station or through remote control 
with the exception of the Record. 

Bands galore have entertained 
Southern California's radioland lately, 
Paul Blese's champion Victor Record- 
ing Band, Vincent Lopez and his 
orchestra, and Isham Jones and his 
Brunswick Recording Orchestra being 
the most popular. 

Among the new local radio stores 
is an international establishment 
where three languages are spoken by 
the salesmen and technicians. 

The San Francisco Radio Show, 
held from August 16 to 21, inclusive, 
proved satisfactory both in point of 
attendance and interest shown. Corn - 
p:ete sets and parts were shown in 
nearly 150 booths by manufacturers 
and dealers. The Navy Department 
also occupied an exhibition booth. 
Mornings were used for trade meet- 
ings and afternoons and evenings the 
show was open to the public. 

The American Radio Exposition 
Company, which manages a radio 
;how annually in New York and Los 
Angeles, will hold the next Western 
gathering in Los Angeles the week 
)f January 25. The first show, held in 
:he Biltmore Hotel early last Feb- 
ruary, was well attended. It is be- 
lieved that the former quarters will 
hardly be adequate to accommodate 
the next exhibit- 

The prevailing shortage of power 
in Southern California, due to insuRi- 
:ient rainfall, has been a matter of 
:onsiderab:e local concern. Street -car 
;tops have been eliminated, street 
lights have been discontinued on moon- 
light nights, and other electrical serv- 
ices seriously curtailed. Radio an- 
nouncements have been made to ask 
iouseholders to shut off the electricity 
sod listen to the radio in the dark. 
rhe shortage has also encouraged 
moonlight dances at the various dance 
iavi.ionb. 

NEW EVEREADY BATTERY 

LEADS ALL OTHER ITEMS 

IN PHILADELPHIA'S SALES 

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 20. 

WITH 
the summer almost ended 

and cooler evenings becoming 
more frequent, there was a de- 
cided improvement in business during 
the latter half of last month in the 
Philadelphia district. 

Vacatinnists are returning and 
then those receivers which were so 
foolishly "wrapped in camphor for 
the summer" are being resurrected 
and preparations are being made to 
overhaul or remodel last year's out- 
fit. These preliminary activities have 
been quite noticeable in the acces- 
sories and parts trade. 

One of the sustaining features of 
the buying market is the new Ever - 
ready 'B" battery. No. 770. The 
new model is almost twice the size of 
the previous 45 -volt batteries and has 
made a very strong appeal to the 
ever- increasing army of multi -tube 
set operators. 

At the present time the demand far 
exceeds the supply, and each fresh 
shipment is being sold almost as soon 
as received. 

This almost unprecedented demand 
for a new product probably expresses 
the present attitude of the Philadel- 
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Remember. folks- with Rathbun Condensers you drill 
one hole only You can't ruin the panel. They elimi- 
nate the passibility of mounting screws pulling plates 
out of alignment. They are interchangeable In the 
same hole. except the No. 3 Plate Vernier. Su altera- 
tions In Ow circuit are made very easy. 

Examine them at your dealers or write (mention 
"Radio In the Home ") for complete details. PNrws 
'3 to 43 Plater' 31.00 to 36.00. Rathbun Manufae- 
turinx Company, Inc., Jamestown, N. Y. 

LSA L N!)N rL 1 1 1 J V 
SUPERIOR CONDENSERS 

growth 

A LL-A M ERI('.A N 
ACDIO TRA NaFOR M6RR 

Two. R 12. R.1M 1 to 1. g;.5(1 
Tyne It-21 . Ilstu. 5 to 1 175 
TSP.. R12. Ratio In to 1 1.75 

'Tyne R TO. Power. Input.. COU 
TIM 7121. l'ow.-r. Output a.Ufl 

A a picture grows to completion under 
th hand of an rtit, a 

u 
has the arld' 

1vorlte aud`c. tranlnrmer grown under the 
development of Its engineering staff. Soundly 
deigned. it requires no 7 early remodeling. 
Day by day it I. brought nearer to perfeetlnn; 

little relinernent of winding here. little 
costly material there the increased awl 

perhaps balanced by th adoption ..I en 
labor slaving tool. rendered economical by n 
enurn.ou output. 

In a word. the All American you bought two 
years ago. un.urp.ed 

a 
it at that 

tine. r.hadnwed In r - perfection of pe 
Iunnane by the All -American of th present 
day as the strength of a child is es,eedeel 
by that of grown man. 

Continuing, without radical change, lb pre - 
eat standard All - American models (Audio, 
Power. Long.WvI we hell an eo u, during 
the months of October and Nuv mbar achieve- 
ments in the art of traalorm. building, sur 
prising in thir p.rfation even to tho long 
(.miller with All- American up.rloritl. 

The Rade Key Boole Is Oat! 
nr m t valuable rudes rçIrsce book you run uu.. it tells hou to heur 

-comae and better; all OAe more workable circuit/ are clearly plelured. dur 
grommet! and eeplolsrd. proetwal apwrten Iwo- to feet beg result. fro... 
the set key have. Rend I. twat. fur It tolus. coin ur tomp.. 

RAULAND MFG. COMPANY, 2666 Coyne St., Chicago 
P I ( 1 N I - . F . R S I N T t; E I N D U S T R Y 

ALI; ï EflCTCAAI 
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS 

largisst Selling Transformers in the World 
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Greater Results 
Than Ever! 

i ' Send for this diagram. 
{ The Nutron $olodyu. (double -arid) 

Tube art. at both oscillator and modu- 
lator n the MtperOeten,dyae elrenit thereby not only eltminting one of the tubes but 
obtalotoa greater efficiency as well. In Renee Met the Nutran !anodyne (double grid) 
Pubs -au be used as both detector and amplifier (dual amplification) tberelty doing away 
enure y with the crystal or detector tube. 

The Nutron aolodyoe Nimble geld) Tube made po..lbl. th. No 'B" Battery (SOlodyn.l 
Cereal . Thousands are now enjoying this smooth reception and It rapid Rahn In pops 
tarlty 1a .mime proof of its unusual gnahtles. 

bend t once for Nate... !Mindyne Idnumetrldl 'tube and diagram Illustrated bow 
or for 'robe and diagram of 2.tube reflex elrrnit for 'rube soil No "a" Batter, hook uM. 
Se. there for yourself. If your dealer does not yet carry thew tut... order direct from us. 
Always look Syr Ibe ttIlben Spot (Pat. Pending). It I. your more of tube perfection. 
Each Nutron Tube is rigidly (.'.rod and guaranteed. Price id.00. 

Nutron 
Matched 
Tubes 

Silben Spot 
(Pat l'rndlnal 

)Ir. Set Manutarturer: You can now 
guarantee every One of tour twin working 
Perfectly ou tube operation. Our Servire 
Department will match tubes for Your 
particular set. park them In carton. of 
three or 1g. a required. each tube India 
.iduany marked and guaranteed correct for 
Your eel. COSIVIete owelacaUUUs fur each 
tabs. will be hacked In each carton. This 
Is service that will be welcomed by your 
dlatrlh,ttOr. ,healer. and customers. Nutron 
Matched Tuhea-- mtrhrd to your set re 
qulremrol- Identified and (neuron.) fur 
they sith the Sieben Hoot I1'at. fending) 
-tested and guaranteed - can he triode nIIahlr to your customers it You Me s0. 

We an aerommodate few reliable net 
manufacturer. with this meeker and 
furnish Nutrun Matched Tuteea to 
sufficient quantities to meet all their 
requiren,.nhs llr. Set Manufacturer. 
lbe represent. tube Inauranee to you. 
Write, wire or phone for consultation. 

NOTE- W. recommend to owners of 
Nutwrltrtrmdyne and rears sets the 
use of Nutron Matched Tubes it COW 
)unction ith the Nutroo itgltedy 
(double-Odd, Tube-The Sutw.. Stmt 
(1'al. Pending) all these tubes Is 
your tuatara.. 

on 
nerfe.t natl.factiOn 

with ro r t. 
of 

Matched Tubsn: 
Net f a 212 (a: set of s. 121.00. Nu- 
tron Soiodvoe (double -grid) Tube 2a. (k1. 

Use 
Silben i Spot 
Tubes 

(Pal. Pediagl 
After )ear of 

chenil. -al awl ebr- 
trical r.s.arrh startling urne ea. of tubs 
treatment has born dleeorered: What no 

terry stube lually 
ordinary 2 colt 

like a $12 power 
tube. It makes sesk retention (rout 
mud good reveption ntronger 

The "Rendement" 
Ordinary tubes hare three measurements. 

The Silbert Spat 'rube 1A ha. fourth. 
known . the -rendement.- The secret Is 
In the Milben seat 11'aí. Pendlogl. Furth.r- 
more ever) Silben Spot Tubs is DI- 
PINDABLI be...... each one la rulily 
tented before It lean n r fartnry. Each 
Milben spot Tube glee known result.. 
)'rice 24. 

UTRO 
sSSppot 

Metros Maeafienaring Compaq 
725 Maio Ava., hulk. N. J. 

Bestone 
V-60 

BEAUTY, CLARITY and CONVENIENCE, the 
tonal qualities of the BESTONE V -60 Five -Tube 
Receiver, are perfect, without SQUpALS, HOWLS 
and WHISTLES, yet accomplish extensive dis- 
tance and volume. 

Write for Psrtiewiars NudaetwM and GaarSMf d b toe. HYMAN .a COMPANY 
fie Rrwdwa, 212 W. Awaits An- 

New Fork (Ideas* 
In beautiful dlatlnotIVr 
cabinet. With 
built-In loud 

nyeaker a n d 
hattery corn 
parltneats. 

$165.00 

Rome receiver 
in other cab- 
inet without 
loud Breaker. 

$115.00 

phis experimenter. The local set 
buildtrs have been foaled so often by 
the "David IIarums" of the radio 
business that today they are more dis- 
criminating and refuse to accept 
products of unknown manufacture. 

Time was when apparatus sold on 
appearance and "cut price," and not 
infrequently was the buyer stung. 
Often the layman was induced by 
some glib salesman to accept a piece 
of apparatus of questionable origin, 
offered at a "cut price," in preference 
to the standard article asked for. 

This order of things is rapidly 
changing, and the buyers of today are 
accepting the products of established 
manufacturers- concerns who by 
selling honest goods at a fair price 
have earned a reputation for fair 
dealing. 

Eveready batteries are well known 
to all radio fans, so when the 
new "double life" battery was an- 
nounced, it found a ready market. 

While the market generally has 
not yet developed normal business, 
the betterment during the last few 
weeks has given encouragement to 
dealers. When the time comes for an 
active buying movement, there will be 

a great number of large orders placed 
with wholesalers and jobbers, as 

stocks on the shelves of the retailers 
have been permitted to fall to 

negligible quantities. 
From present indications and the 

increasing number of inquiries, there 
is sufficient evidence to predict that 
this will be a radio -frequency season. 

Leading factors of the trade say 
that receivers employing radio -fre- 
quency amplification will predominate. 
Neutrodyne, reflex, tuned and untuned 
radio frequency, inverse duplex and 
superheterodyne parts and complete 
sets will be among the "best sellers." 

One prominent jobber declared that 
superheterodyne parts and kits will be 

sold in large quantities. He said: 
"The superheterodyne receiver is 

unquestionably one of the finest yet 
developed. It is true that the early 
models of last year were not all that 
could be desired, but due to the many 
refinements and improvements, the 
'super' is now a real success. 

"The chief difficulty with the heter- 
odyne receiver," he said, "is trace- 
able to the misleading statements 
that have been published about the 
wonderful performance of the set. 

Such statements as 'London to Hono- 
lulu on a one -foot loop,' 'working 
above the static level' and 'stations 
two thousand miles away can be heard 
as clearly as locals,' are not only 
untrue, but have been detrimental 
to the sale of parts. 

"The chief advantage of the super 
lies in its ability to bring in signals 
from real distant stations more con- 
sistently than is possible with other 
type receivers. The super will also 
reward its operator with some in- 
creased DX range and intensity of 
signals. 

"A demonstration will prove to 
the most skeptical the real merits 
of the super -het, and thousands of 
kits will be sold. As a matter of 
fact, such kits as the Ultradyne, 
Rubicon, Victor -Kellogg and Capt. 
Adams are in good demand for this 
time of the year." 

Another large dealer expressed 
virtually the same opinion. "The 
early models of the superhetero- 
dyne," he said, "were boomerangs. 
They were crude, had too many con- 
trols, were difficult to operate, and 
many of them were no better than 
the average good three-tube set. 

"The ridiculous statements about 
the results obtainable with the super- 
heterodyne led the public to believe 
that it would perform miracles. 
The present improved apparatus, 
however, will prove the superhetero- 
dyne a superior receiver." 

That the interest in radio has 
been revived was demonstrated this 
month when Gimbel Brothers' depart- 
ment store advertised the sale of 
20,000 complete three -tube sets, in- 

one in- ullth ease 

Super DeLuxeDials 
WLera tr)It eri )sail are is II 

atisafüt Weser 

Test these dials with 
any other and see 

how much more 
quickly you can turn 
to any degree or 
fraction of a degree. 
Shorter intermedi- 
ate lines. numerals 
on the bevel and a 
generous knob are 
the reasons. 

These are truly 
beautiful creations 
which give that 
final touch of dig- 
nity and attractive- 
ness to the quality 
set. On the set you 
buy look for the 
minute Na -aid 
trademark as you 
would for "Ster- 
ling" on silver. 

15c. Other price 01 Na -aid 
Dials are: y':' SOY- 3- 
35. and 2- irhewtan SSc. 

ALDEN MFG. CO. 
Oe t r. fa4ISM, Mes. 

A-A L O 
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LAS 
IO TUBE 

BRINGS INTNE WORLD. 

INSTRUMENT TESTED 

Type A, S volt, 315 ampere 

Read the guarantee furnished altb 
ever' Atlas Tube. 

"Tbl Allan Tube he. been Indi- 
vidualb Intru,nent tested and le 
guaranteed to Live entire satisfaction. I'f If unsatisfactory for any reason 
whatever. It may be returned within 
a period of thirty dye to the n 
facturer or to the dealer from whom 
it was nought. provided the nlament 
has not been burned out. 

"Dealers are authorized by the 
manufacturer to make replacement 
or refund (in auch c see) whichever 
may i,e deIred by the customer 

Atlas Instrument Tested Tube. 
are guaranteed to function efficiently 
in Reflex. Neutrudyne. sulwrheru- 
dyne. Radio Frequency or any of 
the circuit* which require highest 
efficiency in tubes." 

best dealers . d^ ! a] .00 dct /om u. Mail o P 
en promptly filled. 

I'e:el 41. nt Et.lt -w lth Path tube 
ordered from thle advertisement we 
will. on revuret. Include ludleldusl 
Chart showing ehereterlle curve. 

,F:41.ERS end Jo RRKKS - There le 

I l itoef a t a ATLAS TUBES. a the drat" tubes 
to be sold on merchendi.ing principles 
affording full protection and satisfac- 
tion to your rustomera. 

Write or wire for propnttton. 

THE R -S -K COMPANY 
Ellicott Square Caxton Bldg., 
Buffalo, N. Y. Cleveland, O. 

ARE YOU BUILDING 

A RADIO SET? 
You will save time nd patience 

a 

e 

well hvmg the sahslctinn of 
peg tCCt job when you wind your own 
coil if you use 

Safe Guard Insulation 
It is tr snap..rnt. qurekeetting. 

insulating cement developed eat - 

pectally for use in the c netruc. 
ties of the beet grade of radio et nd parts. 

Fo t,tfenmg low loss coils 
such r as form wound. honeycomb. 
spider web. paper nd libe, lad, 
intr. etc. 

Safe Guard Insuluabon as made 
from a dissolved cotton base and 
is free from injurious gunny nd 
acids. 

Il improves hua -bar wiring 
nd prevents grounds and short 
circuits. 

At Station )XP, tw o bare wires were 
dipped in Safe Gutd. it was Allowed to 
dry, the 

1 

were w e than twisted together 
and t d across megger." Absolutely 
no lenkage showed under a five- million ohm 

At your dealers or 
send purchase price and you 

will be supplied postpaid. 

Put up in 50c and $1.00 cans 

Manufacturers please write for 
quotations 

Safe Guard Insulation Co. 
Lansdale Penna. 

eluding tubes, batteries and loud 
speaker, for less than $50 for the 
complete outfit. Their entire first 
stock was sold the first day of the 
sale. They are now booking orders 
for future deliveries. There is a 
ready market for a good, reliable 
receiver at a popular price. 

There has been a consistent, steady 
sale of those parts which have be- 
come known as "standard." Federal, 
Acme, Kellogg, Thordarsen, All - 

American and other well -known 
makes of transformers continue to 
hold favor. 

Apparently every manufacturer of 
radio apparatus seems determined to 
enter the race for the best "low- loss" 
condenser, with the result that at 
present the market is flooded with 
variable condensers of all kinds - 
"low- loss," "no -loss" and "all- loss." 
One buyer summed up the condenser 
situation in a few words, saying, 
"If I don't see or hear of a new 
'low -loss' variable condenser every five 
minutes of the day, I'in sure that I've 
missed a few, and I feel disap- 
pointed." 

Most dealers report gond sales of 
the old- reliable make condensers, such 
as Hammerlund, Cardwell, General 
Instrument. etc. The new Yaxley line 
of jacks, switches and rheostats is 
meeting with the approval of the 
discriminating buyer. 

The technical men of some of the 
larger jobbers, who have had the 
opportunity to test the new Sodion 
and Magnavox tubes, are very enthu- 
siastic in their praise of these new 
products. 

Many enterprising stores. realizing 
the need of tubes with similar ampli- 
fying characteristics for superhetero- 
dyne and other radio- frequency cir- 
cuits, have installed the "tube tester," 
advocated by and described in Radio 
in the Homo. Many dealers requested 
advance copies of the hookup for this 
tester. Progressive Radio Company, 
306 Market street, was awing the 
first to advertise the installation of 
the tester. The characteristics of 
every tube sold are "plotted" at the 
time of sale. Tubes, other than those 
purchased from the Progressive, are 
tested at a very small charge- thirty- 
five cents per tube. This bit of 
foresight on the part of the Pro- 
gressive management has resulted in 
greatly stimulating their tube sales. 

The trade generally is looking 
forward to and anticipating great 
things from Philadelphia's Third 
Radio Show. This year the show. 
which will be the biggest event of 
its kind ever staged in this section, 
will be held at the Second Regiment 
Armory, Broad street and Susque- 
hanna avenue, October 18 to 25. 

DAVID GRIMES INCORPORATES 
COMPANY TO MANUFACTURE 

MEDIUM -PRICED RECEIVERS 

NEW YORK, Sept. 20. 
FOR more than a year the Grimes' 

Radio Engineering Company, 
owner of the Inverse Duolex patenta, 
has been working out a design of the 
Grimes' system for application to a 
rather inexpensive model. 

This design reached its perfection 
in the ":iXP" model as brought out 
through the laboratory of Radio in 
the Haine." This was fully covered 
by David Grimes in the June and July 
issue's. 

Several efforts were made to have 
the various licensee companies under 
the Inverse Duplex patents, manufac- 
ture and sell this "Ford Model" radio 
set. Due to extensive business on the 
larger types of sets, the facilities of 
the several organizations were crowd- 
ed to the limit and they therefor,. 
could not seriously consider the 3XP 
set. 

The parent company, the Grimes 
Radio Engineering Company, there- 
fore decided to use its own resources 
to make this set available to the public 
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SIZES A N D PRICES 
Complete with Velvet 

Vernier fiala 
.sol 12.00 
0006 6.00 
.00055 Green. G.00 
00035 5. T h 

.000r5 +.50 

*-Velvet Vernier Dial 2 Su 
3'Velset Vernir Dial 2.00 

ti- 

3623 Miles on Broadcast 
51$2 Miles on Code 

T .t HOVE Kele'11KD(s erre 
made by highly ETeient Receiving 
Sets of which National DX Con- 
densers and Velvet Vernier Dials 
were parte. 

BECAUSE 
THEY CET DISTANCE C- L- E- A -R -L -Y I 

Lou) loss and no distortion. The Velvet Vernier Dial gives 
perfect resonance control and simplifies selective tuning. 
Built by master craftsmen. 
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Mde by NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc. 
Ilk Brookline Street. Cambridge, Ma.. Established 191 

GOOD PAY FOR YOUR 
SPARE TIME 

Every render of RADIO IN THE IIOME is thoroughly familiar 
with its appeal to radio fans. You have doubtless frequently re- 
ferred your friends to special features it contained, without any 
thought of a monetary reward. 
This is your opportunity to make some extra money. RADIO IN 
THE HOME will pay a substantial commission to a few more 
representatives. 
The work is easy and refined. Radio fans welcome our representa- 
tives because RADIO IN THE HOME contains real information 
by real experts on all radio problems. The magazine is a helpful 
friend and guide to its readers. 
Such features as the PICTURE DIAGRAMS are extremely popular, 
as they take the mystery out of all hook -ups, To many fans, these 
diagrams are worth the entire subscription price. 
Our representatives assume no obligations, financial or otherwise. 
You can devote as much or as little time as you prefer. You will 
find it to your advantage, however, to give the maximum amount of 
your spare time to this work, as you will be well paid fur your 
efforts. 
No investment is required. Send us the names of two persons who 
are acquainted with you, and fill out the form below. We will send 
you sample copies and all necessary supplies. 
The radio season is in full swing and hundreds of subscriptions are 
to he had for the asking. So get busy and cash in on this oppor- 
tunity by writing to us today. 

Circulation Department 
RADIO IN THE HOME 

608 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa. 

Radio 'n the Home. Circulation Dept.. 
6011 Chestnut Street, Phlladeiphne. Pa. 
Please need rue full particulate of your spare time plan to accepted 

representatives of RAI)It) IN THp: HOME 

NA foe 

Address 

City State 

Names, addresses and oocupatlons of two references are on sheet attached. 
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The NEW Neutrodyne Type 

SILVERSET 
Distance -Coast to Coast reception on loud speaker when conditions 

are cuod -1000 miles on laud speaker under the poorest 
conditions. 

cult -Five tubes- tuned radio frequency - neutrudyne type-is C1I partie. balance. It Is as perfect a receiver as anything 
man -made can be Our laboratories have worked for two years developing. 
(eating and perfecting it. 

selectivity-The tests under all conditions have nude possible the 
statement that "The Snverset is the mom selective 

receiver made." Performance pluses the statement. laical stations, no 
matter hoer near the receiver, are racily tuned out. LLOy station may be heard again and again at exactly og Abilit m 

y -tl e sanie dial readings. 

Ease l$e of U i'3tIOI1 -The Silveract Is exceedingly Puny to operate 
A child can bring in stations as easily as an 

expert 

No Body Áxfrcit The Silver metal panel makes a perfect 
Y 1?a Y- ah{eld. 'rhe Sti'erset has absolutely no 

body capacity. 
haler. and Jobbers wile want to give their ...- 
turner. the hest that s ern buy ut 1,1 

, 

rite ins. 
,nr,h ate t,. NI Oil n flirt ur r,, nut nta wire for territory 

THE SILVERSET RADIO COMPANY 
521 East McMillan Street Cincinnati, Ohio 

Performance Proves the Statement 
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One Model 

One Price 
Only 

I. Catada 17 

One Quality 

Globe Phones- America's Best 
Headset, Regardless of Price 

We challenge comparison with America's hest known head- 
phones. Globe Phones always show up best where the opposition 
is greatest. And the quality is thereto last for years. 

There is long experience in making hearing aids for the deaf 
behind the amazing tone purity and reaching qualities of Globe 
Phones. 

As beautiful as they are efficient. Leather covered head bands, 
heavily nickeled parts, extra powerful magnets. If your dealer 
fails you, write us. 

For Dealers Who Hope to Stay in Radio 
Globe quality is so extraordinary and the price so moderate 

that worth -while customers will never expect price cutting. So 
we offer dealers a future in phones. 

Sales Department 

The linke Company 
1323 S. Michigan Av., 

Chicago 

"Globe Helps the World 
TRADE 'SARK 

Mnut.rtured by 

The Globe Phone 
Mfg. CO. 

Reading, Mass. 

Hear, even Eke Deaf" 

at a reasonable cost To do this it 
had to secure men of lare manufac- 
turing experience. Negotiations were 
finally closed with Henry W. Water - 
son, and a new manufacturing com- 
pany was formed called David Grimes, 
Inc. 

The new company, David Grimes, 
Inc., is manufacturing and selling this 
"3%P" set for the holding company. 
They have opened up a factory at 143 
Morgan street, Jersey City, with sales 
offices in the Strand Theatre Building, 
at Times Square, New York. 

Henry W. Waterson is president of 
the organization. He has gained a 
national reputation as president of 
Waterson, Berlin and Snyder, music 
publishers, and as president of Cameo 
Record Corporation, manufacturers of 
Cameo phonograph records. 

Hawaiian music seems to he even 
more haunting during the long, quiet 
summer evenings. Scarcely a pro - 
gram hereabouts but some plaintive 
Hawaiian melody goes to radioland. 
There are many Hawaiian trios -the 
West Coast Trio, the Variety Three, 
the Junior Novelty Three, Mackay's 
Queens, and Alika's Syncopators -all 
Hawaiian aggregations of musicians. 

Editorially Speaking 
(Continued Yrem rag. Its 

a mark of distinction for an artist to 
be able to say. 'Last night f sang in 
the National Broadcast Station and 
was heard by the United States.' 
Thousands of people would give all 
they possess to he permitted to go on 
the Metropolitan Opera House stage 
and be heard by a select few thou- 
sand. Many more than that would like 
to go on the stage which gives them 
the whole nation as a forum. It will 
bring out possibilities of latent talent 
residing in those who have never had 
the opportunity to approach the 
public. 

"But if that is impracticable, if that 
should not prove to be the desire of 
budding artists, why, then, suppose 
we do have to pay for it? That does 
not frighten me. If we have a Na- 
tional Broadcast Station whose voice 
reaches over the country, and if we 
have to pay for the talent, we will do 
it. If we have to spend $2,000,000 nr 
$6,000,000 a year in giving the very 
best and only the best which can be 
had from that single point, making it 
possible for every one in the United 
States to hear it, an industry of half 
a billion dollars could support it if 
the burden were equally and equitably 
distributed. Suppose the industry 
taxed itself two per cent or one per 
cent, or whatever the percentage 
might be; that percentage would be 
more than would be necessary to run 
s first -class national entertainment 
institution, paying more liberally than 
any theatre or any opera can pay 
at the present time. 

"Gentlemen, that is the picture as 
I see it, and if we live for the next 
five years, and meet again, as I hope 
we shall, we will be talking of that as 
belonging to the past as well." 

And so that sums up the situation 
as it stands at present. But, person- 
ally, I go on reelyd as reiterating my 
opinion that the sooner Mr. Sarnoff'a 
vision becomes a reality the better it 
will be for all of us connected with 
radio. 

Radio Kindergarten 
(Continued From Page eel 

being in itself inefficient, cannot put 
into the transmitting ant a perfect 
reproduction of the speech or music. 
It puts into the set the beat that it 
can and the set transmits it broadcast 
by radio. 

Again during this process of trans- 
mitting, there are certain instruments 
involved which have not yet been 
brought to the point of perfection in 
reproduction. In other words, there 
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0 EBY 
There is only one 

GENUINE 
EBY Binding Post 

".. k Tipi skis& Don't Come 04" 

NUT Posts are sci- 
entifically designed. 
beautifully finished 
and their price la 
right. 

This is our Ensign 
post which can be 
furnished either 
plain or engraved in 
t w e n t y different 
m arkirgr. 

EBYS Are Binding Posts PLUS 

H. H. EBY MFG. CO. 
Philadelphia 

will buy for you! 
Free 21 -Hoar Seppiag Service 

for Readers of Radio u 
the Home 

I will buy any apparatus 
mentioned in this magazine 
and send It tv you at its 
Regular frier plus only 
Parcel Postage and Insurance. 

'1 MAKE NO CHARGE 
FOR THIS SERVICE 
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Pend me your order for parts 
for the 

GRIMES -ED NEUTRODYNE 
Complete l'art, Inrlsdiag Panel $55 
and tAatite Wire 

CLARKE & CO. 
1520 Cestaat St. 

Roo. 316 Phila., Pa. 
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TUNE HIM OUT! 
-lust a touch and it's 1,.. 

Goodman Cons, 
In their beautiful 
mount, arc an ornament to any 
panel. Their sharp tuning Is a Joy 
to any radio fan. They can be 
used in any of the standard hook- 
ups, and Improve them ail. Dia- 
grams given In our pamphlet. Send 
for one. (tC/1/7 and P. P. on 

4INVIIII ,L//, one pound 

L. W. GOODMAN 
Manufacturer 

Hill. Pa 

Wire Your Set With (-' 
CELATS E 

You rant twat It for neat fob. 
Ire Nn. 14 tinned copper wireith 
varnished In.uiatloo. Highly Allels, 
tor: moisture proof. Bends without 
cracking. Strlpa like the hark on a 

w Wally' Lout- like spaghetti. lint 
is moodier VI.. heurnfnl remet, 
Snot for FNP.P. ri11.IER "How to 
Snider... also describes "Crlataite" 
and other Aemc pro.lnets. 

THE ACRE WIRE COMPANY 
Dint. B. New Haven. Coon, 

/ACME WIRE 
RADIO .! A NEEDS 

is certain distortion every here and 
there, and this distortion, added to 
the inefficiency of the microphone 
diaphragm, is sent out into the air as 
the signal. 

This signal, distorted and ineffi- 
cient, is received upon our aerials 
and is brought into our receiving sets. 
Here, again, on account of faulty 
home construction or else inevitable 
imperfections at the present stage of 
our instrument development, the dis- 
torted signal is further distorted and 
is brought to the diaphragm of our 
head telephones or our loud speaker. 
Here again we have inefficiency of 
reproduction. 

What is the consequence? 
A sound which left the speaker's 

throat perfectly, has been first im- 
perfectly reproduced, then distorted, 
then again distorted, and again im- 
perfectly reproduced. 
It is only the unreasoning enthusiasm 

of the radio fan which permits him to 
sit back and say, "If you closed your 
eyes you would think it was right 
here in the room with you." 

This is not only true of radio; it is 
equally true of talking machines. 

When radio first became popular, I 

had many novices listen to my set 
and in a great many instances their 
comment was, "It sounds like a phono- 
graph, doesn't it ?" 

Some day we will discover a new 
method of sound reproduction. At 
present let us thank heaven for the 
marvels which our scientists have 
already accomplished with our limited 
knowledge. 

Notes en the Grimes - 
Briggs Neutrodyne 

(Continued From Cage 44) 

the correct kind of loop to use with 
this set. In order that all of these 
readers may have the information 
they want, I am printing on n sep- 
arate page a special feature on our 
"old war horse" loop at Station 3X1). 
We found this loop to be about the 
most useful type we have yet built. 

I have also had many requests for 
methods of adapting the circuit to the 
outdoor aerial. This probably can be 
done, but. of course, it broadens the 
tuning considerably. Still, it unques- 
tionably does produce a tremendous 
volume of signal, and with certain 
methods, we have had stations which 
ordinarily are just about audible and 
have had them so loud that we have 
had to tune down on them. 

This result was achieved by con- 
necting the outdoor aerial to the out- 
side turn of the loop and connecting 
the ground to the tap next to the out- 
side turn. When we did this we still 
left the three connections of the loop 
connected to the set. This made the 
loop what is known as an "auto - 
transformer" that is, that one of the 
windings is used both as primary and 
secondary. 

This method is the most efficient 
that we have tried, but it has the dis- 
advantage of bringing in a tremen- 
dous amount of static and other noises 
along with the signals. Therefore, 
it is not a desirable method for the 
summertime, but is the best method 
for winter nights when there is no 
static. It certainly is the best method 
for DX work if you are not particu- 
lar about the quality of your signals. 

We have also had good results with 
a coil of wire consisting of about thirty 
turns substituted for the loop, with 
the two outside ends connected to the 
regular outside loop connections and 
with taps for the grid take -off as 
frequently as possible. Directly over 
the top of this coil and down st one 
end of it, we wound eight or ten turns 
of wire and this outside winding was 
connected to aerial and ground. 

I should like very much to hear 
from readers who are working with 
this circuit as I think it would be an 
excellent one for us to develop for the 
benefit of other radio fans. 
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HEATH 
Radiant Condensers 

a atorneter Gees: 
Vernier 

ununary adlu.lnient 
re.lmwl he ..Iterate r - Kiir -' 
Cesret atilu.t.urut to - 
halrhrrunh diet in, 

t too. We Guarantee the errmanenllr PLAT Heath Vernier Condon - to he m M listen ere Menlo Platen .,.- 
than any .w' Rotor piutt stump. 

donee? empi 01äf wi In ah.nlute aalneM 
Vernier which actuate. and then ftAe.eed In 
ALI. of the Wales. told their form. 

Non- Dielectric Condensers 
con- ANEW all -metal condenser. A for smoother operation. No 
Use 

new rigidity! A shaft per- tails through hearings. 

fectly centered in accurately ma- Heath Condensers in your new 

chilled bearings -true running- set or hook -up. 

Prices of Model "A" Vernier Type with Dial 

No. 12 A. V. -12 plate 
No. 24 A. V. -24 plate 
No. 44 A. V. -44 plate 

55.00 
5.50 
6.50 

Plain Types in ell sizes 

New HEATH Products 
HEATH Socket with the Exclu- 

sive Shock Absorber Feature 
Bakelite base Into which re- enforced 

phosphor bronze. self cleaning con- 
tacts are sec u re l y embedded. 
iu:A'rH Standards of material and 
work nab tinblp Pelee 7Ae 

Write today for Literature 

HEATH Bakelite Dials 
Easy rImknnh. Braes Duelling .entered 

br prr.Ilou machine, lo wdllte accuracy 
for 

m.? lai In.), ml four I I) I inch dia g 
inch. 

A Iyl.kal IIRA'1II 
Produ't. 

No. 1111 --2 lu. dial for s¡ In. haff..h0 rte. 

HEATH RADIO & ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
205 First Street, Newark, N. J. 

Exclusive Canadian D'atributor 
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., l.td., Montreal, Canada 

Type 200 -6 Volt. 
Type 201A -5 Volt. 
Type 12 --11S Volt. 
Type 199 -3 -4 Volts, 

AIRTRON 
RADIO TUBES 

With the new highly developed 
Bakelite dielectric moulded base 

which eliminates all kinds of electrical 

losses. 

AIRTRON TUBES 
Speak for quality, volume and all 

other characteristics demanded of a 

Radio Tube. Designed and manufac- 

tured to give the highest efficiency 

that a Tube at the present time can 

n ORYeas. 

1 Amp. 
.25 Amp. 
.25 Amp. 
.06 Amp. 

EVERY TUBE GUARANTEED 

Detector 
Det. & Ampl. 
Det. & Ampl. 
Det. & Ampl., Standard Base 

LIST PRICE $4.00 

Sold by all dealers or shipped C. O. D. direet by Parcel Pox,. 
When ordering mention typo. 

Discount to Dealers 

H. & H. RADIO CO. 
Dept. 103 

P. O. Box 22 
Newark, N. J. 

On Resistance -Coupled 
Amplification 

(Continued From l'are 61 

one transformer stage of audio, it 
is practically impossible to increase 
this without distortion. Two stages 
of straight audio would nut work. 
One stage of straight audio and one 
stage of push -pull following your own 
hookup in Radio in the Home and 
using grid leaks as a resistance across 
the primary of the input transformer 
certainly increased the volume, but 
the quality was such that my wife 
and the neighbors both threatened to 
get out an injunction if I ran the set 
after 7 o'clock at night, as it 
sounded like a combination of a boiler 
factory and n cheap phonograph. 

"Two stages of resistance -coupled 
amplification, using Daven resistors, 
has solved my problem, and I am now 
getting all the volume I want with no 
distortion whatsoever. 

"1 am not writinf, you this letter in 
any spirit of criticism, but merely to 
tell you that I believe for once in your 
life you are wrong. I shall continue 
to read Radio in the Home with the 
same amount of pleasure and profit 
that I always have. 

"Wishing you continued succems 
with your publication, I am, 

"Yours very truly, 
"W. L. Morley." 

I can only say that I am very glad 
indeed that Mr. Morley gets such 
satisfaction from his resistance - 
coupled amplifier. It ust happens 
that the makers of the 

just 
resist- 

ors, which he praises so highly, were 
also very much incensed by my few 
remarks, but were not satisfied simply 
to write me a letter and to tell me 
that I was all wet. Without giving 
me a chance to get an umbrella or a 
mackintosh, they immediately with- 
drew their advertising from this 
magazine. 

I have also been very effectively 
jumped upon by Zeh Bouck, one of 
the best -known writers on radio in 
this country. Mr. Bouck says in his 
letter: 
"Dear Mr. Neely, 

"Will you permit me, as one who 
has devoted considerable time and re- 
search to the possibilities of resist- 
ance- coupled amplification, to take ex- 
ception to your prefatory remarks to 
'Audio - Frequency Amplification,' by 
Kenneth Harkness and to the article 
itself? 

"The resistance-coupled amplifier 
is not 'obsolete,' Mr. Neely. On the 
contrary it is just coming into its own. 
From an engineering standpoint, I 
tell you that it is (as far as quality 
is concerned) the most perfect ampli- 
fier available to the fan. G. Y. Allen 
has written to the effect that (I quote 
him from memory) : 'Fundamentally 
the transformer can never give dis- 
tortionless amplification. For the en- 
thusiast who would have perfect am- 
plification at all cost, the resistance- 
coupled amplifier is doubtless ideal.' 
Likewise I might refer you to More - 
croft and Rn'lantine, not to mention a 
score of other prominent engineers, to 
whose works I am unable to refer 
specifically from memory. It is also 
a very efficient system -contrary to 
rather archaic beliefs. 

"From the standpoint of one who 
appreciates the subtleties of fine music, 
I also vouch for the excellence of the 
resistance -coupled amplifier. I am 
a music lover, somewhat of a critic, 
I am told, and this system is the only 
amplifier employed consistently by 
me. 

'I fear that you have done an in- 
justice to several reputable manufac- 
turers of apparatus associated with 
resistance - coupled amplification, 
doubtless losing, yourself, through a 
natural cessation of relevant adver- 
tising (tot however, that the effect 
on advertising should be considered 
in expressing an honest opinion). 

"I appreciate that it will be diffi- 
cult for you to make a direct retrac- 
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tion of your ealtorlal comment, should 
you be inclined to do so. I suggest - 
for doubtless you will be convinced of 
the actual excellences of resistance- 
coupled amplification -that you scout - 

around for an article that you might 
run under a sort of compromise title 
such as 'a resistance -coupled ampli- 
fier that works.' "Cordially yours, 

(Signed) "Zeh Bouck." 
I only went to say that I am not 

looking for any compromise at all. 
Just as soon as i find a resistance - 
coupled amplifier that proves to me 
that my statements were wrong, i 
shall come out perfectly frankly and 
say so. I have never claimed to be 
right in 100 per cent of my state - 
menta, and if I claimed to be right in 
60 per cent of them, I should expect 
to find myself wrong in. half that 
number. 

The theory of resistance -coupled 
amplification is undoubtedly as nearly 
ideal as we can get. My statements 
were that I had never found a practi- 
cal application of the theory that sat- 
isfied me. I never have. Just as soon 
as I do, I will be perfectly frank to 
say so. 

Bring 'em along. I'm really anxious 
to find myself wrong, because, if 
resistance- coupling improves the qual- 
ity of radio reproduction, I'll wel- 
come it with open arms. 

Quality is what radio needs. 

Who's Who at WEAF 
(Continued From Page Si) 

difficult road before attaining success 
an are orchestra leader. Her first am- 
bition was to be a pianist, a; i she 
pursued her studies with intense ap- 
plication. Finally after considerable 
study she attained her goal, and an 
important recital was arranged for 
her. Just preceding it she was strick- 
en with paralysis of the hand. the re- 
sult of overwork, and thereby com- 
pelled to give up concert work. Iler 
next step was to develop her soprano 
voice. After months of application 
she became soloist with the Aborn 
Opera Company. Again overwork took 
its toll and a throat trouble developed 
which ended the operatic career. 

Miss Byrne was not one to give up. 
Within a year she was conducting a 
successful dancing school with some 
of society's most famous families 
represented at her studios. They 
flocked to her from all parts of the 
East. By means of her musical 
abilities she inspired many to learn 
to dance who had previously demon- 
strated absolutely no sense of rhythm 
wha:cver. Little by little she ac- 
quired the art of adapting dance 
music to the dancer rather than to 
forcing him to follow rhythm set for 
him by orchestra. She believes that a 
tuneful melody with inherent rhythm 
is more conducive to natural dancing 
than rhythm forced by banjo, drum 
and saxophone. When Anna By rne 
conducts medicore dancers often dance 
divinely, while long- standing failures 
are spurred on to new endeavors. 

Miss Byrne's ability as a musician 
gradually forced her into the musical 
field. Her society friends requisi- 
tioned her services for important 
social affairs. Gradually she has de- 
voted herself exclusively to fulfilling 
dance music engagements, abandoning 
the teaching work. Misa Byrne and 
her B. Fisher Astor Coffee Dance 
Orchestra broadcast their program 
following that of the Happiness Boys 
each Friday. 

Our list of WEAF celebrities is by 
no means complete, and to do them all 
justice it would be necessary to con- 
tinue indefinitely. It seems that good 
artists always have interesting his- 
tories and that skill is always the 
product of overcoming difficulties. 
When you hear an artist, whether 
through WEAF or any other station, 
who does his "stuff" well, you may 
he certain that years of persistent 
study and practice have been reward - 
ed by the ability to entertain you and 
thousands like you. 
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Have You Heard 
This Wonderful Loud Speaker 

IF YOU walked into II room 
where a Radiulamp is re- 

producing a concert you would 
wonder where the remarkable 
loud speaker was hidden. Cer- 
tainly you would never suspect 
the superb table lamp, a 
matchless piece of lighting art, 
of being a Radio Loud Speak- 
er as well. 

Floods Room With 
Beautif ul ,Music 

And yet that is just what 
the Radialamp is. In the base 
of this wonder lamp is the 
latest perfected microphone. 
Up through the long, graceful 
metal cast stem the sound vi- 
brations are amplified to be 
reflected (torn the "sound mir- 
ror" in the top of the shade. 
This clarifies the extra high 
and low notes. Then the sound 
is carried through the light - 
heated air chamber inside the 
parchment shades, which fur- 
ther purifies it. This combina- 
tien reproduces radio music as 

it has never ta-en done ii -fitrr 'it is simply wonderful," agree 
Radio Experts. 

You Bathe in the Solt 
Mellow Light 

And when you consider, 
too, the soft mellow light that 
the Radialamp sheds -when 
you see what an ornament it is 
even to the most magnificently 
furnished interior, you wonder 
that the Radialamp can be sold 
for the astonishingly low 
price. Radialarnp has come to 
stay even if you have an old - 

type loud speaker you cari at- 
tach the Radialamp to a long 
wire and use it in a room many 
feet from your Radio set. 
Come in and see it - hear 
it -you will want one at once. 

For sole of unto good Radio 
Dealer If he hasn't a Rndut- 
tomp in stock you can get 
complete description and infor 
nation If you write to the 

RADIOLAMP CO. 
Dent. GIs, 334 Fifth As... 

New York City 
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"The I. C. S. Radio Handbook i 

the best book nl it. hind I have 
ever I use it constantly and 
Ibeleve that ry radio fan 
should have copy.. 

HENRY N NMI 
Editor. "Rdi. I. 11. Rame" 

THIS I. C. S. Radio Ilandbook is with- 
.I. out question the greatest book of its 
kind ever written. Filled with sound. 
practical, tested information fur every 
radio fan, from beginner to veteran 
hard -boiled owl. 

Compiled by Harry F. Dart, E. E., 
formerly with the Western Electric 
Company. and U. S. Army Instructor 
of Radio. Technically edited by F. H. 
I /pant.. 

514 pages. Will save you many times 
the small cost of one dollar and enable 
you to get more pleasure out of Radio. 
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How Far Will 
This Set Receive? 

(Continued From Page (s) 

ceptional range and volume. He said 
that he could go out in the street and 
listen to this receiver on the loud 
speaker with ONE tube. He proved 
it to me, too. and has one of these 
receivers for his own set. 

I was very 'pleased with this show- 
ing, and sent the receiver to a friend 
in a poor location. He could not hear 
anything at all except local stations, 
and those were very faint. Needless 
to say, I was not quite so pleased with 
that showing, but it proves location 
has a great deal to do with receiving 
range. 

The skill of the operator has much 
to do with the range of a receiver. 
Of course you have noticed how easy 
it is for you to tune your own set 
after you have had it a while. It's 
as easy as falling off a log. Bat when 
you change to some other receiver, 
that for some reason or other is sup - 
posed to be better than the one you 
have, the first time or two you use it, 
don't you wish you had your old re- 
ceiver back? Seems as though you 
can't cover any distance at all with 
the new receiver. But when you 
finally du get wise to its tricks. then 
you begin to pull in those DX stations 
that you knew were there. 

What was wrong? Was it the re- 
ceiver! No, it was you; you simply 
had not had the receiver long enough 
to get used to tuning it. 

Let us take another example: Let 
us suppose that a man who has never 
owned or operated a radio receiver in 
looking over his newspaper secw in 
the radio programs that a friend of 
his is to come on the air at a station 
500 stiles from where he is. Perhaps 
he wants so much to hear this friend 
that he is willing to buy a radio set 
right away in order to hear him. 

Well, he goes to a radio sture and 
is shown several radio sets. He tells 
the salesman he wants to hear a sta- 
tion 500 miles away. The salesman 
tells him it would he wise to buy a 
receiver with a guaranteed range of 
1001) miles so as to be on the safe side. 
Ile does so. and takes a short lesson 
in tuning in, perhaps on a local sta- 
tion. The salesman says that he will 
he able to pick up stations within 1000 
miles in the evening. 

The man takes the set home and 
gets it all ready for the program he 
wants to hear. Some time before it is 
time for his friend to come on, he 
turns the dials, trying to pick up the 
station he wishes to hear. As he has 
had no experience in tuning a set, 
even if his location is good,' the 
chances are that he will not hear that 
station that evening. IIe will, of 
course, he very disappointtd and will 
no doubt become convinced that radio 
isn't what it's cracked up to be. And 
it isn't. 

No one thinks more of radin than 
I do. As a source of entertainment 
and education it cannot he beaten, 
BUT I am afraid that manufacturers 
are hurting radio and themselves by 
letting advertisements as to the guar- 
anteed range of their receivers ap- 
pear in magazines. Perhaps they will 
realize this some day, but as yet they 
do not appear to have realized it. 

In closing, I would like to say that 
this article is not written to discour- 
age any one from purchasing a radio 
set. You will find that you will get 
a great deal Df enjoyment from one, 
and it wiU be well worth the money 
spent on it; but when you huy one, 
have it demonstrated in your own 
home first and then you will know 
just what to expect from it in that 
location. But wherever you live, he 
it in Maine or California, when you 
are told by the salesman the guar- 
anteed range of a receiver, tell him 
you're from Missouri; you know - 
"You've gotta show me." 

I expect to receive quite a few let- 
ters from manufacturers about this 
article, insisting that they can guar- 
antee the range of their receiver, and 
to them I will say that if they can 
maintain their advertised range in 
any location I pick out., I will take 
hack every word I have said in this 
article. 

That's a challenge -let's go. 

Manufacturers Organize 
a National Association 
to Protect the Industry 

(Continued From Page St) 

Frank Reichmann. the Reichmann ( "om- 
pany; secretary -treasurer, A. J. Carter, 
farter Radio Company. 

Board of Directors 
Major Herbert H. Front, Herbert II. 

Itelchmann Company; a. .1. Carter. 
( arter Radio Company: A. A. Howard. 
Howard Radio Company, Inc.; E. N. 
Rauland, Itauland Manufacturing Com- 
pany: P. C. Lenz, Jr., Runlet-Lenz 
nlertrical Manufacturing Cmtipany; J. 
MeW. Clime. The Operado.' t'orpetration. 

Show Committee 
Major Herbert H. Frost, chairman. Her- 

bert H. Frost. Inc. ; Fred Wellman. 
Electrical Research laboratories; Theo. 
Sheldon. Carter Radin Company : Carl 
Boyd. French Battery and Carbon 
Copany : W. I. Mark. H. G 
Company. 

m 

Legislative Committee 
Ernest It Iteiehmanel. chairman. general 

counsel. B. F McDonald. Jr.. Zenith 
Radin Corporation; Phase! Crosley, Jr.. 
Crosley Radio Corporation; T. K. Web- 
ster, the Ekkn Comparu'. 

Program Committee 
A. J. Carter, chairman. Howard Radio 

Company. Inc.: W. H. Ricketts, the 
I)peradlo Corporation:. W. T. Wander - 
lick. l'nitod Manufacturing and Ina- 
tribut Ina Company ; Simon Wexler. 
Columbia Radin Corporation; D F. 
Conrad, Puritan Distributors. Inc.: C. 
R. Haase. American Art Mache Com- 
pany: J. H. Gustier, Globe Electric 
Company, 

iytaedrd Committee 
A. J. Carter chairman, Carter Radio 

Company ; Major Herbert H. Frost. 
Herbert H, Front. Inc.: J. McWilliams 
Stone. the liperatEo Corporation; P. 
C. Burns. American Electric Company 
F-. T. Flewelling, Buell Manufacturing 

Company. 

mishear and Public Relations Committee 
French Reichmann. chairman. the Reich- 

mann Company: W. II. Huth. Wnlbert 
Manufacturing Company . Major Her- 
beet H. Frost. Herbert H. Frost, Inc. . 

Ca. H. Ilaasc. American Art Mache 
Company : G. R. Blackburn Thordarsun 
Electric Manufacturing Company: D. 
W. Lockhart. Willard Storage Battery 
Company 

Merrhandlalag Committee 
E. N. Rauland. chairman. Rauland Manu- 

facturing Company ; A. A. Howard. 
Howard Radio Company. Inc : A. .1 

Carter, Carter Radio Company W. It. 
Ricketts, the ()peradin Corporaion 
Carl Boyd. French Battery and Carbon 
Company : Edmund Eifel. Pfanatlehl 
Radio Service Company: C. It Kin( 
Herbert II Frost. Inc. ; Edgar Rieder 
the Reichmann Company G. W. 
Rodormer, Reliable Electric Company. 

Membership Committee 
P. C. Lens, Jr. chairman. Itunzel -Lenz 

Electrical Manufacturing Company : .1 

1.' Belden. Helden Manufacturing Com- 
pan-v. A. J. Sehlnttt, w'nlnnrt Electrical 
Manufacturing Company ; J. A. Berman. 
Jefferson Electric Company : W. H. 
Huth. Wnlbert Manufacturing Com- 
pany: W. H. Trimm, T Radio 
Manufacturing Company: J. N North. 
Philadelphia Storage Battery Company; 
I :. R Stnckle. Central Radio Labora- 
tories; W. T Lewts, Western Coil 
and Electrical Company ; G. W. Rudor- 
tiler, Reliable Electric Company: F. 
W. Will. Multiple Electric Products 
Company: J. C. Tully. Bremer-Tully 
Manufacturing Company. 

Ylwaaee Committee 
A. J. Carter, chairman. Carter Radio 

Company ; P. C. Lens. Jr.. Runzel -Lenz 
Electrical Manufacturing Company: F. 
W. Will. Multiple Electric Products 
Company: R. A. Connor. Dudlo Manu- 
facturing Company : A. it. Johnson. 
Jefferson Electric Company. 

Credit Committer 
W. H. Trima, chairman. Trinan Radio 

Manufacturing Company: D. Mac- 
Gregor. Itauland Manufacturing C - 

puny . Theo. Sheldon. Carter Radio 
('ompany; Ronald Webster, Fansteel 
Products Company ; J. C. Tully, 
Bremer -Tully Manufacturing Company' 
H. F. W'llklna, Belden Manufacturing 
Company. 
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Radio Dealers! 
Die new plan of publi.hiug Pit_TORIAI. 
DIAGRAMS of bookups in RADIO IN fit HOME enables oven a novice to 
build the moat complicated ,eta These 
dlagramn show every Alep In the wir- 
ing operation. Tnia seryler create. 
rood will and additional sales for the 
dealer. 

The high standard maintained in the 
advertIsinit columns of RADIO IN THE 
MIME. where 0111Y Quality apparat'n 
which we have tested. Is accepted for 
these columns. guards the fan against 
using inferior apparatus. This service 
helps the dealer Increase the sale of 
Quality apparatus and gain the good 
will of the radio fan. 

Cash m n this good will and addi- 
tional .ales by bringing RADIO IN 
THE HO)IE to the attention ut Your 
radin fan custurn.rs. 

For full information writ. tu 

RADIO IN THE HOME 
608 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 

PERITE 
Site "SELF- ADJUST1M "Rhco,tií 

PERFECT eL47-,- CIRCUIT 
Simplifies Wiring 

Eliminates 
hand rheostats 

RADIALI. COMPANY 
60 rnnklin at., 

N. Y. 
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FADA Neutrola Grand 
No. 16S 90 -A 

7 his 
1 

the hoe -tube Nc., 
role INSA. mounted nn 

FADA Cabinet Table 190 A 

Pote (log tubes. banenet. 
et. o Sí93 

TtItc high sweet notes 
of the violin the loin 

rolling bass of the organ. 
TONE quality -true reproduction 
of voice and music without dis- 
tortion-is one of the outstanding 
features of the new FADA Neu - 

trodynes. You hear the music just 
as it is played or sung. 

FADA Ncutrodyncs can be de- 

pended upon at any time, any- 
where. to give you the utmost in 
radio. They operate on a simple 
indoor or outdoor aerial and use 
the types of powerful tubes which 
give maximum results. Each bears 
the stamp of FADA engineering 
skill plus the artistry of master 
cabinet designers. 

You who have deferred buying 
a radio set -waiting for someone 
to produce just your combination 
of price, performance. cabinet de- 

sign and finish -need wait no 
longer. In the new complete line 
of FADA Neutrodyne receivers 
you can find exactly what you 
want. 

See your dealer. He will show 
you a FADA Neutrodyne that will 
delight you -in appearance, per- 
formance and price. 

You have a range from $75 to 
$295 from which to select -six 
models, each a remarkable value. 

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC., 1581 JEROME AVENUE, NEW YORK 
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FADA Nwtroceiver 
Ne. 175 -A 

Mahogany cabinet. ln 
dined panel and roomy 
battery shelf. S tube 
Prier (Irs tubes. hat. 
tents. etc.) 1160. 

FADA Nutro Junior 
No. 195 

Three -tube Neutrodyne. 
A wonderful performs. 
Price Iles It ber. b.:- 
tettes. etc ) 57S 



Don't Buy just Tubes! 

TA,. nMrAal of 

tIIMI(Ylnn 

It isn't a genuine WDI l 
unless it's a Radiotmn. 

It isn't a gellullll' WD-12 
unleas it's a Radiotmn. 

It isn't a genuine UV-199 
unless it's a Radiotron. 

It isn't :l genuine UV-200 
llnlel4 Ws a Radiotron. 

It isn't agenuiueUV-201a 
unless it's a Radlotron. 

If you go into a reliable store and ask for a vac- 
uum tube, you will probably get a genuine 
Radiotron, because most reputable dealers carry 
nothing else. And most buyers mean " Radiotron" 
when they say "tube." But the wise man says 
" Radiotron." And he takes the precaution to 
look for the name-on the base, and the RCA 
mark on the glass. Those names have a history 
of invention, research and development back of 
them that has resulted in the production of the 
finest tubes possible to -day. And they have a 
history of best perf ormanice right within every 
fan's experience. That's why knowing fans buy 
by the name : Radiotron. 

2 I I Rrnadrr, New Ynrk 

Radio Corporation of America 
Sales Offices : Suet.. 2710 

InSn.Ii Salle Sr.,CAK.an,In. IIC.INnrnuSc. San Fr.nr..en,C.i. 

Radiotron 
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 


